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HUMANISM AXD THE MODERN WO*LD

Academician
P. N. FEDOSEYEI'

Man as huuran being is developed by society, and, oon-
versely, man's activity creates and remodels society.

The conception of "man" has been undergoing a series
of basic changes in the course of history. If we apply to thp
history of soCiety modern notions of man it will be easily
seen ihat, as a rule, the idea of man was deliberately re-
stricted throughout history, and big groups of population
were d€niod even the right t,o be regarded as human beings.
There was time when slaves or the lower castes were ex-
cluded from the concept of the human race' The adequacy
of a human being was determined by sex characteristies
and this resulted ln the discrimination of women, the sup-
pression and belittling of wornen's part in social life. The
concept of a human bding has been frequently restricted on
grounds of religious beliefs, and a pemon of a different reli-
[ion hacl been practically denied the inalienable right to
be considered human.

Race was claimed to be a decisive criterion of human
nature and, as a result, there developed a situation where
the representatives of a certain race are persuaded of their
alteged superiority over the representatives of another race
and-where this "theory" is used to iustify wholesale anni-
hilation of people, to justify, even in our times' hulnilia-
t,ion of man beiause of dissimilarity in the colour of skin
or hair. Up to our days certain scholars publish pseudo-
scientific works and with a pretence of seriousness seek to
provide grounds for the existence of certain eternal, insu-
perable racial principles of social inequality.-- 

Such theories are not merely a product of their authors,
individual inclinations; they originate owing to definite
social conditions, which are responsible for their cultivation.
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The principal social foundation of actual limitation of
man and the basic social evil is the continued existence of ex-
ploitation of man by man, the well-to-do life of a handful of
neople m^ade possible_ owing to the uncompensated approp-
riation of the lion's share of wor,k done by-millions ot'orai_
nary toilers, to the plunder oI complete nations and coun_
tries,which are living in a state of colonial or semi-colo-nial dependence. -

- The concept of man is a producL of the social theorv of
thinking. Thp social sphere, jusL as social lheory, has al-
ways been an arena of bitter struggle of interests. This
might explain t,he fact that history lias seen most ridicu-
lous theoretical distortions and misinterpretations of man,s
substance and nature, his rights and responsibilities.

Progress of Man and Humanfi

The scientific definition of the concept of ,,man,, has
been devehped in the course of a verv lbng evolution of
society and social thinking.

It is known that in the slave-owning society of the Medi-
terranean the very concept of "man't covered the freemen
only. The Greeks considered the slave to be a mere body
(fo-.g), P-latg, for instance, who created the teaching of
the "ideal" slave-owning state, regarded slavery as a riatu-
ral and_immutable phenbmenon. He accepted tlie statement
that "slaves are like a type of beasts" (La*t, 777 B).
- In fact, the Roman canons of iaw regard as man only

the citizen of an antique city (slave is no iitizen), or a sub--
joct of a sovereign (woman is not subject to taxes), i.e.,
ttle_f nroceed from a deliberately limiterl notion of mar.
("Servqs nullum caput habet". Gaius Paulus l.B, $ 10.
4 5; $ 4 J. I, 16). Roman law did nor distinguish bet,ileen
a slave, an animal or a thing. Ulpian: "slave"or any other
1niryal'l (si servus petitus vel animal aliud - l, {5, g 3,
q. 6, 1). Aquilius's law (approximately 287 B.'C.)'siys
that slaves have no legal -capacity: ,,As for civil law,
slaves are considered ,nobodies,;, (1.-32, f). 50, 17; l.g pr.
D. 2B,B).

The actual limitations of man in the antique world were
reflected in similarly limited theoretic notions of man.
The concept of "mani'was founded on class ortrihal (nation-
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al) c!flacteristics; slaves or foreigners belongi-ng to the
so-called "barbaric" peoples were excluded from it, It is
known that, all these limitations grew more rigid with the
aggravation of contradictions within the slave-owning
society and with the decrease in the prestigo of material,
physical labour.

Owing to- the crisis of antique slave-owning, there origi-
nabed a tendency in the sboic and particularfu in the new
stoic philosophy, to carry the problem into the moral
sphere; slavery has been asserted as "a bondage of human
passions",' alongside the assertion of the natural equality
of humans (Seneca, Ep. mor. 5,47). The teachings-which
were current in that period of upheavals that shook the
antique world included ideas of slavery as a product of
forces inimical to man, reverses of fortune and the evil
elements in man (Petronius, Juvenal and others)

With the downfall of the antique slave-owning society
Lhe concept of man ceased being lirrited to the freemen
and fellow-tribesmen. The suhsequent . philosophical sys-
t,ems, however, inherited many aspects of the anfiqueteach-
ings on slavery, and in particular, the notions of stoic
philosophy. Some influence had been gained by the teach-
ing on the two states of the natural order - absolute and
relative: if it is impossible to asseft in the absolute sense
that man is hy nature destined to be in servitud.e, it is
perfectly possible to say, in the relative sense, that one
person is destined to rule, and another - to submit t,o
his will: "hunc hominem esse servum, absolute conside-
rando... nom habet rationum naturalem, sed solum secun-
dum_ aliquam utilitatem consequentem..." ("hence, in the
absolute sense the natural state does not imply that a man
should be a slave, but this is possible though only in per-
suit of some gain..." (Sum. Theol., II; q.57, a. S, aa. Z;.

In a number of teachings, slave-owning had been for
a long tim_e proclaimed as natural. According to Augus-
tinus (De Civitate Dei, XIX, c. 15) slavery is ihe product
of the original sin and once this is so, the limitations imposed
rrpon man by providence are immutable and everlast-
ing. Aquinas himself had declared, fully in line with his
toaching: "slavery among people is natural", "slave is an
instrument of his master... The master and his slave are
linked by tlre _qpecial rule of supremacy', (De just, q. 57,
art,. 3 and 4). Many official documents of the c[rurch,-such



as the rulings of the Grange Cathedral of 358 1, are formu-

--- 
NeiiU"r-serfs were regarded as hurnan bg-ings' In his

well-known book Custoil.s ol Beauaaisis- (C-outunus 
^ilcbi*riiittti " 

prominent French lawygr P$lipp de Bo-

t"""", (13th c6ntury) pointed out:-"$.1452' There are man-y

.t"i.t ,f'prr.o"at Uoritiase (se-rvitudeC)."' Some of the serfs

;;;:i"t;rid;tt ot th"i* f-eucial lords in such -a 
wav that-the

iutl*, i"" dispose of all thei-r property and have in their
p";;; iU. t"**' life and death,fhey can keep them-irnpris-
6"ra- otr their own free will, no matter whether the serfs

are guilty or not, and they are responsible to nobody but
the God".'-_ 

WitU the commencement of the European - colonial

"*oaotioo 
in the 15th century the limitations of humanism

;;iltr;d-:;-o.* for-. "The- native" in the "discoYered"
ilrffi was [reated in colonial practice as an u-nequal-being'
Ch"-;";l;rm of slavery, in the colonies, hail the-blessilg

"firr. h"rdt of the Caiholic Church - F9p"-Nieholas V,
poerCt**"ntV,andthe"theoreticians"ofcolonialexpan-
sion.- 

Several centuries had passed unt'il slave-owning was

condemned and abolished. Though there '\iiTerre- separate

;"t;*";t" maile by hoads of the- Catholic Church agqit!!
slave traffie, it wai only in 1839 that Pope--Glegory XV{
had officially denouncedit after it had been officially banned

bv manv states. But even more than 100 years--la1er'

the Decliration of Human Rights, adopted by the United
Nations in 1948, st,ill had to mention slavery' condemnrng
its existence in the 20th centurY'-"- po"e John XXIII in his Encyclical "Pacem in Terris"

tp""""'o" B""tfr) notes among tlie main phenomena 
"{ 11:

nresent epoch an increasing recognition ot human rrgnts
f,", 

"ff- 
piipfe. This Encycliial recognizes that for centu-

ries there iacl treen a limitation on the concept of man:
comolete nations experienced for centuries and milleniums
a usLnse of humiliition"' Racial discrimination can no

f""g", Ut-justified, uat leas[ in theory''' -r--,--Th" io" ,ulity of people of differe.nt estates or classes

i" the-Mida'G Ag*", the hany centuries of serfdom led to

l"Curseuponhimwhounderthepretextofpiety'instructsthe
slave to disobey his rnaster and reject servitu^de, instead ol remarnrng

;';;;t;;tl*br'"4-*itt zeal and r6verence" (Canon 3)'

I

a situation where the humanistic ideas associated with the
concept of "man" failed to cover a considerable parl of ,o-l
ciety. Essent,ially, serfdom was a mitigated form of slave-
ry. With ihe abolition of serfdom and the onset of the,
bourgeois epoch the substitution of hired labour for extra.
oconomic compulsion was accompanied by a solemn re-'
cognition of human rights for all poople without exception.

Thus, strictly speaking, the problem of man as such
in the genoral aspect of humanism is rather recent.

The abstract notion of man as such has been developed
only during the Renaissance and the subsequent epoch-
Theoret,ically it was expressed in the concept of "Contract.
social". Its legal formulation has been given in such histo-
ric documents as the United States Declaration of Inde-
pendence o1 1776, the French Declaration of Human and
Civil Rights of {789. This constituted a formal proc}amaCion
of human rights. founded on a concept of man discarding
Iegal, racial or roligious barriers.

The main question posed by history for more than a cen-
tury is the question about ways of ascending from absbract
man to concreto man; ways of enabling the entire mass of
human beings in all countries io enjoy human rights
actually, satisfy and develop their requirements; ways of
providing every representative of the human race with
safeguards for his personal dignity, life without destructive'
and predatory wars, without famine, poverty, and diseases.

This is another example of the dialectical law of ascend-

.ing from the abstract to the concrete. While in cognition, the
abstract is developed by way of penetrating into the depths
of phenomena,by way of abstract,ing from specific charac-
[eristics, objects, things, and subseguently there occurs,
as it were, a relreffie course of .ascending from the abstract
to the concrete in all its diversity, in practice the abstract
appears at a definite stage of struggle and resolves into
the concrete in the course of this struggle for a real iurple-
mentation of the ideals, for a radical transformation of life
with the aim of attaining man's freedom and happiness.

The problem of man in our days by no means should be
roduced to a mere proclamation of the humane principles
of freedom of an individual, eguality, fraternity: the crux
of the matter is in the realisation of these principles.

Ths first declaration of real humanism was the Mani-
leilo ol the Communist Party by Karl Marx and Frederick
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EnEeis. This history-making document had for the first-

iriir"i'i"la"'ao*ri" u " scientific formulation of the wavs of

ir"rrri-" to a socier,y where the unhampered develo!*::l
of everv,inrliviclual is the requisit,e for [he tree development

"i;j.'rri. iirrr i.gi.lrtive expression of socialisr human-

;'- ;;r;i;-;:D;;i*utlo" of 
'Rights of the Toiling 

-and
iiipirriia"i;Lopl"; uaopr.a by rhJ Soviet Republic in Jan-

uarv 1918.".*tn."rl"blem of transil,ion from merely. nr,oclailllg^-'l;

"t,rr"i, 
lo'rirciples oI humanism Io actua] implementatron. ot

i[. t ri"u"isiic ideals is topical because anti-humantst rc

social relations continue to persist in a number oI countries'

L;i;Ii;;- has faiiei io ''utolue the problem,9{.T't'
inl lu.ic evil which imposes limitations on thelnctrvrouar-
tt; ;I"il; ;;; ;.pi;iration of man bv man. which is

".'=".i","a 
*iift'ih" .*itt.nce of priva[e ownership'

'"""drr1"i.=g;i i;;.;; oTru ttir.a worker s1gnifies.i" f"tt,ll:
riohr of ,Tew owners of the means of product,ion to purchase

;ilililr-ii;.ivl"ilr" t"'*"t proclamation of freedom for

;';;t;; signifils [he "Ireedom ol choice": either to accept

,f.r,irla 
"f"".r-y, 

i. .. t,o work for thosewho -possess 
the means

of nroducLion, or Lo [ose the possibitity of procuring Pu't?
;i ffi.fi;;#. t(.'"".", 

-bt'"o 
eq'ai qPPo-ruunities for all

-.*f.t. of society while the latter is ilividetl into owners

;i";;ptt"i u"a tft" -utt ot people completely dependent

upon them economicallY'
We are aware that the requirement of equality among

neonle. nations' ,u""i, fut from losing its imporL' is in our

ffi:;i.;;. 
"I'tir.lri"mphant 

socialiit revolubjon' oI a pow-

;ir"I ';;.#;;-;I;i;;;tlonal liberation movement and the

.'."',i"irfi- oi ?oto"iutism - the motto of the progressive

forces and is worthy of every support and encouragement'

Ch;";piil";t pot*liutt of everv individual' every nation

;; ;; ;" Iongeruer"tea by -anyone 
scientifically' Every

person born into ;il;;;tid !as" formally the recognisud

irgil;- oi u ,"pr.rutttutiut of the human race - an heir to

all the u"t ier.*"rri.lf *oatt" civilisation' Unfortunately'
;h; "i;;;;;itio" or irris right of everv individual does not

,;;;*; a'real oppori",iti for every individual to enjov

this status. ft i. ii-po.tibie.to claim.Iove for mankind and

,at bhe same time iril t" see that half of the world's popu-

lation is illiterate. 
-iAi"tariig'1o 

UNESCO data out of

rlo r,[*" p;;;i; .,i-ptiti'e-the adult population of the

t0

;l

lr

l

world - over 15 years 
. 
o1 ag9- _ approximat,ely 700 mil_lion are illiterate).-It is impos;ibre tJ[onsider oneself A srn-

J,ur!g. ot the.progress oI humanity and at the same time-fa1t
l:^.ol:"11". rhe. upward swing of [he roll of tr_"o tiu"r,rosr rn past centuries-in wars waged in Lhe interest of the rui_jfS. rylnoriry: B miltion in *i fiin'century, 5.5 in rhel'th, 10 in rhe t9rJr, 1nd upp"o*i-ui"fv bO iriiffi"" 'f.ifiiiand crippled in the 20th'cL"t"ry.-"f[. ,"ti_frr_r;irtt;
l,,,trr:, of capitalism, among othei thingr, 

,"o".irt^ il'H;lac[ lhat i0 engenders wars.
Today this felture has become more dangerous than

o veI.
It is self-evident that human society has beon increas_ingly successful over,the past centurlei in mast""irE tLnaLural lorces in developing science ,"a t."fr"Jfo;;"8.;;:

l:T:.1:,yTd:_,qlgur".l,..ry , rule, amounts in iur dafs
r o oo'rbtrng whether visible lechnical proEress of socieivis aL the same time the .progress o7 ian'?- a?;;;;; il;;fltfrom the development of tecirnotoly or ao.. ifr" tJt;;l;;;
l,o man's spiritual impoverishmentl",,The 0remendous .h;;k;
]ll:;t3ll *bXlr by 

-rhe laresr technical a;;;l;;;;;;"(reclares ti. spranger, "have upset the emotional .tutu oi
t he peop[s" r.

It should be noted that such doubts, notwithstanding
t.he subject,ive mot,ives, reflec[ i, a one_sia.d;";;;;i;;;;A
::lT.^: l?rlt{ conrradioory foundarion. Th; I;"t-;;-;[;solutron or actual contradictions of history is "o[ i" it 

".bstract formulation of the problem:- t;;il";;"f-;"*r*;
is,moral.degra-darion of man, lrit i" ; p;"f;;;;-.t,ia""r",i
olimination of the obje.crive sociai ;"il;;il;";.;-;h#i,in the long 

-run- d,etermine so unnatur"i";-;;;;.itr,i"'"1
rrran and technology.

, "..Y:^.: 
rl_11,1o0.!L^"r ,go Marx gave a slriking picrure ofIno tragedy oI social antagonism in bourgeois sdcietv: ,,In

:lll1 d-l_y. g"y.".ythl.Tc see,is {raqs_ht ;itf l;;""il;.tr'": M;':(llltnery, gllted with the wonderful p-o\Mer of shoitening andfrrc,t,ifying-human labour, *" f.t oiJ starvation and over_working. The new fangled sources of wealth, nvrr_.**"1"y,,ird spell, are turned into source, "l;;i;-C;."ffi;?:rios soem bought by the loss of character. At the ;;;"';;;"

tri,r heule? Giitersloh, tg6}, S. 22.
I Wo sltltrrt

tt



that mankind masters nature'-rnan seems to become en-

slaved to otber *;;;;;" his' o1v'1-ttt#';; Iimit it-

,r,t"d*.'}"*;:H:hf ';'i:Jl:i?:!""1,'l-:I:#"{*::$;l;l;;
lH;;;.';; onIY given a characre.surt

:l JlT,ri' t*t *.:iJ='H;-"*l};,iffi ilffi JtHfl Ji
*ll n*};;"1 :", f ', *:"'ix11 :' 

r 
l'* :i'ir' 

J 
" p'I a 

e 
*' n 

1 1:6

of private o*""nii'"#t 
"expioit 

"tl:l' :: 
"tllt.*T 

#ilt
i;"",;i;;;; ri r' 1i^ffi,'J$,'"1i1ilift, .,ilT,rJf;

ll'+fti**flff*'i*ilqfiif'm''ffi
of human wisdom ;';i;;';J against mankind' Anti-hurran-

ism manifests it..ii"*i,r, f,"rt1.utu, .Iorce 
rn the fact rhat

the progres' or.t'"'t''i"-# i' ;1'q'1T#{J"T il1lll"'#J;:
h:tlTr;T;*H""rlll"m&"!i"1#,lJitT:ii"rs':n
;f:;;;i;* is to Iiquidate these'conbr

t.hose who to*pr#*#ii""t'otritt tetween the objecttve'

['""s;:"",ilti'lii#t#rr"*{"1,:.1':fl iT1',:'1"*',',';:;?il#: i.Jt'i"ti'g themselves to 1o:'-';;""i;;i;;, Marxist
;,j;ilt ff;-'l,*Il' or trving t' 'gtYi'*?""i";Iiffi'pt.'"*-
ir"-r'"i.* clearly perceives the soctal' t,

ena and tn' .p'o'lio;;;; ii o*"omty 
ly#;*he^r there

;Pf; #;*Y ru+l:sr S:'llTi r';'* *"T "t'ili ffi ;,l"iur';t"uerone.n;"*=,;:l"in1$";|"'#;i;i;oi-th"conrra-
Rature oi man ar

ti;f;ii;,"r*S,-r,$,'S:"dfr "_tl.:*:rre.rharror_o::*:"d'

and thousanat "f'vl"i 
the progress of culture' science'

technology,'n" i*#fr" oi to"ilty- o"t"t"a in'ough c ultural

ffi il;;-ft 
"h-,*,:f,l[t;*fl 

iy*inf H;"ll'i:l]d:it11l;
pre"ssion of the indl!vrl::I+1v. :;.'ii;.;";i;; developed thetfi;"#'-b" 

"Po"t' 
has f or rhe trt

PaPern '
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prerequisites for relegating this contradiction to the dust-
bin of history, so that, together with entire society, every
working person could develop, progress and prosper'

Problem ol Man: Ways ol Soluiion

ln the process of its advancement mankind has produced
and developed a good many noble spiritual, moral values;
however, the fundamentally inhuman social conditions had
been obstructing their implementation of these values to
the good of man. This is why the crucial issue of real hu-
manity is to guarantee aII the necessary conditions for the
irnplementation of the principles of humanism. Marxism
has posed the question of the individual; the socialist system
solves this question in conjunction with the problem of
the liberation ol society, i. €.i.in a profoundly concrete way'

Our approach to this problem is based on simple and
olear principles - there is nothing but nature and the man
who applies his effort to transform nature, who creates
Lhe concrete body of civilisation from the natural mate-
rial. Labour is the FaL,her of all wealth, and the Earth is
its Mother. This is an undoubted fact noted by many think'
crs. It is labour remodelling nature that constitutes the
foremosb and decisive feature of man - his specific fealure
which has singled man out of the animal kingdom and turned
the ape's paw into bhe man's hand, bapable of turning
a block of marble into beautiful statues, of converting
deep-lying ore into parts of space rockets and proton syn-
chroIrons.

Having perceived labour as the force responsible for
rnan being a human, Marxism natu,ally concludes that a
genuinely humanistic standpoint could not but give first prior-
it,y t,o the problemof conditions of labour. The development
of living conditions worthy of man consists above all
irr changing the conditions of his labour. Indeed, it is pre-
<risrcly the social conditions of labour that determine the
dogree of riran's development as an individual and creator.-Labour has not only crea[ed mah and'has not only been
l,ho rnain criterion of his bransition to human state in past
Irisl,rlry, but still is the basic p_roof of man's social maturity.
Nat,urally one cannot regard a society as huriane if it is
rulod by the enslaving social division of' labour antl if it
cven fails [o provide people with elementary opport,unities

, 
,t3



tlr displaying their natur-al requirements, their - human
q""fitT"" ii l^iorr, if it fails.to guarantee full employment
o^t tn" population in socially useful- work'-- 

ffrirtoirtradiction betweerrman and the restricted social

"orrditior. 
for the manifestation of man's creative abilities

,t-;" l"ai"ictual in socially useful labour is, in-the fina1

;;"I;tG,-; proa".t of private ownership' Indeed' pdvate
ownership is not merely an eco-nomic .9.a.te9o'y; I1 i"!:I:
mines piivate ownership to the conditions of man's lrle
and work.*"lo 

a societ,y ruled by private property of the. "19'l: 
o{

oroduction. the proclamation ofthe treedom oI an rnorvrouar
il;il;;I:i-'i*pri* only the establishment of conditions for
ir"" a""dtop-errt of i small number of- private. owners"

Itl"r*t it.,ihe majority of humanr-ty I the working Pe9-

;i;:;;ilii'"a oi tri. --rrr,; of production and.giving their
[abour f'or the prosperity of ttrose Yery owners, have-no con-

ditions for their o*r, .o-p*ehensive development' Genuine

ho*rois- requires the abolition of ,private ownership to
;h;-;;;;; of'protluction. To defend the idea of private
ownership to tlie conditions of human advancement means

to remain a humanist in the sphere of phraseology,only,
in the sphere of day-dreams, sometimes beaubrlul antr

sincere, but entirelY imPobent'- 
The illusive natuie of ihis verbal humanism is due to

the obiective impossibility of solving Lhe prohlem by using

the means whichare responsible for it's exislence and contrn-

uous aEEravation' Private ownership underlies the abnor-

*J aiifti"o-LiJrlorr and conri{rually alienares rhe prod-

".i. of labour from their actual producers'*"'S*itii.." 
has abolished private owlers!ip to the t"91n:

,t o-a".tion and thereby destroyed the ^foundation 
which

;;"il;;h; ,rtiho.orristic conditions of man's exisbence'

;;; is iii principal barrier which prevents the development

;f;;tt niemrei of societv into in individual' Socialism

,ai.* .""..V *e*l.r of soc-iety1.o thc.status of an an indi-

"rli"ir, 
giui,. 

",iriion. 
upo, -illiont o.f .P.99p1t st-lyii:jtt^:-

a}"-iL"a.;[p thei, trle"ts and abilities, provides all
i.*fl*. of society with oqual-opporbunities to work' to
l.JJi,*UUV usei"l .".rgy and to-enjoy the fruits of their
efforts.----ii-it 

may be said so, every member of a socialist house--

tr"ra'i. Jilrtt.r-of irr"'comnionly owned wealth' of the fa-
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cili[ios for his own and society's advancement; thereby
Jto bocomes the master of his own destiny.
. Th9 truth-prompted by entire history is ihat the perfec-

l,iorr of an individual is a function of so-cial perfection. This
rkros not exclude the fact that in keeping with the dialec-
t,ios the perfection of an individual has a reverse ettect
upon the development of society. The pre-eminence of the
social does not impose limitations on one's individuality,
lnrt constitutes the sole real guarantee of the abvancemeit
of all members of society.'Whoever 

opposes the idea of collectivism, such a combi-
rraLion of the personal and the social with a predominance
of the social interests, denies thereby all members of so-
ciety, i. e. eaerAone, the right to be an individual. The
orrtire his[ory, of societies founded on principles of anti-
collectivism shows that the majority of members of such
rr s<lciety act not as individuals but as an impersonal, non-
different,iated mass, as a certain pedestal for a few incli-
viduals. Humanism is torpedoed from within when the
slogan of inviolability of human rights is used as a means
of perpetuating the privileges of the minority. The abolition
of private ownership, frotir the point of view of abstract
humanism, is identified with violence in general, with
suppression of an individual, negation of freedom, etc.
lrr real fact the transition from tieating an individual as
ir free owner to comprehending him as f human b'eing who
is a comprehensively developed individual, is the highest
sLage of humanism. If violence is used as a means of iran-
sit,ion to a new society, the essenceof this transition is the
rrbolil,ion of violence to an individual.

The representatives of abstract humanism reproach
Marxists for supporting the-class struggle of the exploited
rrrilsses against the exploit,ers, and the-national liberation
wilrs of th-e oppressed peoples against colonialists. By
doing so, these humanists reveal that their humanism is
pirssive and essentially ostentatious. Genuine humanism
cirrrnot tolerate social oppression, cannot remain neutral
irr t,ho struggle against overt and covert i,iolence of mino-
rit,y_ -l,o the majority of the population.
. Marxism-rejects the theory, according to which violence

plays Uho decisive part in the development of sooiety.
Marxistn cxposes it as anti-scientific and non-humanistil.
Thore is no place'for violence in our ideal.
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Humane social relations cannot rest on violence, though,
on the other hand, they are not a realisation of some mys-
tical absolute freedom. Neither is humanism contradicted
by a reasonable limitation of the actions of an individual
oi u gro.rp of individuals for the sake of everybody, -the
colleciivef the society. The advocacy of absolute freedom
of an individual, disregard of the interests of the masses

of people, is in practice noihing but arbitrariness of the
minoriiy towards the majority, the imposition of the inter-
ests, ouilooks and tastes of the wealthy upon the majority
of society for whom absolute freedom remains absolute
abstraction.

Absolute freedom is empty abstraction. Genuine freedom
of. euery indiuidual is posiible only as genuine liberation
of all, ieasonable sharing by a free individual of the inter-
esls of entire society, Iibeiated from arbitrariness of the
minority.

Humanism which confines itself to the abstract procla-
mation of the rights of an individual in the conditions of
private ownershi!, exploitation, oppression of dependent
'nations, is essentially aristocratic in nature as it singles
out individuals from the crowd, from masses of people who-
have no opportunity to display their individual-
itv.

On the strength of all this Communism demands the
abolition of private ownership to the facilities of develop-
ment of srrprerrre human abilities, because private ownership
is the foundation on which only the ,eliteo can devote their
Iife to science and ar[ and imprbve in these spheres of e-ndeav-

our while the majority are obliged to engage in physical
work only and are foi alt practical purpose-s deprived of
possibilities to enjoy the achievements of culture.' The progress ol iociety and comprehensive developme-nt
of man *tt.i" each child 6orn into this world can freely de-

velop into an individual keeping pace with modern culture
in all its decisive spheres - that is the aim of the commu-
nist movement.

The democratic approach to the solution of the problem
of the rights of a^ in6ivi6ual implies the liberation a,d
eievation"of the masses, the elevation of the individual by
liberating the collective, the entire society.

The n"ew stage in the development fo man im-plies provid-
ing each persoi with actual possibilities for becoming an
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individual. In new society, which replaces bourgeois so-cio[y,,-all the members of. sbciet_y rather tnan,epaiat"-p;;_
sons figure as individuals; eac[ person, each membei oisociety becomes an .individual 

-by 
overcoming uti.rr_

t,ion.
It.is only along Lhese lines Lhat, it is possible Lo solve

I ho.philosophical-sociological problem of ,hlienatioo;,. ffr"problem of "alienation', itself in the theory of Ma;is;-i;
troatejL above all primarily as the task of eliminatiig ;i;";.lion. The solution of this problem consists inthe r.u"olrtior-ul'y transformation of the world, in changing ,rriai 

"etu_t,1o1s !v man and cons_equently in changiig ;ru" [ir"..1].
Only this approach -*9i it pbssibte to"tre"ar rh; p;6tler"
].i,_1- 11g9.or.. way. 

. 
This fjofle- is more imporranr

srnce rt is extremely involved and though it is irequently
roferred to by Weste_rn authors, the lattei,essentially';p;;il1
ing, do not comprehend it and distort it.
. According to Marx, alienation is not the alienation of

l,he absolute idea as-was believed by Hegei, ;;d;h;;;i";;
it, is not eliminated through the act oi cogiition. Alienation
is not an ideal and not a supra-historical"relation t;t;-;;;_
orel,e, material, historically-transient, social .utoiion 

- 
otproduction, inseparably linked with tire olass struci;; ;isociety and the man - crippling division oi latrour. Atie_

nat,ion is the alienation of labour, on the basis oi p.iu"i"
ownership t-o the means of production; it is the 

"or.ie.sion,l Lhe social conditions of a^class sociei,y into-an ;il;i;;;;
which dominaLes man, i0 is the offspring and the ,;r;rd;;_lion of Lhe relations of non-freedom. '

It is the inversion and the perversion of human rerations,
l.tu| a real perversion, not- an imaginary one, existing only
11. 

the. 
. 
imagination of t,he work-ers ana tle .upii-, f iriJ.Alienation of laborrr becomes extremely acute and ,ggru_

vrrL.ed by bour-geois society. This perverrion ,nderti;, Apl_l,alist mode of production, not orly its mode of distridu._
liorr.

No .theo-ry, unless it takes this real, socio_economic,
not only philosophical, ethical and aesLhetical stand, is
rrirpable of pointing a way out from the alienation whichrs characteristic of the bourgeois society. Therefore, bothlhc theological and t,he exiJtentialist ittempts oi ,orui"g
l,his_ problem invariably prove futile.

The practicable way' of eliminating alienation, and the
2 - zqtt l7



most profound expression of genuine humanism consists
in abolishing private ownership, in organising communlst
Iabour. Communism extracts the individual from the depths
of a huge.and complex social organism where the working
man wai just an insignificantlpivot, raises _very -vhigh his
clignity and. importance and pri(,s an end to the-debasement
of"the- inclividual to a factor in the process of production
of private profit. Communist labour is free labour for the
benefit of the individuals and society, it is a means of free
self-affirmation of man, the unfolcling and development of
all man's substantive abilities and creative potentialities.
Precisely for this reason communist organisation of -society
implies the fullest and most comprehensive realisation
the principle: "Euerything for man, for the benelit of mant'.

fhe new society which replaced capitalism faces great
ancl difficult problems which cannot be resolved by a single
act. The matter at issue is a cardinal improvement of Ia-
bour and life conditions of millions of people, the overcom-

' ing of barriers blocking [he free developm-ent.of man which
hat been put up by the many centuries of history of an-
tagonistic societies."Evory trace of the ugly division of labour should be
effaced, 

- physical and mental Iabour should be brought
oloser togetLer and merged, and is also necessafY to elim-
inate uiskilled arduoris labour, so that subsequently
a1l people regard work not merely as a means of subsistence
but-a p-aram6unt requirement of life, a pleasure.-The effort
of the 

-entire 
society-has to be summoned to abolish qrgent-

ly substandard conditions of life of a Part of the population,
improve the living standards of millions^ of pe-ople, erase

thd traces of actual inequality of women. Struggle is waged
for higher standards of education and culture for the entiro
sooiet!, for all previously backward strata of -the-popula-
tion, partioularly in the countryside and in the formerly
undeveloped areas.

One oi the difficult tasks of the new society is the over-
comin* of the left-overs of the private-property psychology
and th"e aftermath of the old society in the sphere of morals.
The most important factor in this respecl is tho alteration
of social conditions, the influence of public opinion, per-
suasion and education. Only in extreme cases society is
obliged to resort to_ punitive measuros-against tho abursers

of tfie interests and ]ights of citizons for tho sake of their

t8

,wn enrichpentr against those who break the laws and t,hemoral standards of socialist society,-which torlids p;"iil:
ing at the expense of others

. , Ih",up-building of-a new society is not an easy under_
laking but it_ is the only possible and correct way of imple-
monting real humanism.

Communism completely eliminates the ,,cleavase,' of
an-individual,_ reinstates the wholeness of man. It' maywell be said that communism is the supreme flourishinl
of the human race and of the individual. - --------^-o

A man whose own wbrk enables him to master the worldof objects- and becomo a genuine maker of nimsef anJof his culture without falling into any alienatio; _i;
a man of a new society.

To dream about the triumph of humanism withoutproclaiming the socialist remaking of society as tht-fo;;:
most measure of its implementation, as its most general re-
quisit_e -is tahtamoult to dreaming about lruia *itto"t
ploughing up the field and sowinE ihe seed.
. The p-roblem of "cleavage" c_a-nn!t be resolved. b5r adapta-

[ion to. the.existing situation. Modern non-Marxisl rv.ti*s
are doing their best to resolve the problem of ,,clea"vape',-
[o find the connecting link betwe-en the individual Ld
society, a bridge from the individual to society, futtfreyfulfin tleir attempts. {

_The majority of modern non-Marxist philosophical
sysLems pride themselves in advoca[ing the i,rl*r":i, tfr"
pre-eminence 

-of the individual. Howev"er, it 'atways" 
iurns

out that: 1.) this- "prim_acy" is illusory, merely a."iurrii"e,
moreov-er, it_is always bound up wibh a formulated or im-
plied- dependence of the- individual upon the ."p.r"ut"*t
or other forces uncontrolled by man; 2) this ipri-r"y;;
ap_pears at best as speculative expression of the double
"cleavage" actu-ally exlsting in bourgeois society: tfr. ,;ct"r"_
age" between the individual and Jociety u"d t[, ,,;i;;_
age" within the individual himselfl.

I Historicallv the_, nindividual-society', probleml has passed
ill.or_qh 1!9e.,stqse; The il;;i-,irg" -"ilrr. primitive communalsysrem wnere tne rndividlal is merged with the tlan, and theindivid-ual has not been single.d out as sich. [;-rr"iiy;-i-ti; ;i;,ii;iil;i:;_ciety' problem is non-6xisrent. rir i[;;.;;;; ;ase. with rhe deveton-ment of private ownership individuats ;.; p;G?;iri;;iy-;;di"i;fi;
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Thus the idea of the primacy of the individual in the
general philosophical plane turns paradoxically into the
idea of the individual being non-sovereign, for instance,
in existent,ialism and Thomism.

Existentialism depicts man as a solitary, forlorn crea-
ture closely resembling a defenceless fly entangled in a web.
Thence dir-ect road to the transcendent' This road has been
covered by religious existentialism, which perceiv-es^t\e
iustification of social life in supreme association with God,
in this sense this form of existentialism is a natural culmi-
nation of existentialism as a whole' A typical illustration
is the declarationthat "ego" iscapableof becoming an indi-
vidual only through voluntary submission to the -"super-
natural". Thus, the idea of self-affirmation of an individual
turns into its illusory affirmation through the transcendent.
A similar conclusion is found in modern Thomism - a phi-
losophical trend which is considered the antipode.of exis-
tenlialism. Notwithstanding its apparent optimism, itg
idea of "sociality" according to which man is a social and
political animal, the affirmation of an individual in this
case also occurs through the participation in the transcen-
dent.

The unfoundedness of the views heIcI by the aforementioned
philosophical schools on t,he prob-lem of the individual
ieveals'itself in the inability of solving the dialectical
problem of the general and the single, 9t the whole and part
is applieil to the "society-individual" relation.

Tire general is either counterposed to the single exter-
rally (th"e whole to the part) or their relation is conceived
as b"eing irnported from without. The former we find in the
existencialist, "anli-technicist" and other concepts treat-
inE socieLv as a result of objectivisation, is an artificial
pr6duct oi technology and ci+ilisation whictr is by nature
mechanical, which ii inimical to the individual, d'eperson-
alises him and reduces him to a nameless mass' This very
existenlialisrn, boginning with Kierkegaard,has been striv-

from suoicl,v. AII tlris I'inds oxtrcmc cmbodimcnt in theoou_nterpos-
ii* oil,itiui,tuals t,st.rcict.y u.tlt'r modcrrr t'.,it,alism.Tle tSirdstagt'-
ij;?,,il,;ii;;-irt' tttit .lit'ri.tiorr itttd "t'lt'itvugc" culminating undcr
t-Jrmunir* in llrc su|rcnrc [lourislring ol tlrt' irldividuitl, and his lull
harmony wit,h sor:ietY

It is Lhc sccund itngo r_,l tlris yrr,t,css t.lrat [irrrls tr striking i]lusLra-
l"ion in motlcrn tttrtt-l\titrxist plri'losoplry'
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i,'q ,to. solve the..problem of _the general and the single
Irrrl, being incapable of comprehending the issue as an inieg_

'irl .ntity, hesi[al,es l_reLween Lhe former and Che latter. Tfrer,.Lter culminates in the dissolution of an individual in the
rvhole, which is understood either in a theisti" o,,o*" 

-otn.,
way buC always absolutely unconcretely. The secorra ap_
proach is Thomism withitsconception of ipredeter*irea nu'r_
rnony of the individual and society. Hdrever, this artifi_oial bond immediately breaks up into accideni,al, i";;pii_
<rable and unrelated elements if we exclude the 'ir;;;;;_
dental. Be-sides, the main thing in Thomism is the "ufrii*,f the individual to God, noi to society; ttre inaiviauat-
God relation parcels in[o the background the i;Jirid;;i_
society relatioa, at any rate reduceJ it to a secondary fac_
t,or, deprives the individual of the sovereignty and tf* l".irf
relations of their independent importance.

The. cleavage between the ind-ividual and society finds
,xpression in the evolution of individualism. whili origi-naliy beginning with the epoch of Renaissance, individuii-
rsm was progressive since from the social point of viewib was a rebeliion against the feudal - hierarchicui-ro.iri
sLructure, which suppressed man, and from the philosoph-
ical poinb of view it was a proLest against the sfasnaiino
dominauion oJ. dggmg., then today the p"rofounafy pess-imistiZ
aspect of individualism attests to tlie intolerabilitv "iir,ny furlher ,cleavageu between man and society ana lfrows
LhaL societ,y has reached. a. s0age when it is ripe tor act ieving
harmony with the individual.

Comprehensive Development of Man

, Marxists give priori[y to the objective conditions for.?ry.llg rhe problem: the maLerial, the economic conditionsof life and. develo-pment of rhe individuai, ;;il;iril'ffi;irs cardinal, all-determining and decisive.
. This, however, does not it all mean that the comorehen_sion and transformatign_ o-f the,materirt;,'-air""tfru;;;;-

ic conditions of man's life and activity is an airi i"-iii.ltI'or Marxists.
In our understanding, the purpose of theory and practice

lras always -been Man - in ottrer *o.d., tfrti aeveionm""t
of such conditions within society which *;oid pr;;;ffi;i;
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opportunities /or euerg individual to develop all his abili-
ties and potentialities.

Marxism adheres to positions of realism. Precisely for
this reason Marxism regards man not as a ,spiritual monadn,
opposed to everything ,material', which is viewed as some-
thing ,inferiorn and,unworthy", butabove all as a real,
living subject, producing material and spiritual values and
thereby creating himself.

The ,objective conditions' referred to are essentially
nothing but products of human activity, the forms and meth-
ods of that same activity of man which developed histori-
cally in the creative process.

Generally speaking, man deals with nature, merely by
drawing it into the orbit of his own activity, turning it into
an objeqt, a material, an instrument or a means of his la-
bour. When a natural material is submerged in the ,retor[
of civilisationu, functions within it according to its laws,
that material, generally speaking, becomes a factor of hu-
man life.

Even the stars, which motion is cer[ainly beyond man's
control, have begun to play a part in man's life ever since
they became an implement of man's work, a means for his
work - ,the naturaln time piece, compass and calendar.

The recognition of the primacy of objective conditions,
far from belittling the subject and his activity, brings out
his creative and constructive role.

Therefore, it is ridiculous to reproach Marxists for al-'
legedly preferring to speak only of the ,,objectiven, omate-
rialu tactors of human life at the expense of ,subjectiveu
factors.

Marxism specifically deals with man, with the ,sub-
jective' forms of human existence, the only essential dif-
ference being that in Marxist understanding the , subjective'
aspect of the problem is not the fancy, illusions orphraseol-
ogy, which man is capable of creating abouc himself, but
the real, factually and objectively stated forms and ways
of human labour, practical activity, transforming the na-
tural material and expressing themselves in it.

The human factors in their true meaning are exactly
the factors that Marxism has in mind. Marxism merely re-
futes the illusion that the problem of spiritual development,
moral advancement of individuals comprising mankind
may be resolved prior to and independently of a radical re-
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shaping the actual conditions of life, which do immeasurably
more in the way of educating and moulding man than all
t,he most beautiful moral sermons.

Socialism, while ensuring an accelerated development
o[ economy at an unprecedented pace, creates at the samr:
t,ime conditions for the int,ellectual development of tho
inrlividual. In its turn the development of the individual
is a powerful factor accelerating social progress. This dia-
loctical interdependence of the objective and the subjective
is an immutable law of socialism.

This law determines the continual growth of education
anrl culture in countries of socialism. Thus, to satisfy the
lnounting intellectual requirements of people in the social.
ist, world books are published in much greater quantities
t,han in all other countries. The current annual rate of world
publication of books is 5 billion copies. The average per
capita rate is under two copies. As for the Soviet Union, the
annual publication is 1,250, 000,000 books, i. e. the annual
per capita rate is 6 new books, i. e. three times more than
l,he world per capita rate. The number of books published
in the U.S.S.R. is fourfold more than in the USA.

Demand for books is a proof of high intellectual stand-
ards of the people. It should be remembered that pre-
rcvolutionary Russia was a country with a semi-illiterate
population.Now, the U.S.S. R. has implemented general eight-
.year education, and the transition to general eleven-year
cducation is under way.

Communism ensures a comprehensive development of
the individual, an integrated (intellectual, physical, moral,
and aesthetic) development of man, the unfolding of all
his abilities and talents.

Not infrequently our opponents depict socialism as a do-
rnain of all-round levelling. They represent our struggle
agains[ social inequality as a struggle for the unification
o[ t,astes, abilities and habits. In real fact the elimination
of social inequality means precisely the creation of condi-
bions for everybody to enjoy equal opportunities of develop-
ing one's individual abilities and talents. We elimiqate
*,,iial inequali[y, buI we realise that people are not equal
in their physical and spiritual abilities. We understand
oquality in the sphere of politics as equal rights, and in
l,he sphere of economics as the abolition of class antago-
nisms and distinctions. This means that all citizens are
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given an equal status in their relation to the means
production, that all citizens enjoy equal opportunities
iill commonly-orvned land, to work at commonly-own
factories and plants. Marxists have never thought of esta
lishing equality of individuals in the sense of equal physi-
cal or spiritual abilities.

It is surprising that even today there are allegations
that according to Marxists Communism seeks to eliminate
the diversity of abilities and talents. The concepts of scien-
tific socialism in this field had been clearly expressed by
V. I. Lenin as far back as half a century ago in the follow-
ing manner: when Socialists speak of equality, they under-
stand al'ways social equality, the equality of the social
standing, and by no means the equality of physical and
spiritual abilities of individuals 1.

It is impossible to make a genius out of eYery persotr
and no one can promise that every child r,vould make a ta-
Iented artist, scientist or musician. However, supreme hu-
manism consists in bringing social conditions to a stage
where, as Marx said, each a potential"Raphael should have
a possibility to develoossibility to develop and unfold his talent freely.

Communism not onlv creates the conditions for 1Communism not only creates the conditions for the de-
velopment of abiliries, but it increases tremendously socie-
ty's demand for the development of abilities and talents.
This is an objective requisite of Communist -progress.

Man's spiriiual development is tremendously accelerated
in a Communis[ society, which is built in keeping 'with the
philosophy of dialectical materialism. Therefore, it is ver!
itranqe- when certain 'interpreters" of Marxist philosopt{strange certain 'interpreters" of Marxist philosop
ascribe to dialectical materialism the principle: "Man
what he eats". In fact this is a non-Marxisi, vulgar conce
tion of materialism, which was fundamentally criticised b
Marxist philosophy more than a century ago.

Another rather current trend of commonplace thinki
and typical even of bourgeois academic philosophers is tha
Marxist materialism interprets man as a na[ural and sensua
thing, and treats all man's actions, ideas, and' moral prin
ciples as being direcily and immediately dependent, upon thrclples as Delng orrecDry ancr Immeola[ery uepelrueuL ulrur t
method and degree of saiisfying the natural requirements
the human organism.

According to these narrow-mindod concepts, any form o

materialism should inevitably culminabe in advocating an

-IT. -Ilenin, Collected lVorks,4th Russ. ed., vol. 20, p. 128.
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rrnreslrained cult of pleasure, a cult of purely utilitarian
consumption of things, biological and pragmatic approach
t,o culture and morals.

Certainly neither in theory nor in practice it is pos-
sible to abstract oneself from the fact that man is a part
of nature, a sensitive creature, subject to suffering and
experiencing the effects of the material world. In order to
satisfy his natural requirements, man can't help utilising
natural things and objects.

Man, however, is not a biological species only or mainly.
By nature, man is a social being, a member of society, and
only in society does he reveal his true nature. All his re-
quirements, passions, sentiments, inclinations develop and
are satisfied in accordance with definite social and histori-
cal conditions, in keeping with the social, moral standards
and principles. It is basically alien to Marxist philosophy
to consider that the complex and many-sided problem of
man's improvement can be resolved simply by increasing
the objects of consumption for the satisfaction of natural
requirements. Were this a fact, a well-to-do epicure would
have to be recognised as an ideal of human perfection.

It is not accidental that certain states which have reached
a comparatively high statjstical level of per capita produc-
tion cannot claim to have resolved thereby the problem of
comprehensive development of the individual, his freedom
and moral purity. Not, far from all is rvell in these nstates

of universal prosperity"... Besides the fact that material
prosperity is enjoyed by a small minority only, there are
a great number of people impoverished by this society.
Indeed, even many of those who seem to be enjoying ma-
terial opportunities for a well-to-do being and advance-
ment are devoid of genuinely human sentiments and passions,
of genuinely human pleasure. Thirst for profil dominates
theirlminds and passions, suppressing noble human inten-
tions. The attitude of man to man among these people is
distorted and essentially reduced to the relation of one
property owner to another or the relation of t&e owner of
capital to a hired worker.

,1 Certain philosophers believe that mair is dominated by
his 'animal nature", that he is invariably enslaved by sin-
ful inclinations to moral evil and degradation. Such pro-
nouncements do nothing but obscure a major and self-
cvident fact: the capitalist social system is incapable of



creatlng conditions for a comprehensive -development of
the individual. This fact reveals itself with striking force,
not'only in those countries and at those periods where a-nd

when material want is particularly conspicuous. It is also
characteristic of the countries and periods marked with
indubitable economic achievements and yet in keeping
with the paradoxical social law of bourgeois system such
achievements lead to poverty amidst plenty.

It is precisely because man is a social being-and ca-n -q9-
velop only in iociety, adequate condjtions of social life
are indisp-ensaLrle. A balanced material and spiritual prog-
ress callJ for a social system where the relations among:
people are not based on rule and submission, on the-prin-
iipti of dependence, but are based on co-operation and mu-
tual assistance. The new society which has come to replace
capitalism is creating for the first time actually equal
opportunities for all'^'The ideal social system as perceived by our philosophv
is one where all people enjoy an equal social status, equal
conditions of labour-and distribution, equal access to edu-
cation, equal right to participate in managing social affairs-

Man Today and Destinies of Mankind

At present the problem of man's responsibilily-in human
societyhas acquired a basically n9w character. The respor,'-
sibility of man-for the destiny of the human race as a rvhole'
has become much more immediate. Never before has man-
kind been overcasl by a danger of military catastrophe of
such magniLude.

The pioblem of war and peace is the cardilal problem of
our time. The attitude to this problem, both theoretical and
practical, is now the prirtcipal criterion ol humanism.- One cannob fail io see that theories are still current
which hinder the preservation of peace instead of assis[ing
it. These concepts have a wide range df hues: from the advo-
cacy of war aJ an element which improves and renews hu=
orurity, from the recognition of war as an eternal laiv of
human existence, to pessimistic fatalism, passive submis-
sion to the inevitable evil of war.

The concept according to which the causes of wars are'
inherent in tfie nature of man, in his natural "pugnacity",
" inherent ag$ressiveness", in the " military instincts" of
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man, etc., is anti-humanistic and philosophically-unfound-
cd. Still cu.rrent is the idea of keeping aloof from the prob-
lo'ms of peace; under the existing eonditions, the iatter
rnore often than not turns into actual acceptance and en-
couragement of the forces of war.

No doubt an ever growing number of Western philos-
ophers b_e-gin to feel and understand the enormous danger
oI a world thermonuclear war and to advocate peace whole-
hcartedly. This meets the interests and aspiritions of na-
I,ions, corresponds to the humanistic principles, to the tra-
dit,ions of progressive social thinking.

Genuine humanism besides calling for the condemnation
11{ war, presupposes efficientstruggle against war menace.
The finding of ways to tackle the greatesl task of our time
presupposes scientific comprehension of the fact that the
tat4__inevitability of war exists no longer.

While in our epoch the forces of imperialism are siill
active and spell an unprecedented menace to the world, the
present-day reality_at the same time brings the people the
grea[est hope which was unknown in the past,. 

-The 
main

suppor[ of this hope is the continual increase of the forces
of peace, progress and huftanism. For the first time in his-
l,ory there exists a social system in the world which has
inscribed on its banner and is practically implementing the
rnotto: , Man is a friend, comrade and brother to other man. .
For the first time in the world, forces have appeared and
are growing which are powerful and peace-loving and which
irre ca-pable ol ercluding war for euer lrom the lile of society.
I-or the lirst tirne in history these forces are sironger thi.n
the forces of war.

One can be a champion of peace and humanism without
being a Communist, but it is impossible to be a real Com-
rnunist- without waging a struggle for peace and social pro-
gress, for human life and prosperity. Communists are un-
doubtedly the mos[ consistent humanists. Communism is
rcal humanism. The philosophy of Communism does not
l,olerate any forms of anti-humanism, it shall never conclude
lny ideological truce with them. It calls'upon all genuine
opponents_of war, champions of peace, fighters for tf,e hap-
piness and prosperity of man to unite in the struggle for
l,he common cause.

The conscience of manking cannot reconcile itself
with such anti-humanistic forms of people's life as exploi-

2t
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tation of man by man, as the oppression of one nation by
another. To assume the responsibility of man in our days
means to wage a struggle against all forms of social oppres-
si.on, against economic and political suhjugation, against
diverse manifestations of colonialism.

Genuine humanism is inseparable from supporting
modern progressive social movements, profound and ripe
revolutionary developments, the liberation struggle of
naLi ons.

It is an urgent task of philosophy and social sciences to
facilitate the detection and study of conditions and factors
of social progress, to instil confidence in people that future
is bringing them the triumph of peace and humanism.

A philosopher who is seeking a wise answerto the ques-
tions which disturb mankind cannot stand aloof from the
problem of war and peace, particularly today when the
menace of the most destructive war - a global thermonu-
clear war - is so real We do not approve of those philos-
ophers and politicians who are discussing the admissibil-
ity of application of some or other types of atomic or ther-
monuclear weapons. From the standpoint of humanism the
discussion should concern complete and general disarma-
ment, complete banning of nuclear weapons.

The wery atmosphere oI war preparations, the raging of
militarism are restricting the creative potency of humart
mind, silences the human elements in a man, turns man into
a blind instrument of forces inimical to social progress'
thereby holding up the progress of civilization.

Participation in the struggle for social progress, for
the triumph of the principles of peace and friendship among
nations facilitates the development of the individual and
of everything lofty and human in man.

The first and foremost responsibiiity of the philosopher
in the modern world is the responsibility for the present and
future of man.

Philosophy cannot but consider as its main problems
those which are the main problems for manl<ind. Philosophy
should use a simple and common human language because
it is only natural that human problems which bestir every
man's mind should be the main problems of philosophy.
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MAN AS AN OB'ECT
OF PHILOSOPHICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Academician
M. B. MITIN

I should like to start by expressing a. great satisfactiorr
wiLh the fact that one of the main qr.rtion". t" r" airr"r..Jat the 13th World Philosophy Congress is the profrf.--oi
man, the problem which is-very old" and at the'sam;;;;
irlways very new.

Since ancient times man, his essence, his existence, his
aims and actions, his past and future have been 

" ."flr"f lfclose attention of philosophers. ,,Man alone has ;;i;;AJr_r|-ilnregsing his stamp on nature, not only bt;litfti;;
plant and animal species from one prace to an-other but.ah8
by.so altering i-he aspecr and climate of his a*.iiirslfr;,
and even th-e -plants and animals themselv.r, tt ut i't J 

"orlseguen-ces of his acti^vity can disappear only with theg,eneral extinction o_f -the-terrestriai globe,'. 1lf . Uu., ura
F'. Engels, Works, Vol. 20, p. 357.)"

Man has not only -left- an-imprint on his environment,
he.]ras also_ developed himself both physically r;d$i.i;lually. He has created hisbory, rich in events"ana futt otrlramatic episodes, splendid culture, civilizaiion; .;i";.;;which has fundamentally changed his life 

"o"aljio".. 
-aii

creations of_ man, his ascent iito space, t i" materiai ana
spiricual culture - all these are aniazing achievem""t. o]man. .At the_ present stage of developmelt when man has
occupied such a prominent position in the world trrat-rre
has never possessed before, and when all his *"fri""".i"i,
are exposed to an unprecedenled danger oI annihilatio" _
we must admit that the main quesLioi of this Worta Fni_
losophy Congr_ess is extremely important and siEnificant.A wide discussion of t[e problem of man ;t;";h ;



reDresentative congress which has gathered outstanding

"tt'ii"=oofr"rs 
from ill on.* the world is'sure to yield good

i;;;i;'and contribute to the further development of the
ot itosopfri"al science, as far as its notion of man's essence,

ilis aimi and tasks are concerned'

{.**
Throuehout the whole course of history all the aspects ol

"hiIor;;h?: Enosiological, ontological, ethical, anthropo-
io"i.ui.'uird iocial o"nes dealt with investigation of ma-n.

- Eroe, ancient Indian and Chinese philosophe.rs brought
Iorlh in their philosophical discussions-on the be-ing oI man

some doctrineion th6 origin of man' They-h-eld that man

was not the creation of gods, but originated from matenal
substances: water, air, fIre, etc' They denied an existence

;f ;;-;rierial soul separable from the body' The.se doctrines

aia-- ,"f pry sufficient attention to.the spiritual aspe,ct

of man; they,however, attached much importance t,o ,nrg!-
lems of etliios, and correlation of man's soul and hody'--- 

I" in" *otta outlook of ancient Greeks, man becomes

ttr"-"""tre of philosophioal meditations' Socrates, Plato'
,ra eritt"tle elevated' th" irr,tstigatio-n of man's nature'
aiurs and tasks to a more important -plabe'-Socrates maintained that ipiritual aspect -of ma.n' his

spiritual "Ego" is the subject of philosophy: 'I'he mam role
in Socrates'i philosophy is allotted lo ethrcs' 'r'ne lunoa-

;;;trl;;i;"irir" ir Socrates's ethics is that morals are the
i;;;;;fi;tt;;dt oi the best, few, of a social 6lite' rhis theorv
;; ; Jtroirgty p.o"o""""a aristocratic character', It consti:

;ffiJ "-lfiu'or.ti.al 
basis of the ruling 6lite of the society

o[ni. a"V. The real centre for Socrates's philosophy-wal m3n]

tri. =riti"t""I and moral backgrounds' He maintained that
iiirir"I"rrr"'or "rtrrt" 

is not oily superfluous but even dan-

I"r""t.'56orates held that evidence of truth.Iies in man

ff;#If . #;;;; di[;";;;;.ider theologv to be independg.*t'

he used it only as a proof for lis -ethical.princrples''rne

"rui" 
i.rt"re of socrates's ethics is that he identified moral

;;;J;;h t""*r.ag. anrl reduced,various virtues (wisdom'

couraEe. temperanie, iustico - the four main virtues of

,i[itfii'ci..r.*it 
""etit)' 

to the basic virtue-, .tiz" wisd'om'

AII these statemenis dre characteristic of Greek rationalis-
;il ;"h;;glil;;hi.h;ppreoiated man's wisdom most of all'
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Plato greatly concerned himself with the philosophy of
man. His ethics was based on objective-idealist,ic'wbrld
outlook..-He, _to-o, developed an arisiocratic theory oi *o-rality. Plato held that mbral life in its highesr mLniiesia-
l,ion is a distinctive feature of the best few I aristocrates _
slave-owners only. He was of the opinion that the massesof people (demos) possessed morals 

-onlv in their neEative
meaning, that is to say, the morals of submissidn (viriue of
:ens9, .according to Plat-o's terminology). plato'did not
Lreat slaves as men and did not think [[it ttrey *.r. 

"bl"to live a moral life. The foundation of platois ethicJ is
his doctrine of the tripartite division of the soul into rea-
sonable, volitional and sensitive. Mind constitutes the basis
of the main virtue, yiz., wisdom. Will is the basis of ;o;;:
age.The basis of the third virtue,which is sense,is the abli-itV to overcome sensuality. Harmonious interactio" oi
the three virtues - wisdom, courage ,rd .r.rse- - ir.r", tfr.fourth virtue - justice. Plato w=hs keenly interested in
human society. He wished to counteract bvil, to correct
secular injustice, avoid calamities. He failed, 

tirow";;;;-in
moral .perfection of man's nature by means of his spiritual
revival. That's wh.y he undertook tb tackle the proilem of
reforming the sociql relations. This was analyied in hir
doctrine on state. Plato held ,,an ideal statel'treiaed by ari_
stocratic slave-owning nobility to be an embodiment oi vir_tue and justice.

Much attention to -a study of man is paiil byAristotle,
the most prominenr thinker"of ancient-G'reek;;i;iy". H;
co-nsiders the problems of ethics in connection with social
Iife; this was a.large stride forqard in developm."i oi pfri-
Iosophical studies of man. According to Aristotle, etLics
was a. tga.chjng of morals of man wh-om he regarded to bea social being - "a political animal". Thougfi Aristotle's
teaching of man was an advance over that of"his predeces-
sors_he_,_to-o, was an ideologist of the slave-owning system.In Modern'Philosophy, one of the first thinkErs "*t i.U
sl,udied man was Francis Bacon. In eontradistinction io
the medieval scholasticists, Bacon considered. man t, fe
a corporeal creature. He created a theory of 

.material ,,feelinE
soul" of man. This was, in a way, a miterialist, antipode oT
an "eternal" immortal soul of man advocated by ,eligior.
.. R6n6 D-escartes, anoutstanding representative of ,riion-alistic philosophy, maintained ihat-man is a combination
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of two kinds of substance: material substance, whioh forms
,- .rr.ct urism of man's body, and spiritual one, forming
a rational soul of man. Descartes analysed life pheno.mena

from the materialisi-mechanistic viewpoint conceiving a'
body structure of animals and men to be a kind of mechanism

He helcl, however, that there is an essential difference
between man and animal. This difference is in that psy-

"fri.uf 
]"r.tions of animals are response reactions of their

noay-to external coercion whereas psychical life of ,man is
a-irianifestation of the activity of his spiritual substance
irrnerent in him. This resulted in insurmountable dualism
oT-O.r."rtus's philosophy anil its some unscientific, ideal-
ist conclusions.

knmanuel Kant pairl much attention to the'problem of

*rr. tt. created in his philosophy hi.q own syst'em of,ethics'
Kantian ethics was based on such abstract artifioial prinl--

.inf.r- ;. 
-notorious 

Categorical--Imperative, a - universal
;;;;l law, the freedom ofthe wiII, the immortality of the
.o"1,-tfr" existence of God, etc. Kantian ethics was marked
bt ;" abstract features, non-inherelt- in real, living men,

una *u. an ethics which countervailed man and was di-

"or""a 
from life. It looked like standard rules for man's con-

a""i. tfr. rigorisLic moral of Kant was an outcome of con-

Jitio". of dJvelopment existing in Germany-at tha-L time'
An abstract form of Kantian eihics contained moral norms
*t i.t were actually aimed ab teaching people to- be pa-

.tient and humble during their present life and hope for
a reward in a life beyond, after death'- - 

tfr. essence of KaLtian ethics was revealed by K' Marx
antl-F. Engels who wrote in The German' Ideology: "Kant
,..i.a conttnt with 'good will' alone even if it remains

;ith;"t ;y'results, hi transferred realization- of this good

*iii, frur*ony between it and necessities and inclinations
of ui, i"ai"idual into the beyond" (K. .Marx and F' Engels,
Works, VoI. 3, P. 182).

Kant's viewi on war and peace should be treated as

u potitir" part, of his teaching bn man' In his work Zum'

i*iii" Frieiten Kant critic"ized war adventures of the
;;i;;t'and suggested an idea that peace between peoples

.[o"fa be estibiished' He pointed out that war can lead
io-everlasting peace "only on gigantic cemetery for- humani-

,1,v" and ,tn"[ ptople to itrive-for universal peace by means

"i "g.;.;.?t.ri. 
ui.o expounded the conditions to be includ-
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ed in this agree,ment. He suggested an idea that ,,permanent

TTigr w_oufd .disappear in 1ime" (L Kanb, Z;;-;*;;;;
Frieden, Leipzig, 1954, S. 33).

4 plrl,-of Hegelian philosophical system is his LeachinEon individual and social rife 
-of 

mu., whi"h i. .uri"d palJ-rl
gphA of Mind. Though rhis reaching is misrift"d-i;"i;.
form, it contains many valuable dialeEtical ideas o1 hiJ;:rical development of jocial life.
. ,According to Heg-el, the essence of man is ,,mind,,. Anindividual man is "sub.jective mind.',. Hegel -uiriri".a tfruihe wlo. possesses spiiit rises over bi"otogical n;a;;;*i
abovehisnatural environment. Man has to iontinuoslv con-
firmhis. superiority over nature, over and ,gri;;;;li;.'ii fihis activity.

The furidamentals of. Hegelia_n theory on man are prac-tically within the confineslf the rwo lolowirq iaeuli-'ir
due to labour, in which thoughr is objeciivea, iil;-a;;.i1ops into a self-conscious spiritual being; Z1 iif"ralir" ,tman is possible only by spiritualizins iis *hot, ,"n"i#
by means of^religion, art, philosophy, Eul ,no"" uif ;h;;;;t
the media of state. Engers pointed- oui tt at trr" u.rri.r.-."ii
of Hegelian philosophy in the field of the analysi; ;f ;;;
l."d society lay _ in 

_ 
the facr rhar Hegel ,.fL; rh; firr;

time represented the whole worrd - naturai, nistoricat, inili-lectual.-as a process, i. e., in constant motion, 
"h";g;,'i;;;;_formation, development; and the attempt is'made't; ir;;out the internal connection thab makes a continuo". ;h;i;of all this movement and.development. Fronr-thG pri;;";]

vi.ey-th^e history of mankind-no ionger appeared as'a witdwhirl of senseless deeds of viorence, ,it eq,iitty 
"o"a.-"uri"at .the judgemeat-seat of mature philoiophic ,;;; ;;;which are best forgotten as quickly^u, po.iibl., b;t;.;h;

process of evolution of man 
-himself. It was now the taskof the intellect to follow the gradual march ,iirri, p."ll*

through all its devious ways, and to trace out thd inner
luy,, ry11.i-"g" thro ugh. u 

J_l 
it: apparent ly 

"."iarni" i ph";;:ena" (K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Work-s, 1955,Vol. II, p. 123).

- Tn Ph.eruomenolo_gy ol Mind Hegel raised the qus5t,i6n
of the attitudes of the subject roward-s the objecil; tir;-;;;*
ess of cognition- of nature 6y men. Itre arso a*"t"p.d 

"1ir.tr-iqg .ol !.he phelgpena of mind and forms of a'.""fop-r"t,
of spirit. But he did all this in an idealistir, puru.ri.dl;;:
3 - zttrs



In connection with this K. Marx says lha| Phenomeiology ot

utiii'i"- ^ 
genuine ;;;; and miiterv of Heeelian philos-

ffiii;45; fi.. Mrr,.;d F' E;gels,worhs' vil' III' le2e'

p. 634).
The importance of Hegei's "Phenomeno.l-2ga of Mind'.' is

i" t,Jlu.i-ifrri r" it, flegeiexpressed his brilliant conjecture

"i 
iJgr."it-rd Lirtoriral'phenomena as forming a unity' and

ir.ut'.a consciousne.. i" t'nt proc^ess of its development'
:,ru;;,;i;;;;;;iisii inlpjie of its sneculative original

sin. sives in many trrifuttttt ihe elementi of a true descrip-

;il ir' ;il;"*;;i;ti;;::;;(K' Marx and F' Engels' w orks'

Vol. II, P. 2l)-'"'i];t'H;geliJsystem as a whole, howevor, is c-onservative.

ffis-pniiot'ophy iontains an eroneous view that German

constitut ion"f *oour.ny, *[itn was closely connect'ed- wit]
f;;;i;;i;;i"s and reilerl on rerigious.ideolog-v.' -wasa 

svs-

i;;-;f ;;;iio"ar st,naata of sociairelations' which resulted

Irom French ,."orriiio"-.'- H"g"t claims the conventional

;;;fi-;on""ptio,i- ot t*ait sooietv [Christ'ian outlook

on manl as his o*n,-f"i tti"'gta-ton-ceptions of bourgeois

;;;i;;t.'In other words-, Hegel-malres an attempt to-r-epTe-

;;;; "ih" ;oini fcudal det*i' state organisation rvit'h its

theoloeical doctrine*of .-r-"i-t'nii iigUtEt truth of lgu1ge.ois
H;i"r,"t'ilJi*: tr,"-id""--oi "*'tion"al egoism" which ha-s

iff#h', :',"u,i;'f a"*r"pi'e' 
-Hegelian 

pur"e Absolute-is God'

;hil'h;;egutd. ^ 
igLtoh,' siand'ard ol bourgeois bureauc-

racu. I
'-"'Rinht-*ing Hegelians were very outspoken in ex.press-

irg"i"ti. ;;ii;k:"Ch;; turnea t*^e. Heu6tian doctrine of

Absolute into a ""#'ti"t"*-oi 
officiat Christian morals'

'"[rpiJa r,], *g"r"ti"g-i[u "o"auct 
of man' who is-a1read,y

irwvirdlv proilpteil iy his abstract bourgeo^is - interesl'

v;;;-h"selians turi"tte s[andard .svsrem of theolosists

i":i,ili ;;;,"ih#;;id ;-;;;;rarv opin"ion on the Hegelian

i,i." 
"r 

i[. pr"i.iun st'at'e organisa[ion as a system intro-

;;;;;ft;; r"a ti"riiiivj-nlo the relations of people in
;"i"iiir""ri.oit) .*i.ty". Th.y regard GerTan regime as a

.;If:i;il;i;[ iriturrt",- ir t',- bourgeois order'
This main -otii""h-L, ioo"a "agains[ the background

"f 
fi;';h;l" ot pnilr.ophy of Younf Hegelians when thev

criticize religion' ;;" C:ltq"]'"' inl ul[imate conclusion

ffi;fti F"1"rl"cn-in The Esien'ce ol .Christianity is t'hat'

C*iii"t irr."r.gv is a system of concoaling a genuine mys-
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tery-of Christianity;lovg of ,,natural man,,for his own self .In 
_ 
distinction to f.r""f, - 

.niigt t"i..., *frc searched fora definition of a,,natural *rri" fryo"d ;h; ;;;;;;;system of consciousness, Feuerbach tries to fira ;[;;;;;fi:nitions elaglly. on rhe ;.ry_;i;;;p;;;;s, anaromical dis_section of official rheotogical u"a Ciririf; ;pi;tt--"I il;this book .precisely as a's_piritual investigatoi;;. n,.".rtr".f,
y,.it:? in.the..prefSce to tfie second editi6n of the- Er;;;;oI Lnrtsttenita (L. Teuerbch, tselected Works, Voi. ii;
[..:-lell;,I;.lb1.' A"d- il J;;'-otil, 1i,". he gives a more
::i1r, l:r]llt*",,proclaiming rheology as,,psfchoparholo_gy" of genuine religior,r, and [imserf a" doctor^who sirives-iocure Christianitv jf theologi.J ai."u... f,.,r.r[rr[";;;;;
him.sstf to be a thinler,-#ho i".rr.]in, ;;;;;;;': r;"7;;;tical o,bj..t-" (ib{_.,.p. 1l), ,e*o"irg rational 

"ira 
fi"."fcensorship from chrisri"litv and ati3w1"g-ilg,ffi il";;:veal its own "mystery" (,the latter p.ouur"to be'a .;n"tor"t

morg_l of a natrir"t inari;j. 
4qwvvr r^vY

"Speculation" Feue.rbach writes,,,makes religion say onlyrvhat it has invented itself ara 
"*pre.."a -r.f, fett"". tt ri,religion.... I-give the religion 

", dpprrt"nity of hauinE itsoYn say. I play a part of i listener, t.unifrtd, ,"J 
"ri"?frrior a prompter. It is not me but religion that worships man,thol?I it, or to be more exacr, rue?fii;a--:"-TIiibid::p. 19).

The above makes.it quite clear what these methods couldreally mean. In Germany, Cnristianitv, theolosical inform, constituted a toor in ire .vri.--oi'.tu"a"ratl#"r"]
tion,, stabilisation, restriction oi no"re.oi.";;i";;;.' #hi;oe^veloped spontaneously. 

-Restoring feudal superstructureofficial. philosophy and_theology fltrrrt"rrrt Jf 
-Ciiririiu"

1_gT-"t]:-T., .hi.,tgly. of. Christianity and, above all, Christ_ran morality) did its best to give it antibourgeois'charac_
ter, to make it an alternatiui of the instruct"ive ideoloEvof "natural man". O*jpq ro this, Cnrdi.irtv, ;.;I"gi""iin form, changed itself "into 

^ airtiiiire miruor of earlv_Dourgeols concep[ions: its,,interactioni,' and,,maximi,,
l"l:..1t1.9 u g,h.o:t of_ a ,,natural man,i. e..urairgffiii;-
fy_r_19. to which. Chrisrian rradition and histoiy "oi 

Chrisr_ranrty were subjected in the hands of theoioEists was
i]-_:3 at anti-bourgeois modernisation of the pa"st. That
rs- wny_ as soon as former Christian views (especially thoseof early christianity) and their iheologidar' .oaifi.utioo



were made to confront with each -other' t'hev beEan to speak

a Ianguage which *t "o*pfetely 
unnat'ural t'o them' "It

i= ;;f;;?, *rit.= h';;;'b;;h; "buf religion ibself that rejects

and denies such gotl- who is not a man but only rational

essence... ,I only ""po.uIif" 
mystery of Christian religion'

Lore the contradicror"f ^"4 
irft. m.at4 of theology off it"'

iibtd. ;'; 
"ztij. :wrrir"'cr"itt' Li- t'he-ol-ogisl's speaks inconsist-

ently bhe lungougl 
""I ;ittil Sch-ieiermacher' his[orical

Christ of Strauss una- pJuerfach -should 
inevitably have

spoken in the *uv doit=t'" "o"fa 
have snoken had he been

tonEue-tied. Thus Y;;;ildgf;;{ simnlv turn theological

illu-sions inside ort. ?t"""ii"'uri-y 'l.tv 
tti?tt to Lhe th-esis'

which was frankly io'*"iutta [y- Ni-etzsche half a century

il;;;'";;""ii".rvir,i"g-til. theologist' senses to be true'

should be treated ,.-i""ftt' irtis is ahiost a criterion of truth"

i"ri.a rr"," 
-i-. wiriiin' trv- Rog"hev' n' 381)'

So Feuernu"n *it"'' i"tr"' 3f gen"i"e anbhropological

prrii*"prri.'trtun i. i""tidt'"a nv ni* to be the main basis

of philosophy. He ";;;;;;'';;template 
nature' contemplatc

;rlT-ii;;J;iefore vr?" tvti vo-o. 6u'e-*vsberies of philoso-

ohv" (L. F"o"rbu"il,*'S;i;;Li-wirks'Yoi' I' -M'' p' 129)'

'"'o,rl.t;oro"rigii"i"'p[ii"t"*v "t h'euerbach treabs the

essence of man ,. i;il;"-diiiering' thus' from idealists

who either iilentify til"^.l*r.. of -iran.and 
thinking' or bi-

sect, it into spiritu,i';;;;;6oreal parts' which are alleged

to be in conf lict.Feue'l"f'- do"tinuouslv lavs a special em-

phasis on the ""iti'tiJi"ttltiiv 
of mair'st'atute' He main-

t,ained that man ,= ;';'il;;?ai'phvsicul being with ' d'::

;i;Hi"'"hiil;; il,'";#;;il;G th" ""'oi'nding 
world

and thinking. r""H;ilffi1'IogicuI principle of leuerbach's philosophy has

eliminabed tt u gup" b;;#;- tht corporeal- and spiritual

aspects of man.
Feuerbach taught that man's hocly is a part'of the world

*h;;;;;j..ii"Jrv ,eJ, int loav cbnsbitutes a real foun-

rlation of man,s Jtty. i;"hi. opilior, man alongside with

Nature is a true ,;d iit;;;i[ i'i'po'tur.t' obiect for a philo-

sophical analvsis. :'N[;J.;i'tiioiopt'y"' he wro[e' "makes

iJIi, i"iliiii"t' N"t"t 
^s 

his 'basis' 
t 6 a unique' universal and

the highest objecb ;ifiii;;i[. ''"9, t'hus' anthropologv'

included physiotogybecome a.universal science" (ibid''p'202)'

Feuerbach .ritiar.a religion, especially christian ,re-
Iigi;;,-i;;; trr. po^ti11o" of nlt anthropological philosophv'
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His book The Essence of Christianity enioys a universal
oonularitv. Engels wro[e thab it really "emancipaLed" the
;ri;d, of itre ad"vanced representatives of the German intel-
lectuals of that time.- --Feuertrach's 

ethics was based on anthropology' Feuerbach
set off asainst sanctimonious and ascetic religious morals
itrl ettricieaching which claimed that all the actions of man
,r" lus.a on his d'esire of happiness, satisfaction of his needs;

*r" titi".s for good and ivoids evil' Feuerbach admitted
that such moralit! is egoistic but he said that "that is whole-
,o-., .o**on, siraig[t-forward and hon-est moralitY, morali-
lv which is human arid penetraLes man's body and blood, and

n"ot fantastic, hypocrilical morality which is sacred only
in,rr.urut ce" (L' Feuerbach, Selected, Philosophical Works,
Vol.-i, p. 624).'Proceeding from lhe anthr-opological prin-
ciple Feuerbach treltl that morality is based on Iove of one

man for another. That is why he pointed out that a gehuine

human morality"... does not know any man's happiness
without anothei'man's happiness, does not know or does

not.want any isolated happiness-which is detached from and
independent'of other peoplg's Jr.a-ppiness... it knows only
friendly common happiness" (ibid:, -p. 6?4)'"

Hoivever, no matler how much Feuerbach loved man,
his ethics was of an abstract character as it proceeded from

"man" in general whose "naturo" never- changos, and not
a concrete,-historical, social man who belongs to a certain
social class as is the case in real life.

This main fault of Feuerbachian anthropology and ethics
was revealed by K. Marx and,F. Engels. When estimating
Feuerbach's etirics, F. Engels*stressed that "it is designed
to suit all periods, all peoples and all conditions and- pre-
cisely for fhat reason it is never and ngwlrele- applgq"
(K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works, Vol. II, p. 365).' 

Feuerbach's man, as Engels emphasizes, "...remains
always the same abstract man who occupied, the field in
the philosophy of religion. Forthisman is not born of wom-
an; 'he isiues, as fr-om the god of the monotheistic reli-
gions" (K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Yol. 2{, p. 295).- Feuerbach's man is an idea of God, which became a na-
tural imperative in inter-personal relations, a simple stand-
ard of community, a link in every-day collectivity- of re-
Iations between people. Engels says that Feuerbach focuses
his attention on humanrelations "based on reciprocal incli-



nation between human beings, such as sex love, friendship,
com_passion, sqlf-sacrifice, etc." (ibid., p. 2g3). Accortling
tg lhe above,. Engels gave two characteristics: '(l) on origii
of Feuerbach's "natural man" from religion (anh not tfiat
of religion from "natural man" as Feueibach' himself be-
lieved), and (2) on reduction of allreligiousnormstonorms
of every-day commlrnity. These two chiracteristics already
contain a complete definition of what anthropologism is like".

, Arthur Schopenhauer gave in his phiiosop-hy a very
subjective voluntaristic view on man which reilected reac--
tionary attitudes of mind of most conservative circles from
among German bou,rgeoisie. According to Schopenhauer,
I !um1n society is but an aggregation of individuah, the
bulk of whom never changes. Ee disdainfuly called tho so-
ciety a human herd. A human herd serves a foundation over
*"ni94 { "geniusl' rises. The "genius" lives at the expense
of this herd like a head which lives at the expense bt its
body. In the ranks of "genii" according to Schopenhauer aro
people endowed with "cleative" will aJ well as'manufactur-
ers, commercial people, etc. This characterizes clearlv
enough not on_ly his.viewpoint on man but also his philos-
ophy as a whole.

Schopenhauer treated man as a vicious beast possessed
by violent passions, which he is never able to satisify, over-
powered by. gready desire of existence for existenceis sake.
Man differs from other _animals in Schopenhauer's opinion,
only in that-he is st,ill more vicious and envious. Life,
according to Schopenhauer, is an existence full of sufferingj
torture and misery, whereas man himself is but an actdr
of a tragicomedy whose name is life.

. 
Schopenhaue_r's ethics is based on the principles of

voluntarism and irrationalism. Since the world is g6verned
by blind, reckless, irrational will, man is powErless tb
change qnything.-tle is compelletl to meekly drag his exist-
ence full of suffering and misery, he must no[ thirk of
or strive for better futyre; instead, he should indulge in
pure contemplation and not think of how to satisf! his
barest necessities. Thus, Schopengauer's ethics arrived at,
conclusions which are peculiaf to- any religion, especially
so to Buddhism. Sch_openhauer's view on ilan and-society
are pro-f-oundlymisanthropic. His philosophy is anti-humanist-.

Still more hateful and contemptuouJ with regard to maD
is the philosophical teaching of 

-Friedrich 
Nielzsche, that
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spiritual procursor of Hitler. substituting for mind instinct
arrd irtrrit,ion Nietzsche proclaimecl the only motive power

oi nature, society and human activity to be "grasping tle-
sire for manifestition of power or employment, of power,

making use of it as a creative ilstinct" (F. Nietzsche,Worlts,
Voi. tk, M. 1910, p. 298)' He rega,rded the striving for
rule as 'icosmic reguiar", as the basic law of apv lifer. soc.ial

life inclucling, and, consequently, he justifietl exploitation
and suppression as phenomena arising from the very essence

of fit""'Such was ihe principles on which he based his
ethics - "morals of lords", which-was permeated wibh rac-
ism and beastly chauvinism. An itleal man of Nietzsche
ii-u lurlrtian of an Aryan origin, a representative of a "se-
lecied" class and race, who marchalongthe earih devastat-
inj it and spreading terror over aII the -peoples,-especially
o ?rtthose riho witlstand and resisb their will for rule'
This moral of "lords' race" was used as an attempt to "theo-
retically justify" wars for world supremacy waged by Ger-

man monopolistic caPital,
No less- reactionary or anti-humanistic were statements

of Oswatd Spengler in ttre 1920s. He proph^esied:- *Man

is a beast. I s^halialways keeprepeatingit.-.'' (Oswat-{ $pq+-
gler, The Retwrn ol the'Caesalrs, AmeriCan Mercury, VoI' 31,

p. 137).' ' If irye turn to modern western philosophy we shall see

that existentialism cleals with the problem of human per-

son more than anY other trend.
"My philosophy starts where the problem of man's

being begios atd-finishes where-this problem expires",
sayskarl"Jaspers in his work- Philosophy.Itp f no doubt
u Jtrt.*.rt of an adherent of an anthropological principle,
for he maintains that man is not one ol the problems of
philosophy but he is its only- pr-oblem.' ExiJteirtialism, thus, is iilely to stick more -steadily
than anv other philosophical trend to the principle which
is charatteristic of gen-eral features of an anthropological
treatment of man. i.t th. same timeo existentialism' as

will be seen later, clearly manifests the orisis, t-he desperat^e

situation in which anihropologism usually finds itself-'
Existentialism is in faCt criticism on "social nature"

of human existence as understootl by modern Western so-

ciology. "social nature" on an individual, according to
mocle"rn Western sociologists, is conformity of his con-

3?



duct with the ualues- prevailing in the society. Manis treated as a simple aggregate of roles (i.e., func-
tions of an individual which became sbandard and stable
in the soc_ial opinion). Man is social inasmuch his activity
corresponds to patterns which already exist in an official
consciousness, to model family man, good chap, honest
worker, etc. It is through playing these roles, asiigned to
him in _exactly the same way as a part in a written play is
assigned to an actor, that an individual finds himJeU- so-
cially connect,ed with other people. An individual himself
is- only a point where many roles cross or' many models,
which he represents well or badly, intersect.

The existentialists fight against this "sociological"
definition of a man using the same methods which Feuer-
bach and Stirner-applied in fighting against the theological
version of "social" nature of man. They argue that min is
not a total sum of the parts played by him,-he is something
which is whole in itself. Man can feel this wholeness in any
act of self-consciousness by differing himself as simpl-e
"is" from what, he appears bo himself 

-and to another m-an
as "a social being" - from his role. True, in reflection we
can discern us from ourselves as much as we please. Even
a glass, be it self-conscious, could discern itselffrom a glass
as a drinking vessel as it is one of its possible definitions.
But - what is, in fact, t,he difference between a glass and
a drinking vessel when it is used as a drinking vessel?

Existentialism also fails to give a clear answer to the
same problem. According to all the rules of anthropologism,
a reference to man "as he is". as opposed to wha[ hels in
society, should have meant natural definiLiveness of man.
But existentialism denies natural definitiveness of rnan.
Is it possible that it deserts anthropologism'irr general and
passes over - to counterbalance a conception of "standard
order" - to discussion of social being of man in terms of
his material relations in production? By no means so.
A simplo fact, that material relations constantlyand objective-
Iy differ man from those "roles" in which alone he ippears
to the consciousness of the bourgeois societv as a sbcial
being, that very fact that man who only yesterday real-
ized himself and was realized by the society as a "good trade
unionist", "accurate taxpayer", "member of a charity so-
ciey", etc., today - as a result of an economic slump,
which turns upside down all models, roles, expectations
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of a "standard order" - comes to comprehend his real being
as that of a hired worker - this fact always remains beyond
the field of vision of existentialists.

In contradistinction to earlier forms of anthropologisrn
in which natural self-consciousness of man is associated with
this sense of full life (Feuerbach, Wagner' even Nietzsche)
existentialism, especially its Germ.an variety, holds that
real natural being of man can be revealed only when illness
or death breaks into it.

Speculations of illness occupies a very prorninent place
in Jasper's philosophy. A healthy man is sure to be a so-
cial busy man who has no spare time for realizing himself
as he is, "blind with respect of his real "self", devoted exclu-
sively to performing his "roles". Jaspers attributes great
value to illness because it stops man's usual (conformist)
conceptions of life, changes him into a non-social being
(in oiher words, into an anthropological individual) and
gives him for the first time a chance to "collect himself",
''regain consciousness", see himself "as he is" (as existentia).
We can see in these conceptions one of the illusions of anthro-
pologism which is constantly repeated elsewhere: anti-
standard (anti-theological-, anti-social) consciousness is
directly genuine consciousness. In fact illness does not endow
an individual man with new consciousness, it only tones
him up in a certain way, makes his usual conceptions move,
acute, transforms them from "optimistic" modus into
a tragic one.1

Jaipers's assumption that illness makes our idqa of life
clearer and more intensive is illusive from beginning to
end. The real essence of such an idea of life and health which
arises as a result of illness can be derived from Nietzsche's
superman with his peculiar brutality and his cult of cruelty.

In general, the same may be also said about the problem
of death to which existentialism attaches especially great
importance. According bo Jaspers when man faces death,
aII the codes become wrecked, man clears himself from his
social conditions, from the ideas of his own self, of his vital
aims, of the nature of human cornmunity, which had been
inculcated upon him.

No one knows what the dead thought before their death.
As far as the expressions of consciousness and self-conscious-
ness observed are concerned, dying as a form of conduct
opens neither more nor less human possibilities than a usual
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life. Never has anyone succeeded in detecting in a dying
man any feelings that could not be veryfied ,3 .oriur o"".rl

-The suppositions that on the threshlrd of death 
"ti-i-r."codes come to a ruin is quite absurd. Realistic i1.rrt"r"

has long ago stated the fait that the way of ;;pd;;i;;;f
death, sufferilss caused by such an expe.ctatioh, the ideaof deaih itself are g ps-yc[ologically performeil'pid;r;;]
the life the man lived through.

The same conceptions of il-lness, death, fear are also
distinctive features of Heideggerrs doctrine'. Accordinq--io
Heidegger, man was thrown into the world where trulil-
came the main situation of his existence. Again anct again
fear drives him from his everyday existencJwithout a?is-tinctive personality to his deepest ,,own-self". Heidesser
maintains that man is "a final slnful being, closed betw-e%n
his birth and death, who is riveted bv tht rush to a.aitr;to the fulfilment of his most human possibilities, whose
existence is "existence . for death,s sa-ke...,'. (Hiibscher.
Thi-nkers_ of Our Time, lg12). Thus ,,Ego" of bxisteniial
philosophy is an "abandoned being", a bjing in des pair, a
being in grief, who is in a state of pessiilism aod noi.-
lessness.

The French variety- of existentialism is chieflyrepresent-.{ by Sartre and his-disciples who adhere to alitrasicposi_
ulates of exisientialism in general: subjective ,,Ego" 6f an
intlividual marked by his anti-social tr"end, concEntration
on inward spiritual emotional experience of the subiect,
on the so-called "free choice", etc. But while the Ger'man
variety of existentialism; presented. by Jaspers, Heidegger,
Bollnow and others, arrivei at reactionary,-anti-co--friiri.
conclusions, and finally at-a philosophical justifying of
thermonuclear catasbrophe of mankind,-the Fr6nch rari6ty,
of "philosophy of existence" presented by Sartre, vice ver-
s&r corros to a humanis_tic denial of war, struggle for peace,
high estimation of Marxist philosophy, a[hittine t]rut
Ma.rxism- is a good ideological-climatL for developdent of
philosophical thinking. qartlg holds that Marxism'explains
society correcbly but jt should be "supplemented', by ptrilos-
ophy of existence which is alleged to be the only- correct
interpretation of the subject, perionality, his exisi,ence and
essence.

Existentialism, on the whole, as a philosophioal trend,
at its point of departure and its conclusions, is a piofoundly
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pessimistic, irrational, nihilistic philosophy which leatls

io ae"Ving ideals, real ju6gements, p.ssibilities antl results
of human activitY.

bne can't heip classifying this philosophy other than
or.-of despair, testifying-of 

-deep internal spiritual crisis
of the present-day Western society.-- 

in.llovsbrief historical survey shows that the problem

of man received a many-sided investigation in phlloso-
phy-- if was studied from all viewpoints,viz', gnostology,
irriology, ethics, anthropology. The afore mentionedteach-
inEs Zbntributed to ciearing up physical and spiritual
ouior" of man, interrelation of material and spiritual
,.p..t. of an individual, ethical pri-nciples.of his conduct'

'Itro*.lr.r, this or that one - sidedness due to both so-

cial causes and theoretical refusal of materialistic outlook
on social life prevented these teachings from dealing with
the problem of man within the whole- scope of it, they
failed to show the true place and part of man in the world'
Wnitt correctly ctefining and demonstrating mqny. of the
aspects of mai's natur6 and activity,-spiritual elements
of'his life they tlitl not cope with revealing the-true,social
base of man, his nature ai a social being, social condition-
ality of his personality, character and cond.uet' )

**13

Marxist philosophy revolutionised the views on man and
human society. Marxism-lenirlism has brought forth an
essentially new viewpoint as regards man'

As thd basis for f scientific solution of the problem of
man and society, Marxists have taken the theory of histo-
rical materialism, which teaches that a society is a social
body basetl on material production, governed by its own
peculiar laws. Marxist philosophy with its consistent ma-
ierialistic gnosiology, social and historical analysis is truly
scientific philosophical interpretation of man.

Marx intl Engels show that the so-called natural and
eternal necessities of man which are taken as a criterion for
estimating both the existing social relitions and future
social development by any anthropological conception, are
in fact always a product of the existing level of development
of production of material relations which already exist.
Maixism determined the rational content of early bourgeois
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conceptions: an idea that, a universality of man, his essence
is not something w_hich is super-human or belonging to the
beyond. Howover, Mf,rxism made a decisive prot-esiagainst
an attempt of representing the essence of man as pissive
'suffering", "feeling" according to Feuerbach) sourie and
found out a real definition of man in his object-practical
actiuity.

Man, by no means, is an applicant who approaches the
society with a list of his "eternal and natural- necessities',
which are_always a mirror of his miserable state, nullity
to which the existing social order drove him. Man does noi
need philanthropy. He himself is able to be a master of his
own destiny and is capable of working miracles, of setting
in motion gigant,ic powers if his labour and creative ener--
gy are released. The conception of the existing society as
a system for usurpation of man's natural inclinationi is
substituted by Marx and Engels by a scientific notion of
exploiting labour and connected their humanism with
a demand to annihilate this exploitation. Marx and Engels
emphasized that, if we assume as a premise for conceptlon
on man his "nature" we shall willy-nilly take for a premise
the existence which masses of people drag in the society of
exploitatron of _man !v man. It is the analyiis of the bbjeclive
process with the help of which man distinguishes liimself
from nature, \i2,, analysis of labour, and miterial produc-
tion that should be taken as a premise for the concept on
man and the starting point for the true humanism.

Marxism has put an end to a sentimental idea of man
kind as a passive suffering mass. It went much more deeply
into the epoch's paradoxes. The source of the existing calaml
ities is in the fact that though man is potentially ai-ighty,
his own active forces and means bf labour-and many-
sided social links brought to life by him during the process
of labour oppose him as alien forces. Poverty and-unfair
treatment of masses had been vividly and eloquently de-
scribed by many thinkers before Marx and Engels, but it
was Marxism that proved able to detect a greit reserved
powj)r and constructive source of historical process.

Th-e internal powers of productive forces cieated by man
exceed by far everything that could be enlisted as man's
existing "natural" necessities. Tools and forms of social
combination of labour created for producing this or that
particular item contain much more possibilitles than those
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needf-rrl for making this kind of product. It was Hegel who
has alrcady written: "A plough -is 

much more hon"ourable
than a seed which is produced wit,li it,s help,,. When making
notes of Hegel's Zlglc Lenin describecl this idea u. u g.r- o?
hist orical materialism.

Release of all internal powers of material production,
complete development of active creative forces of man l
suc,h ig the_ only real base on which diversity of an individual
and rich demands and inclinations of *an ca, flourish.

Humanistic conceptio!, which was eleborated by Marx
and Engels in the 1840s and got the name of ,,real hurninism,',
was no longer the expression of ideals of passive and suf-
fering.masses of_peoplt, as it was the case ,,i,ith the previous
socialist, some bourgeois and radical docLrines. T-his con-
ception made man-creator, man-labourer the real centre of
their philosoph-y, and iLs adherents investigated in the first
place the problem how to release his acti-ve, creative and
constructive abilities. It did not treat a future man as
som_ething already ready-made, given by nature, that can
be found within the_ existing soJiety, iiolated, kept apart
from the society and made i moclel-for the fuiure'hist"oric
development. To reason so was to make unfortune and mu-
tilateness of the existing individual a criterion for progress.
Transition from presentlo future is the proce.. go,r.rrEd by
objective regularity. It is only within t[is proc"ess, partici_
pating in an active struggle for reconstruction of tfre world
that this man can come into existence. Anthropologic phi-
losophy has thoughtlessly turned this man intb a 

"natural
premise of history. Marx and Engels maintained that per..
sonality, his consciousness, an intimate structure of'his
"Ego"'could be understood only when they are indissolubly
connected with a specific social and historic process of decay
of an old social structure and springing up of a new one".
Thus, they overcame the conception thit frr.rru, essence is ab-
stract, [imeless and "natural". For the f irst time fhe question
of an active historical action of masses of people was raised
and this turned out to be a discovery of rbal jounclation of
which alone can facilitate the correci unf,erstanding of the
problem_of individual and personal freedom, u proBfn- oi
all-round development of man.

The outset of marxist human philosophy was a live,
concrete man, living and acting in a certain historical envi-
ronment, but not thought-of, abstract person, divorced from



societv ancl life. "In direct contrast to German philo-sophy

;hi;h" deicends from heaven to earth, here we ascenil from

""rtft 
to heaven. That is to say, we do not seL out from what

-u, ary, imagine, conceive, nor from- men as narrated,
tnorght:;f , imiginect, conceived, in order to arrive'at men

i" tfrl nesn. Wd set out from real, active men, and on-the

f"ris of their real life-process we demonstrate the -develop-
ment, the ideological ilirrors. and echoes of this_lifeprocess '
(K. Marx, F. En-gels, Works, Vol. III, p. 25)' One cannob

denv the'fact tha-t Marxism was the first in the history of
ptit"o.opt v and sociology to give a scientific explanation of
nature and of the essence of man, to drscover a real slgnlrr-
cance of spiritual aspect of man's activity, regarding T,an
u. i l.iogthanging the world consciously-and purposefully'

K. Mirx and tr'l Engels taught that "the essence of man
is no abstraction inherent to each separate intlividual' In
iis reality it is the complex of social relations"- (i-bid., p' 3)'

Marxist philosophy- res[s on 
- 
that each individual is

a social being. Hen6e 
-every 

manifest-ation of his life, eveq
if it has not in immediate form of a life in comTunity with
others, is a manifestation and confirmation of his social
Iife. K. Marx and F. Engels maintainetl that inclivitlual
and social life of man cann-ot be regartlod as something tlif-
ferent from each other though they have difforent forms
of manifestation. They hetd that these two aspects of a hu-
man life are interconnected and that one of them ma-
nifests itself to a more or less considerable extent inthe
other one.

Proceeding from this conception, the founders of Marx-
ism held thal only in communit,y with others can an indi-
vidual achieve i* full development. They wrote: "OnIy
in community with others has each intlividual the means of
cultivating his gifts in aII directions; only in-the onrravnjty,
therefore, 

- is personal freedom possible. In the previous
substitutes for ihe community, in the State, etc., personal
freedom has existed only for the indiviiluals who de,veloped

within the relationships oI the ruling class, anil- only- in so

far as they weie individuals of this class. The illusory
community in which individuals have up tiII now- com-
bined, always took on an independent existence in relation.
to them, and was at the same time, since it was the unity
of one class against another, not only a comple-tely illusory
community but a new fetter as woII. In the .tu1 .o-6unitY
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the individuals obtain their freedom in and through their
'* ",i11:'r"#" j[i#:l:' F' unge ts, 

"fr 
o,n r, v"t. .i i i:;. 

" i;i:
y r{ i# :;ii: i?''! 

1i1 1 i," 
yit ffi ffi '# ^It : Itt}- i I,T:think over its nostulatr. ,"a 

"ra'Jrrtr"O their essence.keep a tte ging. thit M; r;-i.- ;;;i;r";;ili 
"ul aspecr in man,sactivity, spiritual y?l1d of numan ;fig";,, giro!;;irffi;;:ception of man, dissolves u p.".or1i tir;;;.-;f";;;r1",in the communitv. does noL ,;ilr*l.dge a human personal_itv.

Allow me to take my chance of taking the floor at.this
Yglld Phitosophy Co"gi".r-";i-r"ril; pur an end ro suchpreconceived and wrgng notions of Marri"sm,;;.;;;oJi#;resentation of Marxisi,teaching !;i-;i., ro prove rhat allthe subjective, irrational,- existeitial. doctrines on man werec-ompletely inhuman i" tfr.i" "..."ir.ffit Anyone who would take pains to make an unbiased andobject_i_ve_ 

1csu-ainrance wirh'rhe *orr., If i:^ M;;;, "i,. ffi:gels, v' I. Lenin and their disciples will easily make sure ofthe fact that Marxism attaches ,i"rf, i"rp"rlahce to tho partplayed.by.consciousngs?t tfrougnis,-ideas, spiritual life ofman. Marxism is especially eonc-erned [o clear';";;[; $"rtf_rcance or fhe social consciousness for.development of hu]mansociety. Marxism recognizes as inspiring 
"i[;;;r.f;#;;the role of advanced ideas in rife 'of man and society anEtheir development.

Maqxism af* -rt u. an alowance for rerative indenendence
and .integral logic of development of ,;ri;;-i;;;";l
social consciousne*. 

^4t_ 
th-e same time it ai.ii"g"irt.#:r";

all forms and kinds of idealism in that it rests orithe .orr."ptof the material p_{incipia material being as a f""a"^eriii
constituent for all ps_ychicar processes. "until.s v"lil;;J
metaphysical materiaiism, Maixism provides, airl?"ii.rf]
i.e., flexible and comprehenlive treatment of the il;ti;r;ipsychical life of man..It flatly denies anti-scie'ntitic, vul-gar-materialistic metaphysical identification of thinkin; ";;cesses, spiritual life of man, on the one hand, ancl fruii,,on the other. In distincti* !o vulgar materialisir, Mur"_ists do not reduce. psychical cate[ories r" pfrvri."f'",
physiologi_cal, nor do- tirey dissolve- spiritual ,.r..t, iophysical. Marxism admits-that spiritual' fif. 

"*irt." n; i;
loitg so it stresses that the basis for spiritrrar .ut.g*i".is objective material being. It says: first goes matter, "being



and then consciousness; consciousness is the other aspect of

matter, a derivative of it.-'-- pryf"g credit for t!oughts, ideas, spiritual realrn' admit-
tins tfiat"these are oI gr6at importance for these or those

;;;?;;l;h-L"t" Marxiim sLands onlv one gro,u-nd-- the
earthly origin oI ideas, Lhoughts,- spiritual world oI man'

We as"sume that it is Marxisf philosophy that for the firsl
time in the course of science gave a consistent scientrlrc
.ol"ti"" of tn. problem of man and human "Eg:::' 

,

No pre-Mariisl or mod'ern non-Marxist phitos.ophtcat

system dould raise to such a height-therole and signilicance
;t;; and his activity in the iorld, they could not under-

.stand or elucidate; from so many sides as Marxist drd' man s

;;l;il;;;aking i\ature, his boundless possibilities of cog-

nizing and changing bhe world, h.is creabive lorces' possr-

hiliti;. for discoierfiig the mysteries of Nature, going deep

and far inbo the microcosmos and space'.^- 
N; pre-Marxist or present-day non-Marxist philorsophi-

.ut tvtti*. could place so high tLe spiritual world of man'

il; ;r;;;- ;pil1irar- potuntialf his sp.iritual acrivitv reveal-

iil ;; th. s'ame time material, social bases of this activity,
iiJ-L""i"g and significance. There is no problem of .spiri-
;;I;;tiA'of manl be it his emotional experience' joy or

g;i11, 
"ruutive 

successes, soaring rql!.l?v 9".9-"^ti1:,,"^::Ly;
tuy 'o"",rpations, sense of -res-ponsibility ,tt-r 

th".,:oIIl"t^T:
of people-and, sometimes, feeling.of loneliness' illness ano

fear of death, etc., eic., that couid not or was not subjected

;; M;;iJ-isyct oiogical, Iogical, social, moral analysis'
A;Jlt i;;;1'y irn the"basis of 

-Marxist meLhodologv tqu!, *:
can comprehend rhe scientific fundamentals ot the sprrrtuar

world of man.
Whilst many modern philosophical tre-nds- go in for the

. so-cattea "mar[inal situitions" by which they mean"the

f.ur- "f Jeath, iependence on a chhnce, a conflict' .suffer-
;;;,";riit, .i,.., \4arxist philosophv opens, 'p ttll-t1?::
ptit. "and favourite conditions, forms and opportunrlres
[o, 

- 
a.*f"pment of man's spiritual potentials', Maryist

ottilorophv teaches and encoirrug" 'oio to think not of

[;il;";;i Jri]., "t 
remat ing un[ i'opto"ing life; to dwell

;;;";p;;i"".ii*". r"f iti"t"ot the collective o{ p-e-ople'.of

;h; il;A of tt " society and, the whole mankind' Man who

uJnu?". to Marxist outiook does not feel or has-agY-r-easons

;;T;;i uiorr., d,oomed, condemned to vegetative life' Marxist'
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philosophy provides a scientific substantiation that he, man,
is a member of a society, collective, master of Nature who
pgrfects it according to the requirements of objective laws
of matter development.

_ No p,re-Marxist or present-day non-Marxist philosophi-
cal irend-could cope rvith the task of solving t[e problem
of man's free will. It is only Marxism that providedl scien-
tific solution for this probiem; standing on the materialist
ground-it proved" that freedom is a realized necessity. Man,s
free will as understood by Marxism signifies that man in
his deeds and acts follows Lhe requirements of objective laws
of development of- Nature and }iuman society, the require-
ments of historical necessity which people have learnld to
apprehend and are getting to know bettei and better. A man
of the socialist society who has mastered Marxist philosophy
is. a striking examplc of a really free personaliLy en.ioylng
maximum of freedom as compared to people of former-social
structures.

A really free man is a champion, creator, ciLizen, active
social doer. Such is a man who is inspired by the creative
ideas of Marxist philosophy. He is i ,rew Man, a builderoI the most human and humane, the most harmonious
social system in the history of'society, a builder of
communism

K. Marx and F. Engels pointed out that [he communist
society where a true and not a sham colleclivism will reign,
where development of society will be restrained onlv lv
q level of development of productive forces and not bv set"-fish interests of certain social groups, will open ,p ,e*
vista for development of a personality, contribute to show-
ing originality of -evgry individual, in oLher words, a truly
complete personal freedom will be achieved. Marx and
Engels wrote in German Id,eology that "within the communist
society, the only one, where original and free development
of an individual stops leing a mere'phrase, this develop-
ment.is jus[ determined by the connection of individuaG,
the connection which is partially governed by economioai
factors, partially by necesiary sotiairity oi tree"aevet;fi;;
9f -qll -and finally by a universal character of activity of
individuals on the basis of existing productive forces. ion-
sequently, we deal here with the individuals at a certain
historical..!rg9 o{ development- and, by no means, with
any casual individuals, letting alone the inevitalile commu-

4 - zt'lt



nist revolution which in itself is a condition for thsir free
d.evelopment" (Marx and Engels, Works, Vol. 3, p. 4ll).

It is not accidental, but quite natural that it was Marx-
ist philosophy that served an ideological base for such
grandiose social movements and changes, Iike the Great
October Socialist Revolution and the victories won by
people's revolutions in many a country of Europe and Asia,
for construction of socialism and communism in tho Soviet
Union and countries of the world socialist system.

It is not accidental, but quite natural that Marxist phi-
losophy also forms the foundation of the new Programme of
the Communist Party of the U.S.S.R. whichhas beenrecog-
nized by bhe whole world-both by our friends and oppo-
nents-to be one of the most important social documents
of our time.

From this lofty tribune of our international forum it, is
necessary to reject the groundless statements that com-
munism allegeclly ignores the development of human per-
sonality. These statements are not true to lifel

Jusi the other way about! The motto of communism
is "Everything for man, for the good of mant" It is only
in the commurtist society that rnan achieves n complete,
all-round, harmonious development- His personality, his
spiritual "Ego", his unique human individuality flourishes
here best as compared to any previous period of world's
his[ory. We are well-grounded when stating that, the po-
sition of man in communist society can be described as
one of a free individuality based on the universal develop.
ment of individuals and on turning their collective social
production into their social fortunC.

Man is the focal point of Marxist philosophy. In contra-
distinction to oIcI classical anthropology of the Feuerbachiah
type, man in Marxist philosophy is not a man in general
but a concrete, social, historical, creative man. In contra-
distinction to existential anthropology, this is not a man of
deattr immersed into fear and illness divorced from social
ties, theoreticallyenjoying internal "free choice" but actual-
ly being a slave of necessity of Nature and society - this
is a man of life who transforms Nature and is its master,
a man who is free with respect to laws of both Nature and
society as far as he recognizes their necessities. If Marxist
philosophy, when speaking of man, concentrates its atten-
Lion on his social productive essencei, it does so not. [o
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forget about an inriividual, his internai world, his spiritualpotentials and moral qualities but does it with tt r ir*ro""of revealing.his re-al and not illusory .r..r...-ii, 
-;d;itr-

:3-rrarxr,,pnrlosophy yas- up till now busy with explainin!
bhe world, the thing is how to change it,, wi[h reipect tEman we may state that previous philosophy was up till now
lysy with explaining man while forgeiting .o".i"t"- 

"oo_ditions of his existence, the thing is hiw to En"rg. ii. ;;;_ditions of man's existence both iatural and sociJ, to ,r.ut.for man paradise on earth and not in hearnens. Th; ;h;i;
lllrlir_t 1!.o? of re.votur_ion, rhe whote M;il;; proerai;;
or changing the social relations, the program-e i,f b-uirclinscommunism are entirely aimed at exaiting 

"rr". "r.rii"inormal conditions for his life, his .xi.t.'o.e, ;.;di;i;;;
rvhich will really reveal his essence. In thiilen.;; M;;;;;pnrrosophy does away with and solves all the contradictions.of old and modern rrends of phitosoptt;ii 

""itrrplfirilIt is. only from these positions that *. ur. ;bl, t;;;?'":sland the meaning of ttre gigantic ac[ivitv which i, t;;;carried ouc in the Soviet Uiion for man,"fo; ;;;;tiJ;;:terial arrd technical- base oi .om*u"i-il i; 6iilffi il;social relations, for bringing=rp ,.ru.r'of communist societv.
. 
May numerous philosophicaI schoot, ,"air.ra;ffi;;ili;

evrl in man is ineradicable, that man is heast, that esoismis innate in man,s nature and can fe annihilat.d;;i;1;
annihilating man -himself-life makes tu"g[-ui-*.n ?n#ries and.will se.verly madg a mock of them #hen tt e commu_nrst socrety wiil be built in the soviet union and othercoun[ries.



Tt{E INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY

Professor
F. V. KONSTANTINOV

I

Man and society' their present and future, the trends of
their progress-these are problems around which progres-

sive modern thought is centered.
It is obvious that philosophy, if it is to serve the inter-

ests and'well-being of-humanity and champion its progres-
slve ideals, caorot" neglect this paramount lroblem of our
time, which, therefore] occupies il -tt -" programme of our
congress the important place to which it is entitled'

it is weII in brder tolecall that the problem of man, new
ionditions of his life and new relationships between the indi-
vidual and society has always come to the forefront of
progressive thoughi at a time when the foundations of old,
butdated social oiders collapsedtomake room for a new sys-
tem of social lelations. This was the case in the period of
the Renaissance and in the stormy times of the Dutch and
the English revolutions and also on. the eve of the French
nerotriioo of the late l8th centurY.

It is only natural that philosophic thought is focused on

the problem of the individual now, i.e., in our revolution'
ary epoch, a period .of profound social transformations
,rrh trdi.rlly changing wiys of life of many millions.of
oeoole. at a iime when we ire witnessing a great scientific
ind technological revolution and a revolutiol in the spirit-
ual life of hufoanity when everything is rapidly -progressing
and there is not a thing that remains unchanged.

This interest in tho desbinies of man and humanity is
stimulated by certain specific features of historical develop-
ment in the second half of the 20th century. The creative
endeavours of the human genius have given to,mankind a

olue to the greatest mysteries of nature and placed at its-ser-
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vice sources of bnergy which in the past were well beyond
the boldest dreams. Humanity now has machines which
can work miracles and make man's domination over nature
much greater as never before. For the fiist time in human
history man has successfully challenged the law of gravi-
tation, has flown up into space and is steadily approaching
the ultimate goal of conquering outer space. The time is
not far away when humanity will translate into reality it,s
bold and proud dreams of flights to other planets.

All these advances demonstrate the tremendous power
that humanity wields now and testify to the miracles thai
can!-be performed by the human genius. However, the pres-
entl situation is made dramatic and, indeed, tragic by the
fact that the forces brought forth by man and by the speotao-
ular progress of human thought nowadays iurn on account
of certain social conditions against man himself. The man
of the 20th century found himself in the position of 'the

magrcian who had invoked powerful and mysterious forces
only to roalise later that he was unable to control them and
hold them in check.

It is sometimes said that all or many difficulties and con-
tradictions are due to the so-called "demonic" nature of
man, its sinfulness and inherent aggressiveness. It is also
asserted that the situation is so tragic because the moral
progress of humanity does not keep pace with its scientific
and technological progress. If we are to believe some philos-
ophers there is nothing extraordinary in what has happe-
ned as man's fear, despair, loneliness, and the indiffer-
ence of society to his life -all arise from the fact, that,
he is inevitably doomed in this world.

Unlike these philosophers we believe that the root of all
evil and the cause of thg contradictory position of man, of the
individual is' the social system based on class antagonisms.

It, is quite obvious that under socialism which
has put an end to antagonisms betwegn the classes the prob-
lem of the individual and societyrelationship finds an eri-
tirely different solution. Socialism has its specific problems
of the development of the individual associated wi[h the
creation and progress of a new society anil with transitioir
from socialism to communism. One of these is, for example,
the problem of the all-round harmonic development of the
individual and the creation of the optimum material and
spiritual conditions for the attainment of this objective.



Sogialist society does not know any problems of ,,forlorn-
nos6" or of the hopeless and futile eiisience of the sufferinE
qan whose emotions are now interpreted from the poini

However, alongside with cardinal differences between
the- position- of the individual under capitalism and his
poqition under socialism there are problems which are of
poncern to all men and women of our globe. philosophers
of all countries have ample ground for c6-operation as they
all qndpavour to find a scientifically substintiated 

"ns*""*to t_he question how we can protect man's life, the lives of
millions of people from tho calamity.which *ill belull the
$rorld if the great scientific discoveries of our time are usedfgr other Lhan peaoeful purposes, how we can avert the
dioaster of thermonuclear war. To free man from the fear of
ryar and the disasters it is bound to bring about is the
Gornnon goal of all honest people. Progressive philosophers-
lUmanists cannot stand aloof from tiris paramount 

-prob-

lep of our time.

I

- An-Lhrop-ology and psychology, law and hislory and
other branohes of social science aie concerned with specific
aspects o.f the general problem of man. It is only philosophSz
ihat basing orr- these fields of human knowledge-is able to
treat the problem of man as a whole.

- _Wlat is the essence of man, his nature, the meaning
of his existence? What aro the laws that govern his life anE
agtivities? Is it podsible that man, who- is endowed with
consciolsness and will noay bc independent of the objectivo
laws of sooial and histoiical dev6lopment? What dre the
oonditions for the unrestricted development of the individ-
ual? Where- can we find answers to these questions which
agitated and agitate now millions of people, problems which
are..a su_bject of heated controversieil It is-only scientific
philosoph_y that can provide answers to these questions and
does so. Varied as philosophic interpretations'of man, his
q$ignce and nature are, one can distinguish three basically
dlfferent approaches to the problem.

OnO of these asserts the splritual.nature of man. J. Ma-
ritain has this to say on the prohlem: "Man possesses within
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himself a richer and more noble existence which is a purely
spiritual superexistence in cognition and love"r.

Man is a being isolated from the social environment
and is detached from it. His spiritual world, his conscious-
ness, will and actions are not affected to any important
degree by the material world. On the contrary, the rela-
tionship between the inilividual and society manifests it-
self primarily in the subject "freely" moulding the social
environment, creating and changing situations. The indi-
vidual shapes himself guided by immanent spiritual stim-
uli of a subjective nature or by what is suggested to him
by transcendent and mystical basic conceptions.

Thus, the proponents of one variety of existentialism
claim that man is only what he makes himself. Man is
first and foremost a conception which has a life of its own.
Nothing exists before this conception has taken shape.
Man becomes what he has conceived himself to be.

Neotomism, personalism and other idealistic philosoph-
ical trends also deny the role of the social environment
in shaping the individual's personality and stimulating
his actions. However, these philosophical trends do not en-
dow him with absoluto freedom as from their point of view
the individual is associated with a "supermlterial soul"
and is in the final analysis determined by this metaphysical
conception. Thus, Christian personalism asserts that all
"persons" are in the final analysis subordinate to the sup-
reme "person", i.e., to God.

It should be noted that this spiritualisation of the indi*
vidual culminates as a rule in the assertion that man is
inherently incognisable. Thus, K. Jaspers asserts that
man is, in effect, uncontrolled, incognisable non-subjective
freedorn which is an expression of his "self-being". .Maq,
if treated not as an object of scientific and sociological in-
vestigation but rather as the "existence" of freedom, does
not lend himself to any investigation. "Man", Jaspers
writes, "is basically something more than he. can know
about himself"z.

In contrast, to the philosophic systems which tend te
ignore the social environmont and attach absolute impor-

r Jacquec Maritain, Pour une philosophie d.e l'education, Paris,
1959, p. 24.

2 K. Jaspers, Einluhrung in dte Philosophie, Z0rich, 1949, S.
61,
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tance to the consciousness-and will of a detached individual.
proponents of vulgar bociology run to the other extreme of
totally negating the role of the individual. According to
these philosophers the' individual.becomes as it were inte-
grated with society as a whole and thus loses all possibilities
of influencing socie[y or of manifesting his "Selfness". The
individual is thus viewed as a passive element of a whole
devoid of any- specific features of his own, in fact; as a cell
of the social oiganism.

Modern Western literature not infrequently, although
without any ground of reason, attributes to Marxism, to
dialectical materialism this ridiculous approach to the
problem of the individual. T'his is all the-more untrue as
MarxisL philosophy came into being and developed in the
strug$le against subject,ivism and voluntarism in the inter-
,pretafion of the individual and socieby relationship as
well as against the objectivistic and falalistic undeiesti-
mation of the role of consciousness and human will in social
life and development.

Marxist philosophy regards man as an intrinsically so-
cial being. A detached, isolated and lonely man like Robin-
son Cruso is a producL of iiction and of abstracb specula-
tion which has no foundation.'In reality man always lives
in society and his essence can be understood only if we
understand the structure of the society he lives in and its
system of social relat,ionships and institutions. At any g'iv-
en moment the individual in'some way or other bears the
imprint of the social relations predominating in his socieLy.
What rnan and his nature have devOloped into, has been
determined first and foremoSt 

'by society, historical socidl
development and historically eitablishLd social reiations

,rathen than by some spontaneoug isolated 
..development

of the individual. - : l
How can one analyse and discriminato tret.wue, ifre

peculiarities of the conscio[sndss arid behaviour of man
in primitive communal society, slave society, under feudal-
ism, capitalism and, finally, under socialism if one {ails
.to t,ake due account of thg specific features o{ these socio-
-economic systems, forms of bwnership typical of each
system, social relationships between classes and so on.' In one way or another the social meaning of man, his
social nature and spiritual world reflect, as a kind of a
microsystem, the history of the human race, the history of
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labour, customs, language, history of culture and social
hisLory as a whole.

If we assume for the sake of argument that man has been
deprived of what he has acquired from society in the course
of his social development he will then have only but, what
he has been given by nature as a biological species.

All human history testifies to the fact, that man's essence
is the entire complex of social relationships. It is these re-
lationships that are primarily responsible for shaping his
personality and'determino his intellectual and moral indi-
viduality.

This treatment of the problem rejects an abstract ap-
proach to man or speculations about man as an abstract no-
tion. The Marxist conception of the individual considers
man in the process of his evolution and development and
rejects the view that man and his nature remain invariably
and intrinsically immutable. The conception of the abstract
man is often used as a front for conservative and even re-
aciionary ideas; and indeed, if we recognised that man is
inherently individualistic and egoistical would it be
possible to .achieve further social progrcss and strive for
genuinely humane relationp between people?

. The Marxist conception of the individual also rejects
the mystical, spiritualistic interpretation of the meaning
of man. It is not mysterious spiritual forces (internal .or
transcendent) that determine the nature of man. As has
.been pointed out earlier man's nature is objec[ively deter-
,.minedbytheentirecomplexofsociaIrelat,ionships.

People are born and live in a historically structured
system of the social division of labour, in towns and vil-
-lages, in homes with all modern conveniences or in slums,
in palaces or huts, in industrial or agrarian corintries, in capi-
talist or socialist states. They work, create, produce
.material and spiriiual values under a specific systemof rela-
tions oI production.

Is it then possible to assert that man is what he makes
himself? Are man's nature and existence so indeterminis-
tic?

Do the will and the desire of an un'employed man in
any way determine whether he will become a Rockfeller
or not?

The proponents of the subjectivistic and voluntaristic
sysiem seem to forget that the application of man's will,



his thinking and the choice he makes in a particular situa-
tion are also dependent on the attending circumstances and
determined by the environment he lives in and sooial rela-
tions which man is not and cannot.be free to choose at will.

Each new generation and consequently each man finds
in the world a system of social relations established before
they came into being. Eaoh generation and each individ-
ual cannot but recognise this already existing system of
social relations as the principal factor in all their activity.
The detached, isolated, estranged individual of existential
philosophy cannot put himself at'will outside these rela-
tions and it is all the more impossible that he may be able
to change them acting on his own.

Thus, it is society and the entire complex of social re-
lations that determine the meaning and nature of man.
Does it, however, follow that only society is active while
the individual is a passiye entity and an objeot of action
and pressures by society unable to exercise any active coun-
ter-influence? This was the view held by old metaphysical
materialism but this view is in no way shared by dialecti-
cal materialism. In hiscriticismof metaphysical Contempla-
tive matenalism Marx wrote: "The materialist, theory of
changing the environment and of education neglects the
fact that the environmental circumstances are changed by
people and that the educator needs to be educated himself"
(K. Marx, Theses on Feuerbach).

Thus, Marxism developed the philosophic theory of
man which is free from idealism and subjectivism as well
as from contemplative objectivism which becomes integ-
rated, merges fatalism. The individual is inherently active
and not only in thinking but also in practical creative activ-
ity. Labour is purposeful activity which has as its aim to
change the environment for the benefit of man and is the
underlying basis of the existence of the family of man.
Man possesses consciousness, will and is responsible for
his actions. Under certain conditions man's self-condition-
ing and self-perfection should play and does play a signif-
icant role. Man can'and does make a choice in certain situa-
tions involving his act,ions. However, he cannot choose at
will any social forms of his existence or his social status.

Marxism discarded the objectivistic, fatalistic negation
or depreciation of the role of man, his consciousness and
will and concentrated it,s analysis on conditions most con-
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ducive to effective actions of the masses and the individual.
The effectiveness of these actions is the higher, tLe a.*r;
insight man_ obtains into the objective lawE of social aevel-
opment and the better he is prepared to mee[ the challenge
of social progress.

Defining man and his nature as a complex of social re-
lationships- do- to_t we depreciate the meaning of man, of
the individpal? Using tlris general notion to iover a very
complicated and varied garnut of human individualitiei
do we not overlook what, makes one indifidual different
from another? We also often hear this kind of criticism of
Marxist philosophy coming from its opponents.

The Marxist definition of man as any other scientific,
philosophic definition expresses the esseioe and the iasic
features of mdn, his nature which also dotermine his posi-
tion in society and his future progress. It is only too obvious
that no law or scientific generaliZation can cgver the ontire
varie-by of the phenomena which it generalises. The Marx-ist definitionl of the meaning of man that we are discus-
sing here cann6t claim to covdr the entire multitude of as-
pects in which man can be analysed. This definition does
not exclude the necessity 9f studying peculiarities of people
of different social claises, social "gioups and coltectivLs.
Neither does it ignoro the natural talents of people,
their individual pait experience and individual destinies.
- Th9 outstanding importance of the Marxist conception

of society and the individual lies in its sober and realistic
approach and in consistently upholding tho principle that
the evolution of the individual, his prdlress ind pdrfection
depend gn the revolut,ionary transformition of s-ociety hy
plopfe themselves in aocordancp with the objective lawsof history.

Marxism not only rejected the abstract approach to so-
ciet-y -and the individual but also proved that-all attempts
at deducing a stable, immutable and standard interrolat,ion
between them are organically doomed 'to failure. Eacb
socio-economic formation gives rise to a new rnode of inter.
relat_ionships between the individua! and society.
-. Under-the primitive communal system man dols not, yet
distinguish himself from the colleitive with which he- is



iompletely integrated on account of the to* l.r.t of social
production. The early history of the human race, its hard
struggle with the elements, -a very low level of economic de-
velopment necessitate such a degree of integration of the
individual and the community he belongs to (family, tribe,
clan) that a man individually'is alwayirepresented by the
collective rather than acts as an individual person. Man's
pe-rsonality, individuality did not yet take shape and he
was practically unalienated from his community. Marx
writes in this connection that primitive c6mmunities are
based to a significant degree "on the immature development
of man individually, who has not yet severed the umbili-
cal cord that unites him with his fellowmen" 1.. q i

At this stage of social development the problem of the
relationship between the individual and society is non-
existent or practically non-existent.

Division of lahour, the emergence of private ownership
of the means of production, development, of products
of labour into commodities were very important milestones
in social development and in the evolution of man. How-
ever, this process was highly contradictory and antagonistic.

As a result of the division of labour and the emergence
of private ownership, society that was once classless became
divided into ruling and exploited classes with opposite
interests and desires. The actual producers of material
values wero gradually Iosing all control of the means of
production to finally find themselves dominated by those
who concentrated these means'of production in their hands.

In a society split into classes and based on class antag-
onism the rise, enrichment and greater freedom of onb
:group of people entail downgrading, impoverishment and
enslavement of others who make up the overwhelming
majority of this society. It is a society made up of antag-
onistis classes that has been the birth-place of the maxims:
Homo homini, lupus est., everyone for himself only the Lord
for everybody.

Tb. wholg system of such a society tends to degrade the
dignity of the majority of its members, suppress their indi-
viduality and reserve the privilege of having individuality
only for the well-to-do classes. As the social system of this
society corresponds to the interests of the few, antagonistic
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1 K. Marx and F. Engels, Collested, Works, Vol. 23, p. 89.
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contradictions between society and the individual cannol,
therefore, be eliminated.

In a society based, on private ownership of means of
production and on commodity and money relations the
social interrelation between individuals is in a manner
of speaking concealed from view. Social relations develop
spontaneously, so to speak, behind the backs of people in-
stead of being controlled by them. In this society social
relations and laws of social development dominate over
p.eople as an external, alien and even hostile force,

"As collective activity itself begins spontaneously
rather than a voluntary undertaking social forces appear
to the given i4dividuals not as their own joint force but as
some external and strange power about whose origin and
trends of development theyhave no knowledge; consequent-
ly, they cannot control Lhis force, - on the contrary, the
latter passes now through a number of phases and stages
of development'which not only do not depend on people's
will and behaviour but, on the contrary, direct this will
and this behaviour"r

'fhis process of alienation from man of the products oi
his labour and of social- relations established by people
finds i[s climax in capitalist, society where man himself
or rather his labour becomes a commodity that is sold on
the market and as any other commodity is affected by its
spontaneously acting laws. Here "Capital is the power to
command labour and its products. A capitalist possesses this
power not because of his personal or human qualities but
because he has capital. His power is the purchasing power
of his capital which nothing can withstand."2.

Many philosophers who consider the problem of the
individual under capitalism divorce it from such factors
as the domination of oapital and the power of money which
lay their imprint on all human relations in social,'" politi-
cai, culturali moral and other spheres. Ignoring such signif-
icant factors as the domination of capital it is impossible
to see in their true light the relationships between society
and the individual or appraise the influence of money on
the social status of the individual and'on conditions for

p.

p.

1K

2K.
534.

K. l\Iarx and F. Engels, Collected Works, Wol. 3, 2nd ecl.,

Marx and F. Engels, Selected ltrarly Works, Moscow, 1956,



the development 
-of individual abilities, gifts and taients,its influenoe on human freedom and inlependence.

- However, what is overlooked or deliberately ignored
by some thinkers of our time was quite clearly sjen by
Shakespeare,. In his Titnon ol Athens ire speaks of the omni'-
potence and power of gold which can make

blask white. loul.laii, wrong risht,
base noble, old, young, cowal:d uiliant.

. Capital, money, gold are a social force and embody and
internallse accuryulited social labour. However, in capitat-ist society based on commodity relations, social libour
becomes a force alienated from society, privately controlled
and dominating man, the individual and society itself.

The social force of money, gold becomes the exclusive
force'of .its- owner, that is, of in individual. a, , ,"s"ft,
this individual can buy everything: the talent of a scien.
tist, the pen of a poef, the inspirition of an arbist.
. It i9 not p-ersonal abilities or talents, nor individuality,

that, play a dominant role here but the social functioni
and the social power of money, gold. 

:. "I am feeble-minded but moiey is the real mind of all
lpir1 -s - t-ro* can a man who has money be feeble-minded?
Besides, he can buy people of outstanding minds, and is
not a man who can-command people of oultstanding minds
more clever than they are? Witn my money I cin have
everytling for which the human hearf may crive. Do I not
have then all human abilities? And does not my money
make any weakness of mine its direct opposit,e?', ,.

. . Gold, capital, is the socialised obleitivised performed
labour of man. With every passing year"and decad6 thi" p.r-
formed labour grows and iominit-es live labour and ian
who performs it.
" The process of the furbher alienation.of means of pro-
duction from direct producers of material 

"rt"es, ""pr'"".-dented concentration-of social wealth in the hands oi ,'- 
"*Vfew, in the hands ol Pig Busiress, growth and aggravatioir

of _antagonistic social contradiction"s, more and?ore sna-
ckles which fetter an ordinary man - these are the facts
that, lnake- up the true piciure oi the capitalist world no mat-
ter what its advocates may say to gloss it over and ideal_
ise. These actually existing soiial ielations should not be

^r-K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Early Worlcs, Moscow, 1g56,p. 618.
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ignored-if we are to have a.pro-per understanding of the in_
dividual- and -society relat,ionsfiip under the syitem ;ifi_vate enterprise.

Various individualistic philosophlc systems and exis_
tentionalism in particular glve a distorted interpretation
of the processes going on in-a society based on pri"ate pro_
p_efty at the last stage of its development: the menac6 ofthe degeneration -of ihe individual,'growing unii"iy ,ri
fear of today and tomorrow, profound' persiirir* *ftfro"ia trace of hope.

One cannot hut agree with professor William Barrett
of the New York State University who writes in his bookIrrational Man Lb,aL "Existentiai philosophy ttite-muciioj podgrg. art) is rhus a product of bourgeois sb"iety in-,
state of dissolution" r.

Barrett draws a conect conclusion that the optimismof the lge of Enlightement, that was highligUte,i fV iG
search for knowledge, and confidence in"soclal progr.ss,
l3l. ..,roy given way to attitudes of an opposite ,""ture."Man", Barrettwrites, "has come to fill nimstitt un o"i.ia".
even within his own human society. He is trebly alienated:
A stranger to Qo-{, tq nature -and to the gigantic io.iuf 

"ppr-ratus that satisfies his material wants.-B'ut the worst'irnd
final form of alienation, toward which indeed trre otrrers
tend is man's alienation from his owna self.', z

Barre-tt, of course, makes a mistake when'he attempts
to find the _causls, that have brought about a very 

"o-fli_cated a_nd highly contradictory sitiration of the ii.ai"ia'uat
in the Western world, in the limitations of the fruman ai"d
wticLhas allegedly come up against insurmountabte obsia_
cles. 'I'he reason for the situation should be sought not in the
limitations of the mind but rather in irrationa"l social rela-
tions which cause the products of manrs labour to become
their o-pposite. Under a- system of outdated sociai;"6ii"";a machine which has unlimited possibilities for makinE
man's labour easier and immeasuribly more efficient beco'_
mes a force hostile to man. It makes iome producers redun_
dant while the labour of others becomes ptup"iyirg, ,ra
a spiritual drain on their souls.

- , 
_W.- -Sut."!!, Irrati.onal Man. A Stud.A in Eristentiat philoso-

pha, N. Y., 1958, p. 30.

. '3-[,__Ba11e-tt, irrational Man. A Studtt in Eristential philoso-
pha, N. Y., 1958, p. 31.
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The gigantic growth ol wealth is goi^ng on^alongside the
growth 6imisery and po_verty and-of fear of the trtorrow.
briven by its irreconcilable contradictions the last society
o{ private property like Leviathan, -the monster rises- lga-
insi the individual and strives to debase and trample him
underfoot in the interests of omnipotent Big Business.
Thus, this society prepares the ground for its final downfall
and for the triumph of a new socialist relationship between
the individual and society which is based on public owner-
ship and eliminates once and for aIl contiadictions and enmi-
ty between people, contradictions between public and per-
sonal interests.

IV

The economic basis of socialisb society is public owner-
ship of the means of production. This form of ownership
does not draw people apart, or oppose them to one another
hut on the contrary, brings them together into one communi-
ty.
I Abolitio, of private property, of exploitilg classes and

exploitation of fran by man puts a-n end to fictitious puh-
lic interests. Socialism calls to life real ptrblic interesls.
All members of a new society are equally interested in build-
ing up public wealth because it belongs to the whole nation
an? everyone gets his fair share in accordance with the prin-
ciple: from eaih according to his ability, to each according
to tris work. Under socialism there is no social equality yet
but it is impossible for anyone to expropriate the products
of the labour of others. The age-old contradiclion between
public interests on the one hand, which were in effect the
interests of the ruling minority, and the interests of the in-
dividual on the othei, has been eliminated which has ushe-
red in an era of the harmonic combination of public and per-
sonal interests. People no longer oppose one another as anta-
gonisbs, competitors, rivals. ttrey^ till a common field and

ivork for one cause in the spirit of friendship, fraternal mu-
tual assistance and brotherhood

The collective spirit and solidarity of workers that they
have developed under capitalism in the struggle for their
riEhts and interests assume in a socialist society a new qua-

lit'ative aspect and are given every opportunity for free and

unrestricted develoPment.
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socialist collective, nerv relations between socieby andthe individual and a new type of the individ"ri _ 
""r.-uifresults of the evolution goin[bn in accordanc, *ilr, tte rai.,,,of history. No stimulating i'rocesses or casuar factors courdhave brought_ ab-out new-s-ocial relationshipr, , "ru*-i"ol

of rhe individual or a new sociery-and tt 
" 

i"hi"ia";i ;8il-
tionship--They were ar hjstorically necessitrt.i rv in" ""il-re- preceding period of object,ive iocial developmtn;;hi;i
has paved the way for them.

Throughout the whole of human history hefore socialismsocial relations developed spontaneousl"y, so to 
-;;;;k,

ignoring people's will and beflind their backs. fr"tn."".?
formation these relations are-.developed tt-"gti-"";"i;;;
and purposeful efforts of miilions. tLis great .revolutionarv
process of creation is accompanied by p.?ruriio"'of ;;i;;;'_
and individual relationshlps-and bv *d progress of the ind"i-vidual. The individual ridi himseli of the t8ft_r".r. ,i i;;i_vidualism and egocentrlsm, left-overs 

"i ttr-*"""i.;fi;i_vate _property and of old habits and customs.
The greatest achievement in the record of the sociarist

countries is the shaping of a new man who .-loJir.- 
".*humane and collectivist mor,als and who aspires i; hl; ;;;:sonal ends only through working for the welfa." otEr'ro_

ciety.
Much has been written in the West about the man ofsocialist society. Ma_!y_of those who have written on th;subject were,compelled to admit the undisp"t"if"--.*_

cesses scored by the Soviet Union and the oihe; ;;;i;l;;countries in economy, politics, science and tr"fi"ri""".public education and in_improving tfre fi"i"g-;i;ffi;ii;of the.working people. How&er, Ufie same auihors wouldnave their readers believe that the Marxists have faired iochange-.the nature of_man. Thus, K. Menert, West Germanjournalist and sociolog.ist, attempts to prove tfrrt i"-ifr"
Soviet Union "the sent--iments and thouglits ,l p.ri,f" lr",
undergone comparatively insignificant Jhang";'i" ;h; f.;;of the long-term pressure of coilectivism impo'sed :o" -ifre- ;i

K. Menerb and other authors of his king rely i*-ifr.i.
knowledge of Soviet man.on he_arsay o, ot s.'.."a "t v irr"iirii
lli.ntlng a[tempt to convince the reader that the "i;";;;:rsLrc leatures of Soviet man are the survivals of the past

r K. Menert, Der Sowietmensch, Stuttgart, Ig5g,

5 Bana3 I& 2473
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in peoplo's consciousness which we in tho U' S' S' R'
criticis6 and overcome on our way to a communist society.--- Th; outstanding exploits of- multl-million masses of

Sorriet, working peip1., iheir-he-roisni and selflessness, de'

""ti"" to theii $rincipies and ideas- are weII known to the
*i;le- wortd. Tir.e de6ds and thoughts of over 2 million
*"*fert of the teams of communist labour frustrate the
fabrications of Herr Menert and his like.

Clarence B. Randall a man who is very far from ooPltu-
nism and'alarmed by the achievements of the Soviet Union,
n."rrifr.f.t., hrd to write the following words of truth:
"I. for one. am convinced that we have made a great err-or

d';; appraisal of the motives for the behaviour of the
S;"i;t pe,ipte. They not only do not look like a nation
ari"t" "; dt coercidn but on ihe cont'rary are Iorging ahead

to tneir ultimate goal, apparently quite oonlident of suc-

cess. The Soviet wlrker does his work with truly r-eligous

tei"our not becauso he is coerced but because he is dovoted

io nit cause. In today's Russia labour is a mat'ter of honour
and failure to cope with one's assignment is considered rep-
rehensible". l- -C:-8. Rantlall makes no mistake. Love for free soeia-

list labour is a very important feature of the indiviclual of-r"Ji"iiri 
society. In socialist countries people who wo* with

enthusiasmenjoygreat esteem ald glory. A hero of labour-
this is a new type of man in human history'---prof.*rr 

C. itatt< of ths Borohmann Institute in Bavaria
writes i" nis book Basic Id,eology ol Communism: <<Communist

numanis* bases its appraisal--of man on the benefit whioh
[. nir"t to the collelfive, i. e., to the state' The -majg.r
il;6;'i; rrol -uo himsolf but his "sociallv useful labour"
itil-;il ii f. fr.ta out against Marxist philosophy-that it
*eurdt as one of man's grdatest, virtues his work for the com-

;;;il; ,rtn., than his leing a PPonge. o.r a parasitt?,A,1*
is it [ossible to contrast man and his socially useful labour.r

ir "ri in" latter the supreme manifestation of man's acti-

"ity a"a one of his moit important features? Was it not
,or"oo."fol labour that has hade man what he is now?

ivil-i; ;ri social labour that, has created immeasurable
material valuss on earth?

beprive man and not just one individual but aII peoplo

, C. B. Randall, The Comtnunist Challenge to American Busi'
ness, Boston, Toronto, 1959.
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of their ability for socially ,useful labour and where will
then society and Professor Falk himself be?i

Professor Falk's views are an expression of an aristo-
cratio attitude to man and his labour.

In the life and minds of people living in socialist society
individualism and egoism have been ousted by collectivism.
Has man lost, as a result, anything of his individuality and
personality? Just the opposite. Only in a collective can
the best human potentialities, abilities and talents find
their expression and application. Far from stunting the
individual development, quite on the contrary, the iocia-
list collective and socialist society provide every opportu-
nity for his developmcnt. The creative advances of Soviet
people in economy, soienco and technology, in culture, li-
terature and art, in all fields of material and spiritual life
give a powerful stimulus to the development o[ the talents
and abilities of people in a multitude of varieties and aspects.
The advancos of socialist society and the flourishing of the ta-
lents and individqalities of millions of people are organi-
cally interrelated and stimulate each other. Humanism is
a charaoteristic feature of the consciousness of Soviet man.
A man is a friend, brother and compade to man. This is
a prinoiple of humanism that has asserted itself in Soviet
society and in the life and minds of our people. This fact
is olosely related to the Soviet people's love for peaoe, their
hatred for war-mongers and champions of the arms race, for
those who fill their pockets' on the production of terrible
weapons of destruction and mass annihilation of people.
All foreigners who come to the Soviet, Union are impressed
by this foature of Soviet man.

A very important feature of Soviet man's consciousness
and world outlook is his internationalism, devotion to the
idea of equality and brotherhoorl of all nations and opposi-
tion to tho theory and practice of national and racial sup-
remacy.

Soviet, man is bitterly opposed to conservatism, dogma-
tism, stagnation; he is imbued with the revolutionary
spirit and hatred for inertness and stale roujine. He admi-
res the creat,ive and pioneoring spirit and spares no efforts
for all-round progress and new advances of science and tech-
nology. The social climate in the U. S. S. R. is one of the
factors that have made possible the great achievements of
Soviet science. Devotion to progressive ideas and ideals of

j



our time is one of the major features and traits of Soviet
man's consciousness.

These and others features of Soviet man's consciousness
embody all progressive ideals developed by humanity in
its history and enriched by the new ideology and new pra-
ctice.

The problem of the relat,ionship between society and the
individual is centred around the problem of the freedom of
the individual, his dignity and conditions Jor the develop-
ment and application of his abilities and talents.

The problem of the freedom of the individual has a va-
riety of aspects: economic, political and moral.

A specifically philosophic interpretation of the free-
dom of the individual was developed as far back as anoient
history as the problem of freedom and neoessity and was
often confined to the problem of the freedom of will. Two
conflicting schools of philosophic thought: determinism and
indeterminism were in evidence. The proponents of the lat-
ter asserLed that freedom of the individual is in effect free-
dom of will, inner consciousness, self-observation, freedom
of making an unrestrictqd and unconditioned choice. The
assumption that man's psychics and behaviour are inde-
terministic leads in the final analysis to the proclamation
of the absolute freedom of the individual. This is the line
of philosophic development that slarts as freedom of the
individual and the role of the environment, or the indivi-
dual and society are contrasted and divorced from each
oLher. Methodologically this problem was always develo-
ped in the history of philosophy against the background
of the general controversy between idealism and materia-
lism, indeterminisrr and determinism which although not
identical are logically connected with each other.

The interpretation of freedom depends on one's philo-
sophic views in general and on one's understanding of the
essence ,of man's nature in parlicular. If, for example, the
meaning of man is understood as inner moral consciousness,
then freedom is obviously interpreted as a set of conditions
for "an absoiutely free" choice, freedom of ethical decisioir
(in the final analysis everything is reduced, as is the case
with Sartre, to freedom "at the bottom of one's prison -soul").

If the essence of man is treated as logical thinking, then
the problem of freedom becomes the problem of conditions
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for, and possibilities of thinking, i. e., the problem of the
freedom of thought.:

Thinkers who adhere to tbis system may differ in their
interpretation of the initial basic conoeption which consti-
tutes man. Their findings depend on their world outlook
and tho intellectual and emotional climate of the period,
and consequently they may arrive at different interpreta-
tions of freedom. However, all such interpretations isola-
te and place in contradistinction to others one of the histo-
.rically -developing humart abilities while methodological-
ly they are based on idealism. This presentation of the pro-
blem makes it impossible to see in its true perspective the
.progress of freedom in social development. Only by consi-
dering the role of social practice and the progress of man's
domination ever nature and soeial forces as one integral
problom, can one eliminate fatalism in -philosophic theory
and. do away with neglect of historical development. Then
it becomes possible to pose the problem of freedom in gene-
"ral and freedom of society and the individual in particular
against a hisorical, factual background of man's develop-
ment.

From this point of view- freedom is seen as a historical
phenomenon which emerges only at a definite stage of
iocial development. Freedom of the individual has, therefore,
olose bearing on social freedom and develops only to the
.extent of the progress of the latter.

Marxist philosophy has its own materialistic understan-
ding of the freedom of the individual and freedom of socie-
ty as a whole. Marxism was the first in the history of phi-
losophic thought to relate the problem of the freedom of
the individual to the actual struggle of the masses for their
emanoipation. This enabled Marxist philosophers to take
up vital problems of the freedom oi thp individual, nations
.and states, and other modern problems of great social sig-
nificance rather than engage in a formal theoretical analy-
sis of the problem of the freedom of the individual which
ig very indirectly connected, if at all, with the actual de-
velopment of society.
. Human freedom was thus proved to bo not an attribute
or property of the spirit, not freedom as such but a property
of human activity and the activity of mankind. Soclal and
historical practicL used as a criterion, i. e., as a figure of
merii for ihe aualysis of freedom has made it poqsible tg



interpret, freedom as the continuously developing unitv of
the subject and the object and a definite coincidjnce of th.
objectivc and the subj-ec-tive. lVlan is free if in his activity
he is able to do what he strives to attain and if the soais
he sets himself beforehand coincide *iti tfre obl..ti"E-;;-
sults he achieves. In this connection it should nbt be for-
gotten that_ man alters his sooial being and sets himself
spe_cific realisable objectives only when ippropriate mate_rial conditions have-become available.

With the exception of situations in which absolute ar-
bitrariness reigns supreme, freedom manifests itself in the
practical utilisation of a cognised and comprehended neces-
sity_. One cannot live in society and be independent of it.

.It.has 3.lr91dy been shown earlier that an isolated, de-
tached individual is socially impossible. Man does not
create freedom of his own will. Fieedom is brought forth
b_y tlre dialectical unity of the personal and sooii'l due io
the interaction of one individuat with others.

There is not and cannot be any freedom for the maiori-
ty of -people in a society split into antagonistic classes ivith
one class expropriating the products of ihe labour of others.
There is not and cannot be any real freedom for all indivi-
duals in a situation where the destinies of people are hinged
on the market situation, on economic slunrps ind recover"ies
due to the-regularities-of e-conontic cyclesl in an economy
dominated by spontaneity, Iack of planning and anarchy ii
production.

There is no[ and calnot be any real personal froedomin a society where productive forces and- social relations
dominate poople as external and hostile forces. As to"s ;s
man and society do not realise the true nature of so"cial
forces and social relations they remain slavos of their so-
cial 'relations which dominaie man while tnJ siiuation
should be just the opposite. In these conditions man re-
nains 

-at the_ rqerc,y of blind necessity. Man and sooiety be-
come free vis-d-vis productive forces and social relaiioas
only after they have uncovered their true social nature andthl objective regularities which these forces and relations
follow. Man and society become free after they have trans-
formed these forces and relations in accordanle with their
objective regularities -- ----

- Tr.g enterprise proclaimed in the capitalisb world as
the basis for all other freedoms and liberties is freedom on-
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lv for a handful of employers b-ut not for those who directly

e[#;i;;iir* ""a;;;-dletl to work for them' rlere
Hfl b.;#ii". fr."t"* tor-air, for rhe majority in a society

*1il"-;;;;i"-"r. inl-n"-s'ip ;t povertv' itarvation antl ig-

norance. There i, nof- 'ia ""''-ot 
be 

-anv 
true freedom of

rhe initividual in ;' ;;;rry'yili.h diri.i*inates against,

;;" ;-il; rnemlers becaus-e of -their nationality or race'

;h;;ri;;;f tnui, tii"-o' ro* other reasons and'which en-

courages in theory i"J ri*"i*" t'n' policios of racial and

national supremacy. 
:iety where people,s-----in.r. 

can b" no real freodom in a sot

minds are still ao.i""tta iy phantasmal and fantaslic ideas

ilil;;t*i;ri.a i" in,-u"'it"" min{.at the earlv primor-

hili ;d;li-.o'iri"i';Jtpr'""1' rhe coniradictions and
.conditions mentionei uLL""-tno"ltl be eliminated and done

awav with if true u"a ttuf t"edoT of the inilividual is- t-o

iliJ.hi;;i: ;' ih;;; oontrJictions. make legallv proclai-

;".i;;;;i;;;a.Ji;d;*' An o"eo'ploved man is' of cour-

;;"r;;;;:-H.-it rrt"-ii"* -". 
j;0, from em^plovment' dailv

;;Lrd:-ft"; security. But this"means.only freedom t'o star-

il, #ilrin'ttut-"otrri"rin common with real.freedo*'- ---'" ii."i-tt..ao* to, ih. indi'id}al and society cotmonces

""Iy'ffi;;;;ittv 
h"fuanaonea the realm of blind nocos'

sity and poverty &o*i""t"a by spontaneously acting so-

cial forces 
"rra 

u"s-Lit"tta ir""'"uim of freedom based on

reason and on ,pprop,i"it otonomic' social' politioal and

;ffift""i";o"aitii"r-ii- tii., freedom to live and act for

all, for the people *a- ""i l"ry.1qr the selooi few' It.is
this freedom that n*'ftt' 

-til"f[gFta in Soviet socialist

;ffiJ;;h; ilriitili f;;'i;;i;; ar,l oiti,zens is suaranteed

il1il .ntir. economio, social antl poliiical systom'

Y
Socialist society that has arise-n in the U' S' S' R' js not

"et";;;;;;; 
.;".ittt' From t'he st'andnoint of human

#Jt"ry il;l?"i"#.ritigua i'o* old sooietv..and still has

J"i.i'bt iUu liitU*urks"of the lafter. We still have many

p*Ut.*. to overcomo on our way from sooialism to oommu-

nism."'"1' ,..y rlilfioult problem of this transition Plooess is

.ri*irruiii" of aittinofions betweon poonle of mental lahour'

on the one hand, ffi";ffiI" oi *un'"of tabour on the othsr,

;i;;h"pt;t oI ittt ,e* itan of communist societv' a man
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of all-round and harmonre develop_ment who will not haveany ideological or moral .rrr,irit.--o, f*ifr.rrtr"of,.ifr.old society-.
Our creativelefforts are, obvi_ously, centred around man,the builder of 'communism, *[o- Joor.. before a_nythingelse. EveryrhinE is dr;; I;'"r;;; f* rhe sake of his wet_fare and haoninels. Evgry ffi"irrii/ ilr-"";;.;'b"j;,,development ii " prerequisite f'"; ;h; unrestric[ed develoo_ment of att. Sucb,ar-e ttie n"1r.inr.g.of M;;;;;";[ri*lpti,the phitosophy of -commrinism- *t icil''friffi t#"i,:rr;i.who have embarked.on the 

"o".tr""tion oI a new societv.Whar is rhe meaning of rh;;;;;;isr principt. _ 
".rr.iyopportunitv for eyslyf"ody:s -qgv;I;rent is u p""rrqoi.itufor the free development of utP ihil principle mean! thata free communist, docie-ty Ltimi"rti. ior.rrer the restrictionson rhe develonment 

.of ihe ildl;id;l;hi"ir";;;;,iiir".Xrof all sociar iormations i.r"..-.oiiiir.-, resirictions be-cause of people,s origin, materiai ,r- p"fiticJ'i"lq*fitv,race, nationalitv or religion. ln iUe-new social formationall _tlese restriciions wiit never g"-,, return.Under socialism ,ra co*.oofil.rr'*t.re physical andmental labour reisns supreme and people of .r6ui,ir" l'"n""ihave become rute"rs "i;ilir;;;;;#;;i". the firsr rime inhist,ory ib is onlv nersonal 
"bili;i.;;d record of work thabdetermine trr" poJitio, ;;J;;;;l li"_"r, in socielv.In a free communist 

".ro.iutii" *"*-*irr'm"I""'"rrrrr".combination of menrat u"a -rr";t'ffi;d ;;a"*rriifrlrl:fore become man,s vit,al necessil;;'" ;;;;r-rT rriirrJ"ffiand pleasure.
Under communism, the individual, man, is no lonseran i-ns[rument in the hands oi"tfrrr.. U; il;;r';"; "ii;in theory bur atso i"_p*"iicb ;h;"-hrgh;;";;i;;il;il1,fl

values of the world. li i, o"iv"""aLr".o__unism that the
l_lpi, being is given on an ever increasing scale assistanceancl _encouragement .for all_round devetopment of his ner_
lgliJitv in iis physicat, .piritr"r, ;;;;i;;;l..iul,ii..Tl:pects.

The followino examples may illustrate and prove howthe Soviet Uni6n creai,es 
"o"aitionlJor the developmentof tle. individuaf his abiliries ,nJ'Lirrr..rrlor [o the Socialist Revolution about g0 per cent oft,he Russia's oonulatio-n *r" illiiliit". xow45 years haveelapsed since ih6 Revoturion r.hr S;;il u"ifr"iJ";o.,ti;
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of one hundred per cent literacy. Over 40 per cent of Soviet
workers and over 23 per cent 6f Soviet peasants have a se-
condary or higher education. At the presen[ time the So-
viet Union has over 22 million highly skilled workers. The
country's universities and other establishments of higher
learning have 2 million 945 thousand students.

AII in all, various schools, higher educational establi-
shments and courses are attended by over 56 million people
which amounts to one quarter of the whole population of
the country. Each year the Soviet Union gets {26 thousand
graduate engineers while the total number of instituto and
university graduates exceeds 325 thousand annually. Wo-
men account for 50 per cent of all people with a higher edu-
cation. The Soviet Union does not have and will never
have unemploymeni and all graduates of secondary and
higher educational establishments: teachers, doctbrs, engi-
neers, technicians and so on, have, therefore, an unlimited
field for the application of their knowledge, talents, they
do not have to face the tragedy of unemployment.

In 45 years the Soviet country has traversed the path
from a primitive wooden plough to space ships. This shows
"the scale and rate of our cultural scientific and technologi-
cal progress which could not have been achieved if we did
not have complete freedom for scientific development.' Those who speak about the levelling-off of people under
communism and about would-be integration of the indi-
vidual with the collective make an intentional or uninten-
tional error of attributing to communism the theories which
reflect the process of levelling-off now going on in indust-
rial capit,alist society with its mechanised production and
standardisation in material and spiritual life.

In a society which has abolished expropriation of pro-
ducts of labour and alienation of the essence of man, which
has puL an end to exploitation of man by man, established
planned control over its social relations and is makinli.its
domination over the forces of nature ever more unchalleo-
geahle, tho possibilities for the development of the indivi-
dual and the social requirements for this.development un-
dergo significant changes. The slogan of communisu. "from
each according to his ability" to each according to his needs
becomes a new standard for the appraisal of man. Under
communism progress, prosperity and man himself are ap-
praised by the extont to which human abilities,have beerr

- ",_. - 
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developed. The wealth of the abilities of the highly devel6-
pod individual is regarded as public welth. The principal
standard for the apparaisal of public wealth will not be ma-
terial production but first and foremost the exten[ of the
development of human abilities. Marx wrote: "Is wealth
anything else but complete development of man's domina-
tion over the forces of nature, i. e., both over,the forces of
the,so-called nature and over the forces of his own naturb?
Is wealth anything else but the absolute expression of man's
creative abilities without any other prerequisites apart
from the preceding historical development which makes an
end all of his integrity of development, i. e., the develop-
ment of all human forces as such, irrespective of any prede-
termined scale?"r.

Planned development of social production carried on
on a tremendous soale and purposeful reconstruction of the
entire pattern of social relationships open new vistas to
the individual and give him an unlimited field of action
for displaying his outstanding individual abilities. As
the appraisal of the value of the individual has undergone
a cardinal qualitative change the very idea of an outstanding
individual is seen in a new light. The new nlan aoquires,
so to speak, a new "public eye". Keenness of observation
which prompts man that ono thing or another should be
changed for the common good, human will aimed at aohie-
ving the planned objectives, inspirod and enthusiastic work
for the sake of a bright, future, sincore devotion to the com-
mon cause-all theEe qualities of man's heart and mind
which see=mingly are intimately personal, acquire tremen-
dous social signifioanoe.

The new sooial order has given a greenlight to the out-
standing oreative abilit,ies and falents of the pooplo for
which, as V. I. Lenin said, the sky is the limit.

As we have pointed out above, there have appeared new
social standards for the appraisal of relations botween in-
dividuals - new aspects of the social nature of man.

We realise that we still have a number of problems to
solve and are fully awaro of the difficulties in our way.
However, we are convinced that ours is the only right
way to a society that will meot the natural aspiration of
people for poace and happiness.

r K. M a r x, Grundrisse der Kritik der politischen Oehonornie,
1857*1858, Moskau, 1939, S. 387-388.

THE CONCEPT OF DIALECTICAL CONTRADICTION
IN OUANTUM PHYSICS

Academician

M. E. OMELYONOVSKY

l. The Notion of ,,Complementarify"
and Dialectics

' Nowadays physicists, while creating theories corres-
ponding to nature in progress of development; speak in
the dialectio language whether willingly or unwillingly.
Even those of them' whose personal, outlook differs widely
from the dialeol,ioal philosophy reoognise this in thoir own
way. Thus Heisenberg states that enquiry into the founda-
tions of the quantum theory, especially as it was done by
Bohr, has features reminiscent of Hegolian philosophy 1.

And to quote Pauli, "dialectics is that, mutual game of two
opponents which is typicalof the Copenhagen interpretation
of quantum mechanicsz". Bohr himself, while discus$ing
the quantum theory, speaks of "profoundly true statements
the bpposites of which likewise contain deep verities" e;

Notable in those statements made by eminent physi-
cists is the link between dialectics ancl the notion of comple-
mentarity which lies ai the centre of the Qopenhagen inter-
prelation of the quantum theorY.

When in atomic-scale phenomena light, (regarded by clas-
sical physios as a sei of eleotromagnetio waves) was found
to have corpuscular properties, and matter (regardod by clas-
sical physics as a discrete structure) displayed the proper-
ties of waves, the problem presented itself to bring the cor-
pusoular and wave aspeois of matter and field in unison

1 W. H e i s en b er g, Planlt's Discooery and the_Fundamen
tal Philosophical Problems -of the Atomic Theory, Uspekhi Fisiche-
skikh Nauk, Vol. LXVI, iss. 2, 1958, p. 169.

2 W. P a u I i, Wahrscheinlichheit und. Physih. Dialectica,
,Yol. 8, N 3, 1943, p. 118.

s Albert Einstein als Philosoph und. Naturforscher. Stuttgart,
1955, S. 150.
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with each other and witti reference to atomic processes.
The solution of this problem in the frame of classical phy-
sics was hindered by the fact that no object could possibly
be a part,icle (i. e., a body confined within a small volume)
and a wave (i. e., a field spread in a space of large dimen-
sions) simultaneously. This hindrance was to be overcome
by the complementarity concept. Complementarity is un-
derstood by Bohr to be a peculiar relationship between
the experiment data on atomio objects secured by means
of different experimental set-ups. Such data, says Bohr,
may seem to contradict each other when an attempt is made
to unite them into a single picture, but as a matter of fact
they complete all that we can learn of the objec.t 1.

The use of classical notions in describing the atornic phe-
nomena observed by experiment leads to contradictions
which can be given the form of antinomies. Bohr shows
this clearly by many examples. Here is one of them:

"Suppose, says Bohr, that a scmitransparent miiror is
placed in the path of a photon in such a way that the fur-
ther progress of the photon is possible in two directions.
Then of two photographic plates placed across these dire-
ctions far apart from each other one and only one can record
the photon. Now, if the plates are replaced by mirrors in-
terference phenomena will be observed due to two reflected
waves. Any atternpt to represent the behaviour of the pho-
ton clearly will meet with the following difficulty: on the
one hand, we should naturally state that the photon will
always choose ono of the t$ro ways, yet on tLe other, it
-behaves as if it were travelling along the two ways simulta-
neously" 2.

Bohr overcomes this difficulty by means of the comple-
mentarity concept. The behaviour of the photon cannot
possibly be separated from the conditions of the experiment
-iri which ib is observed: under some conditions the photon
-behaves like a moving particle while under other conditions
it behaves like a wave. To generalise, Bohr's concept sta;
tes that a study of the so-called complementarity phenom.ena

,r.q:t* tle use of mutually exoluding experimental set-
I N. B ohr, "Quanturn Phgsics and Philosophll, in Atomic Pha-

sics and Human Knowledge, Moscow, 1961, p, 144-.

' N.. E o h r, Dlscuislon with Einstein- ol the Problems of the.
Theory ol Knowledge in. ,4tomic Physics in: Atomic Physics and'Hu-
man Knowledge, p, 14.
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ups and that only a compl'ete set of phenomena affords
a complete knowledge oI an a[omic objec[, which means'
of couise, that by adopting the complementarity concept
we have the right io make two opposite mutually excluding
statements coicerning a single atomic object.

The philosophical meaning of the complementarity
concept for a physical theory is the recognition of the 1o-

qical necessity under the respective conditions [o use oppo-
Site mutually excluding notibns relative to a single object'
In this way the formal statements of the quantum theory
can be inteipreted to agree with the experiment, data so that
no formally'logical coitradictions arise in theory. - . - -

Althoufh relognising the dialectical nature of thinking,
the complEmentar'ity concept is only the first step toward
the soluiion of the- contradiction between the corpuscular
and undulatory properties of microobjects. In Bohr's con-
ceot this contradiction solidifies' so to speak, in the form
of'a pair of experimental set-ups opposed to each other,
with which the'icomplementary phenomena" are linked -up'
While the objective nature-of the- quantum-mechanical des-

cription is ernphasised by Bohr, he says nothing of atomic
obiects as reiards their- inherent contradiction between
thdir corpuscu"Iar and undulatory properties. The comple-
mentariti concept fails to take into account the fact, that
atomic plrticles'in experiments never behave exactly like
"classicil particles" oi "classical waves". Because of this
piincipal deficiency the concept suffers from a serious di-
sadvartage. Instead of concentrating on the philosophical
interpretition of the new notions of the quantum t-qeo.ly

the aitention is paid solely to an analysis-.of the limits
within which old-classical notions can be applied to abomic

objects.'To solve the contradiction between the corpuscular and
undulatory pictures displayed by the behaviour of atomic
obiects we must consider the corpuscular and undulatory
prdp"rti.. of an atomic objecb as a-unity of opposibes' This
i. i,ty the notions of the quantum theory-while^reflecting
the dual nature of atomic obSects canno.t but differ' quali-.
tatively from the classical notions.

2. On the Dialectical Contradiclion
The dialectical principle of contradiction, or the prin-

ciple of unity and siruggle of opposites, gives all the neces-
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sary and sufficient prerequisites for the motion"(and deve-
lopmen[) of the objectively real world to be expressed in
abstract notions (and in a system of such notionJ). A loqic
which excludes the dialectical principle of contradictio'n,
i.ne.fa logic with stationary categories](such-are the olassi-
cal formal and the modern formal, or fnathematical, logic)
is unfit to solve that problem. This could be inferred"al-
rgady ftom Zeno's paradoxes and Kant's antinomies, but
the proof was given by dialectical materialism.

The dialectical principle of contradiction consists in
reco-gnising the opposite, mutually excluding, contradictory
tendencies displayed by all natural phenomena and pro-
cesles (as well as society and thought). Credit for the scien-
tific formulation of this principll belongs to dialectical
mate-rialism, but in an underdeveloped form it was expres-
*-{ -UV mlny thinkers of the previsus historical epochs.
While establishing itself it, had to withstand countless at-
tacks by .the re-present,at,ives of dogmat,ic philosophy (the
p-hilosophical relativism inclusive),1nd is lttacked in our
times.

In this connection it is worth while to dwell briefly on
_t!e alggments made by H. Reichenbach and S. Hook agiinst
the dialectical principle of contradiction.
- Reichenbach, a neopositivist, tries to solve the problems

of mo-tion logic without the aict of dialectics. To [his pur-
pQse he has introduced the notion of "genetic identity"
which connects the various states of a si-ngle thing at di-
fferent instants. Discriminating between-"substintional
genetic identity" (e. g., water-particles) and "functional
genetic identity" (e. g., water waves), he'expresses himself
agdinst Heraclitus's dialectics. He believei that instead
of asserting that no ono can put his foot twice in the same
river Heraclitus should subscribe to the notion of functio-
nal genetic identity which permits to say that the same
river can be plunged into twice 1.

Yet a runniag river is not a set of waters stationary
at the various instants, just as time is no set of differeni
"nows": motion cannoi be expressed in terms of g;neti;
identity.

Even less founde-d are Eook's arguments against the
concopt of dialectical contradiction. He refutes tf,e existen-

, H. R.ichenbach, ?ime Directioz. Moscow, 1962, p.302.
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co of dialectical contradictions in natural phenomena and
their reflections in thought, confusing dialectical contra-
diction with a logical contradict,ion due to incorrect reaso-
ning. Resting on this confusion is Hook's statement that,
if aII that exists is contradictory and thoughts are reflections
of things, then consistent thinking should be invariably
the mark of falsehood, and the sciences would be unable
to make any progress at all 1"

Hook would have been right 6nly if classical mechanics
did not contain Newton's third law or Maxwell's theory
were devoid of the notion of electromagnetic field, or spe-
cial relativity, of the notion of interval, or the elementary
algebra, of the notion of relative numbet, and so on. United
dialectically in Newton's third law are action and counte-
raction, while the notion of electromagnetic field reflects
tho inseparable unity of electric and magnetic fields, the
notion of interval, the unity of space and time characteri-
stios of a r.noving body, the notion of relative number re-
flects the internal connection between positive and negative
numbers, and so on. At the same time all of these theories
are known to satisfy the requirements of correct thinking,
such as definiterless, conclusiveness and consistoncy.

Thus, Hook's statemont substi[utes logical contradic-
tion for dialectical contradiction. This logical mistake
needs no comment. As a matter of fact, the unity of oppo-
sites does not, coincide with logical contradiction.

Correct thinking, definite, consistent and conclusive,
will lead to the knowledge of truth. Formal logio, oither
classical or'modern mathematical, is insuJficient by itself
to ensure the definiteness, consistency and conolusiveness
ofthinking. This is because natural phenomena and processes
display dialecbical contradictions which must be and ars
reflected by thought, whereas formal iogic with its princip-
les of identity, non-contradiclion and others considers no-
tions and forms of thought as somothing sel,tled, not con-
nected with the contents of cognit,ion and thereby trans-
formed into void abstracts. /

On the other hand, abslracts, though dest,itute of motion
by themselves, are indispensable for gainin!-a.concrete know-

r S. H o o k, Dialectical Materialism and Scientilic Method.
Special supplement to the bulletin of the Committee on Science and
Freedom, Manchester, 1955, p. 7.
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ledge of the objective world, considered as unity of mani-
fold processes, as matter in progress of development. The
abstract is an indispensable step towards the knowledge of
the concrete. From t,imes long past has natural science ever
used this thesis of dialectics. Considered under this angle
formal logic serves to apprehend the truth unless the range
of application of its principles and concepts is extended in-
to a region where the motion of cognition must be taken
into account.

Formal logic lawfully deals with different aspects and
relations of an object when they can be considered separa-
tely although they are actually interrelated in the real
world.'DialecLical logic knows no abstract separation li-
nes; it determines the applicability range of the concepts
and principles of formal logic, and connects the opposites
through simples intermediate links to form higher syntheses.

Let us now compare the classical formal logic, the so-
called quantum logic and the dialectical logic with referen-
ce to the knowledge of truth.

Classical Formal Logic. Its statements imply the exi-
stence of only two valid values: truth and falsehood. These
values are not connected with each other and their opposi-
tion to each other is absolute. Nor do they depend on the
conditions under which the statements are used. In addi-
tion to. the identity and non-contradiction principles the
law of excluded middle is in operation. To put an example,
of two statements: "The bullet which hit the board has
hit it at this point" and "the bullet, which hit the board
has nol hit it at this point" either the first or the second is
true (either tfie second or the first is false respectively),
a third possibility being excluded.

" Quanturn" Logic.Implied in its statements is the exi-
stence of three valid values: truth, falsehood, and indeter-
minacy. The i'indeterminacy" (or uncertainty) is not tan-
tamount to "lack of knowledge", but rather describes a spe-
cial kind of situalion. Neither-'indeterminacy" nor the other
two valid values are interconnected, being abstract oppo-
sites. The law of excluded middle does not operate any lon-
ger, whereas the laws of identity and non-contradiction
remain in force. Example: if an electron whioh passed
through a diaphragm with two holes is stated "not to have
passed through a certain hole" this statement does not im-
ply absolutely that it has passed through the other hole.
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There remains a third possibility: the electron may have
passed through the holo "indeterminately".

Dialectical Logic. Its s[atements admit the existence ot
an infinite set of valid values, each containing an element
of truth. The value of a sbatement is determined by tho
conditions under which the statement is used, i. e., the
truth is concrete. Within the limits .of these conditions
truth and falsehood are opposites and the principles of
formal logic hold true. Outside of these limits the opposi-
tion of truth to falsehood is no longer absolute, the statement,
is modified and filled up with new oontents, assuming a
new. valid value, whereby the knowledge of the object to
which the statement refers rises to a higher level.

Corroborative information and examples wiII be giben
in the section which wollows while disoussing quantum
physics.

3. Sensual Apprehension and Abstraci Thought
in lhe Refleclion ol Nature by Physics

In a }ogically developecl physical theory its object is ref-
lected at once by sensua! apprehension and by thought,.
Obtained by means of instruments are sensually approhen-
ded data on the object und'er investigation, whereas the
mathematical equipment of the theory (i. e. a system of
mathematical abstractions) permits these data to be raised
to the generalisation level, so tha.t the law of the pheno-
menon studied can be revealed.

No physical theory, if it reflects (or should reflect) an
objective reality, can obviate the necessity to connect, its
mathematieal system wiih instrument records: in the ab-
sence of such a connection, i. e. without disclosing the phy-
sical meaning of the mathematical abstractions employed,
there will be no physical theory. To put it on philosophical
'basis, nature with which physics has to deal is matter in
motion, and we cannot possibly get any knowledge of mat-
ter unless matter is made bo act on our sense organs
(directly or through instruments).

Physical notions in the classical theo'ry are usually di-
rect generalisation of the notions arising in everyday expe-
rience; they are formed in this way as the physicist proceeds
from insLrumenL records to mathematical notion, conne-
cting them according to corLa in rules. For instance, from
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practical comparisons of percoived solids with reference
[o length we have arrived at the notions of constant mea-
suring=rod and uni[ Iength, and furthor on have developed
cortain rules for bringing the measured lengths into corres-
pondence with definite numbers. In'this way the lengths
6t tn, perceived objects could be medsured accuratelyr- or,
generally speaking, the notions of everyday experienoe
and mathematical abstractions could be synthesised in
physical notions.
!. It is also possible to go the opposite wat' round, procee-
ding from the mathematical abstractions used in theoreti-
cal-equations to perceived instrument records. This way
indeeri is typical of quantum physics, as it investigates cli-
rectly imperceivable phenomena of atomic and subatomic
scale. Thus; the fundamental equation of quantum mecha-
nics, first formulated by Schriidinger, contained the wave
function most important notion of that theory, whose
physical peaning was. discovered later.- -The rules applied to conneci mathematical notions
with observations and instrumbnt recbrds are diffeleht in
quantum mechanics and in the classical'theory. In the lat-
ter the instruments records are connected with the values of
variables mathematically representing classical quanti-
ties. In quantum mechanics, on the other hand, conneoted
with instiument records are the eigenvalues of (Hermitian)
otr eratom which represent the physical quantities of tho
quantum theory malhematically; the wave function chala-
&erising the state of the microobiect under certain condi-
tions pormits the transition from the operators to the va-
Iues of physical quantities observed in the experiTent. 

-
Correip-ontling to this distinction between classical

mechanics and quantum mechanics is the difference in the
mathematical tobls employed by these theories: the equa-
tions of the classical formalism establish some relationB
between variables (numbers), whereas the relations estah-
lished by the equations of the quantum theory formalism
are between operators - mathematical notions more ab-
stract than numbers, which do not necessarily obey thp
commutative law of multiplication.

Two circumstances should be emphasised: First, the
quantum theory cannot avoid classical notions since they-
aie necessary to descrihe the experimental data with which
the ,notions ontering int,o the mathematical system of thB
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theory are connected according to certain rules. Withou[
this connection, as has been ment,ioned earlier, the quan[um
theory cannot possibly be a physical Lheory.

Seoondly, the rules for connecting formal mathematical
notions with instrument records are different in the. two
theories, each proceeding in its own way. Thereby is re-
flocted the qualitative distinction of the laws valid in the
macroscopic world from those governing.the atomic-scale
phenomena.

When we pass from the mathematical notions used in
the equations of classical mechanics to observations (in-
strument records) no paradoxes arise or can arise because
instrument racords are described by means of classical no-
tiols and the equations are establisehd as a mathematical
abstraction of a system of measurements of a set of classi-
cal quantities

In quantum mechanics the conditions are differont.
Here paradoxes inevitably appear when we pass from ma-
thematical notions to instlument records (which is conne-
ctetl with the problem of reconciliation of the corpuscular
and undulatory patterns in the behaviour of microobjects).
Their source lies in the confradiction between the mathema-
tical system of quantum mechanics and the description of
insirument records by means of classical notions, the for-
mer reflecting the behaviour. of microobjects whose.dual
corpuscular-undulatory nature distinguishes them quali-
tatively from macroscopio objects, while t,he latter have
heen developed by studying the macroscopic world.

The role of the mathematical system of a physical'theory
is not merely to reconcile instrument records; it reflectg an
objoctive reality though not directly in its abstractioirs but
rather in their synthesis with observational data. Therefore,
we may lawfully ask: how are the paradoxes of the quantum
theory being solved? In other words, whether and how is
it possible to express in ,notions the physical meaning of
the quantum theory formalism on the basis of instrument
records described by means of classical.notions?

This question is discussed in the following section. Let
us summarise: The sensual element and the abstract thinking
element both enter necessarily into classical notions aE
well as in those of the quantum theory. Physical notions
re-sqlt from a synt\esis of sensual and abstract knowledge
of the objective reality.
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4. Quanfum Theory
and Dialeclical Contradiciion

How to reconcile the corpuscular and wave pa[terns in
the behaviour of microobjects seeing that they agree with
experimental evidence and at the same time exclude each
ot[er when viewed in the Iight of classical concepts? Above
was discussed the complementarity concept favoured by
physicists, which is an a[tempt of such a reconciliation..
Setling aside other systematised views on quantum me-
chanics, let us turn to the concept whioh recognises as a

fact the dual corpuscular-undulatory nature ,9f microob-
jects.' Muoy physicists have analysed the varioui aspect-s of
this diile;tical concept 1. Its philosophical core has been
distinctly elucidated by S.I. Vavilov 2. On this concept'
matter ii neither a set of particles, or a set of waves as rep-
resented by classical physics. Nor is it a combination of cor-
puscular and undulafory properties unit-ed in some mecha-
nical model. The corpuscular and undulatory properties
of matter are opposite manifestations of a single entity,
i. e., the propertiei of particles and waves are simultaneous-
ly inherent in matter.

Consideration of matter in this light gives a new phi-
losophic sense to statements that in quantum physic-s both
the irotion of particle and the notion of wave are fundamen-
tally diffgrenCfrom what they are uaderstood to be in clas-
sical mechanics and in the classical field theory" respecti-
vely. Thg limitations imposed by quantum mechanics on

the- classical not,ion of particle (they are expressed in the
uncertainty relation) seC no limit to the knowledge -of mat-
ter, but ,ulh", refine the knowledge of its corpuscular pr-o-

perties by taking account of its undulatory nature. .The
itatement that in the quantum theory a system-of -particles
is described mathematically by waves in a multidimensio-

1D. S. Rozhdestvensky, Analysis ol sPeclra and
spectral analysis. Uspekhi Fisicheskikh Nauk, Vol' XVI, iss. 7' t9-3.6;

Tamm I. E.,frew priniiples ol Bose-Einstein's statistical mechanics. Us'
oekhiFisicheskikhNauk.Voi. Vt,iss.2, 1926; B lokhintsev D. l',
Tni foi"aition ol Quantum Mechanics, Moscow, 

-1.949; 
Fo.c\ y'A.''

On the Interpetation- of Quantum Mechanics in-Philosophical Prob-
lems of Modern Natuiaf Sciencc, Moscow, 1959.' zy avilov S. I. The Microstructureollight, 19-59; Theeye
and. the sun see also his papers on the philosophical problems oI phy'
sics, in the Collected Woiks, VoI. III,-Moscow, 1956.
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nal configuration space does not e-x-press the idealistic the-
,i, to the" effect tfat the observabl-e universe is dissolved
i" *utl"-atics. Expressed by this statement is the truth
that a field is at the same time a set of particles, and a set

of particles is at the same time a field.
in quantum mechanics the distinction hetween- partic-

le and ivave is considered to be of relative nature, these no-

bions losing their abstract opposition to eaclr other. Ac-
cortlingly the notion of particle undergoes a change,-recei-
vins a-new definition since in quantum mechanics the no-
tioris of particle and wave have a meaning only in their
interrelation.This is inagreement with the fact that the pro-
nerties of microobiects as revealed in experiments are never
exactly those of a particle or a wave and it is only in-the
limit cases that mitroobjects behave like particles or Iike
waves according to the conditions of observation. It witrl
be obvious thaf in describing atomic-scale phenomena the
experimental conditions (fixed by instruments) must be

taken into consideration. This relation l,o observational
means is a distinctive feature of a quantum-mechanical
description, and it reflects the unity of_opposite corpuscular
antl undulatory properties of micro'obiects.

Accordingly, the quantities entering into th-e -so-called
uncertainty r6lations- of quantum mechanics differ radi-
cally from their classical analogues; ttrey ar-e quant,ities
sui-generts and cannot be reduced to classical quantities.

Nothing paradoxical remains then about the uncertainty
relation. For instance, the unceriainty relation between
the momentum and the co-ordinate is a paradox only if
they are considered to be classical quantities. But as a mat-
ter of fact, the uncertainty relation in that case shows [hat
the eigenvalues of the operators for the mome-ntum and the
co-ordinate are incompatihle, i. e., tells of a law governing
quantum quantities. It is iust because a microobject is an
entity of i dual nature, 6oth corpuscular and undulatory',
rathel than a particle in the classical sense' that its momen-
tum and co-ordinate have no definite value at the same ins-
tant. In other words, the impossitrility to describe a micro-
obiect without recourse to the notions of probability antl
polential possibilit,y lies in the very nature of this entity.- 

The qdestion arises, why the statement of the unity of
corpuscular and undulatory properties of matter is servi-
cea-ble only in st,udying the phenomena of the microworld,
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while a.study of the_ macroworld phenomena requires the
recognition. of a. -rigirl antithesis b6tween matter'(particle)
and fickl (wave)?

The answer io this question is briefly as follows. The
universal constant lz connecting corpuscular anil wave quan-
tities tog_ether and having the dimensionality of action
(describpd as quantum of action) is very .muil .omprred
to_ !,!oqe quantities typical of the macroworld phenomena
which likewise have the dimensionalitv of action. So ft cau
be negl-ected in studying the phenomeni of the macroworld,i. e.,- the corpuscular and undulatory properties of matter
can be considered separately taking no iccount of their
unity. In this way the laws oiquantufo mechanics are moili-
fied to become the laws of clasiical mechanics. Why should
h have the numerical value it has? This question is unsolved
by.modern quantum theory,- which tak6s ft for an empiri-
cally given- quantity. Its iolution requires a theory *or.
prolou1d thah modern quantum physics.

In literature the question we have-just discussed is of.
ten replaced by quite a different one: ihat does the unity
of corpgscular and undulatory properties of microobject-s
essentia-lly mean or, as it is put, Sometimes, what is th6 es-
s-ence of the corpuscular-undulatory dualism? It is believed
that the quantum theory fails to disclose this essence, lea-
ving this task to a theory to come.

-' Now, ihis question has- no sense just as the question of
the essence and foundation of the "atom 

has no sence for
the atomist. In fact, the atom can have neither essen€e
nor foundation since it is itself the foundation of all that
exists. "Thb unity ofcorpuscular and undulatory properties
of matt_ero is a principle which discloses the essende oi mic-
r-oworld phenomena ind lies at the basis of the quantum
theory. This-is why from the standpoint oI the {uantum
theory, which reflects the microworld, the question as to
the essence of this unity, which some new-non-quantum
theory is expected to come to disclose, has no senie what-
soeyer.

. A different _thing is the fact that modern physics is no
logically complete iystem of theories. While-some of the
theories (for instance, quantum mechanics) are logioally
closed systems of hotion-s, others (for instance, the Iheo*i,
of elementar-y pari,icles) are but in the making, and searclr
is going on for logical bridges between such thlories as re-
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Iativity antl quantum mechanics, etc' Yet the tendency of

modern physics to*-^,a. 
-a-totiiatly 

complete system ol

theories is obvious,'r"d "o"tifrtring 
the philosophic"l. ltl

;;;;i;"r;; G ."triv said that the-roa-d to such a svstem

{."iii """t"iiri-trtrlr?nit" 
'aittouery of the essence of the

;*p;;h".;"e;;#;v- dualism"' Something quite different

will turn uP.
Itmustbeborneinmindthat..theunityofcorpuscular

"ott 
undolatory properties of matter" is-an adequate expres-

;i"";-;;aeri, prri,sics of the principle of unitv b-etw9e1

the discret.rr... urrd- co"tinuity o! rnatter' In dialectical

-"t.ri"ii.i ftiitotop[v-itris priiciple. is invardly connected

iiil" 
"-ii,-gr.Ti "n"i" 

*ittr th" principle of _spac-e-antl-tiTne
;;"1;': ;t also with tLat of woild unitv antl with-the prin-

;ipd;f ;;;l;p;;;. Modern phvrsigs has still a long wav

;.,';; i;r;" atliquate expression ot ttre whole of this chain'

Thus, in quantum ,""rt'u,itt the-synthesis of corpuscular

,"J-""a"riiory trpi.t""tuiio"t of matter d'oes not relate

io i"ra.; ir-thL quintum field theory this s-ynthesis is moro

.,rotorrd. combininE into one the notibns of fieltl and matter'
fi;";;;;;; il;rd.ffi phvsics no organic combination has vet
i"."-"#urished betie6n- quatttuil theory and.special re-

iativity (where the principle of space-time unity rs expresseo

;;;"*;1;t"iv tir" ii classical-phvsics)' The start for

such a synthesis 5ul b;-initiatea'by Diiac's relativistio
;h;;; oi iiiu "t..t"o", 

-rot 
' toog way lies still ahead' As

I;;;'tiL g.".rrir.trtivitv, which [as tied up the space-time

;;;;tr"il antl the'-g;"""it,tio" field -into 
-a 

single whole'

it""Jiiit'v.t ,tori ?to*- {}}!tum phvsics' but for some

iit". 
""p.,issed 

by several 
-tlifferent auihors''-"Trr".l 

motlern" phili.; awaits a tlggn svnthesis :l 1!:
leadins theories' Coiresponding to this- future syntnesrs

is a rinion of the philosophical principles stated 3P,ove'
These nrinciples, int-erconnected as they are' -oPe| Pntffso;
otrical orosp6cts for mod'ern physics to-solve the theoretrcar

;;;;i;;;-;'H.h .u*" ,rp in course of its tlevelopmenL'
' V"ry often the iclea of unity between corpus-cular alro

untlulaiory properties of matter has been linketl- up wilh
iJ*Iiltt" totto6t, 

"rrd 
,.pr.r"nted in a distorted form. so

i;;; ,a the time *t., {o"tttum meclanics was assumingh

its nresent aspect ,"a to ii is now' In Marxist literature and

i,tii"riirrv oi-*oa"r" natural sciences rhis poinr has been



cleared up thoroughlyl. Here it will suffice at the encr of[ne present section to make q brief remark on the statementthat "the interaction between objec[ and instrum;;;" drft";any control in principle". On thi! assumptio" ce.tain-ot"_
si-cists believed themselves to have solved tt. pu.ua'r*6,of quantum mechanics.

It was assumed that the uncertainties involved in a si_
m-ultaneous measurement of the co-ordinate and momentum
,ol 1 TtoIoo,bject. are caused by impossinliiy-in-pri;;;;G
to control the interaction between microobject and instiir_
qe.rt.-Ye-t by subscribing to this statement we refute thoobjectivel-y real nature of the unity betw.uo 1t 

" "orp;;;"il;3l.d :l$"t"tory properlr.rf qt microobjecr.. ff," ;;;ilil;;
naLurally- gave rise to idealistic conilusions that obs-erva-tions and measurements are a kind of source i;; q;il;;
theory^ laws and that, the_ microobject has a diffe;;t ;d;:gre9.3f realityn goqrpared to the instrument, and so on.

^ ^,,'j,I 
rr"r, 

"tion 
de{ying. c ontrol in _principl. 

;,' i, 
- 
pfrif r. "pilically a w{9ng notion when_applied to natural phenomena.

In Iact, all_phenomena (and idws) of nature can be known
and, accordiogly, none 

'of 
them is beyond or" 

"ortroi ioprinciple. 
-So the notion is rather u, ircorr."t expression

of the truth that new forms of matte*od *otio, h;;;;;;;
d-iscovered, which defied 

-th-e attempts to bring-ih"^ ;i_thin the scope of cllassical theories, ihat the law-s of *i.rr-
phenomena are irreducible to the laws of classical mechanics,
which far from being absolute are confinea t, ,-".ri"iri
domain of natural ph"enomena_, u"a ,o on. The phfiioists
which cojlqd the expression did 

"ot 
,rrig"-it a definil;;;;:

nin.S, 11{ idealist philosophers used this jircum.tu"", ugrirri
materialism

-Logical positivists subjected the idearistic views to cri-ticism. Thus H. Reicheirbach expressea nimi#- *"tr;the statement thab "the uncerlainiy is d"e-io-iil"-;il;;;
b.eing disturbed by the observer,,. He criti.ir"a tLo.. *h;";;:
Ireved that -quantum mechanics called for return to idealis-
tic philosophy, acc_ording-t_o which",,ego', r.""i.d in"**fa,
or at least the world could not exist #ithout the-,ego;;i;i
observed it". At the same time Reichenbach fras ?o*elothe conclusion that "human knowledge 

"i ;;r;;;;;;;
-l S..,-tor- instance,_ philosophical problemg o[ l\Iodern phvsics.
Kicv-, 1950; Moscow, 1958; Mo.Icow, tSBbJ-plif;;;i,;;;i"pr;til;;of Modern Natural Science, Moscow, 

-igib.-
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is boundetl by the uncertainty principle"l, and this is idea-

Iistic inference.'*"fl""""r"it oo"rid.r. the mathematical systemof a physical

theorv merely to be a tool for establishing relations between

obrerrrtiorai data, logical positivism is unable conslsLently

;;;;i;i.. itlealistic iiews in science and advocates in rea-

Iitv a subiective standpoint' A consistent criticism of the

i;Ah.;;';iiit"a. towirds the philosphical -problems in
pivtirt 

"o*es 
ontry from dialectical materialism'

5. Ihe Problem ol Parlicles Elemenlarity

Inthequantumfielrltheorythesynthesisofcorpuscular
ancl wave ispects is rf,ore profoun-d than in quantum.me-

"i*i.r. Necessarily connecfed with this is a characteristic
i;;; oi the q,rrnto- fielcl theory: raised to the rank of

fundament,ai tu* io it is the interconversion of eleq,entary
pilt.hr--aiscovery made bv modern P.h1sic1' Ihl|: -11-'classical theory coultl not even think of it. Accord-ingly'

it. pr"ittr" oi particles elementarity presents itself in a

new light.
ln oreouantum physics this problem, as is weII known'

fr*-n.J"-ilive6 as ioliows: Iying at the foundation of mat-

;;*" ;t hangeable, structuieless particles which form the
,ir""t"r" of mo"re complicated forms of matter. In chemistry
tili, "r."*ption 

juctifies itself to a certain extent: Prout's
il;;;ii";it'that 6hemical elements consjst of hydrogen has

,6rir. io be essentially true, although the- role of hytlrogep
ir plrv.a-fy the charge- of the a.toqic nucleus, which tl-etgr-

mi'nes"tte number of 
"electrons in the atomic shell antl the

;il;rili;t.*.ot in the periodic table' Frbm the chemical
ioint of view the chemicai element is an "elementary sub-

Jtr*";; vti tto* the standpoilt of atomic physics the-che-
micat eiement is a complicdtetl system, c-onsisting of cliffe-

;;;l;;;;ati"tt 1tt " afomic nucieus and the electrons of

the aLomic shell).-*- 
N"* it ri -od.ro physics has found an abundance of

.t.-."i".V p"rti.tut interacting with ont another and ex-

ti-biifit;"rJt of variea properti6s, the elementar.ity problern

tr.-"rfi. up again. Can it be solved in a familiar way' as

I I'I. R e i c he n b a c h, Time Direction'Moscow, 1962' p' 302'
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was done before the, discovery of_elementary particles, oris some new approag,h ne.cgsgqry? To ,t"", ,rp d;;;t;;;i";;it is well ro note rhar highly srable parricles ;hi;[-;ili
:"^t-.1r::"r: 

gra te_ wit h out exi e rn a I inf luelc e, . 
""fr rr 

- 

p""t Lr,eleetron_, photon and neutrino, should not be ar.cril-ra-r,genu-inely elementary to distinguish them f-"r-;i;;;;J;
particles which decay sponrane"ourry ;;d ;; irrir-r"i."i"alr"'-tion are- regarded as complex. No, ihe neutron is not com_posed of a-proton, an eleciron and'a neutrino, ,finrgf, i"*neutrons decay t-o liberate these three pr"ii"l".. -o-- ----.

_It may seem that [he- elementarity pro'ble; 
"; be redu_ced to a certain set of divisions (o"i"-u.r.) of 
"r"itir,'."Jr,constituting simultaneously an "elementary" step for itrenext drvrston and a complicat,ed step relative to'the divi_sion preceding it. This eiementarity scale is ,*lraiJ l"Newton's concept of matter ,. u .yri.* oi purii.f..;T;;:

ouauy lncreasing complexity and, to a ceriain extent." incne modern represencation of the structure of matter (...Ie_
vel,or elemlnta-ry particles, level of atomic nuclei and aioms.molecular level... the scale continuing toward ,,u"row*ldand,_possibly, toward microworld).
- Wjll the scale-structur^e concept of matter reaily solvethe elementarity problem?

- - Suppose the series of divisions to begin on the elementarv
side. The matter will be represent,ed ,', ; ;;;;i;i;;;il;+
particles and of systems (particles) of 

"aryirg d.C.;;;-."r-'_pfexr[y composed uttimately 9f tlle elementary particles.
We-are facing a variation oi the old atomic ifr6o;-"'-""'
. . \gry suppose the scale of divisions oi matter to continueindefinitoly- on either side, formi"g u"-]"}i;it, JJ,j.;';;
Xln;;li"ir frorn ."elemen!gy" to,,crirnplex';"ra .o""r"..fY.un this -assumption the "elementarity"-is a relative notioir,
eyg:ry. object_ considered separately being 

"o-pt"*. 
- 
fli,will uJtimately (I.omit the reasoning) tr"aio tfr.'""*frri*

tnat tnere are no "elementary', objects at all, i. e., that mat-

There is one more-approach td tir" proile*. This is to
9:::lld.[tnr. notion of purel-y re]ative'Lt.r"."i.rity"*irri,
remalnrng pt, variance with the old atomic theorv. As noin_ted out-.by Engels, the infinite scale of divisioni of m'atterconsists of different nodal points which u."ooi-ro, irr.quali[ative variety of forms in which matter appears. From
tnls standpotnt matter is no mere set of elemen[ary partic_
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Ies and iheir combinations, neither is it all substance de-
stitute of elementary particles, but rather presents a uni-
on of proporties typical of the elementary and of the
complex.

In the physics of the macroworld you can neglect the uni-
ty of the elementary and complex and consider them sepa-
rately without coming to conflict with facts, yet in quantum
physics the situation is utterly different. This is becauso
ihe deeper physics penetratbs inside matter, the stronger its
theory depends on the interconversion of elementary par-
ticles. In modern atomism the notion of transmutation
comes to the fore, and in this new aspect the problem of
elementarity and complexity cannot be managed in the way
it wqs rlealt with by the classical atomic theory (where the
conoept of transmutation reduceds to the conjunction and
disiunction of some immutable elements).

'When appliecl to the microworld, the notions of elemen-
tary and complex lose their literal meaning and are no lon-
ger abstract opposites. Elementary particles are not ele-
mentary in the classical sense of the word. They are more
liko classical complex systems, but the likeness is by far
not. complete. As a mattelof fact, they combine the proper-
ties of the elemenfary and the complex, presenting a higher
type of synthesis. Accordingly, the word "consisl" _(or 'be
cbmpdsed") Ioses its literal sense too, when applied to the
microworld. It does not mean here that anything is compo-
sed of something different.

Even in nuclear physics the notion oconsist" undergoes
some mstamorphosis. When the atomic nucleus is said to
,consisto of neutrons and protons the word ,consist" has noL
quite the samg sense as in the Statement that the sand in
t-he box consists of sand grains. As is well known, the atomic
nucleus is not composed of neutrons and protons. The no-
tion ,consist* is still further metamorphosed,when applied
tq the complex structure of the pi-meson, composed of a
nucleon and an antinucleon (Fermi's hypothesis) Here
the huge mass defect formed in tho pi-meson reduces the
nucleon masses all but to nihil. So the world nconsist" in
the statement of Fermi's hypothesis ha! a very arbitrary
meaning.

Stil[More essential is the change of meaning suffered by
the word nconsist"when it is used to describe resonance
particles, rocently discovered, which arc elementary par-
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ticles with an extremely short life (untler 10-20 sec.). One
of these particles, for instance, the nucleon resonance N*
can be formed and can disintegrate into a nucleon and a
pi-meson. This does not mean,'however, that this particle
uconsists" of a nucleon and a pi-meson.

These examples show clearly that transmutable elemen-
tary particles cannot be described as nelementary" or,ncom-
plex" of themselves, i. e., without regard to the conditions
under which the transmutation has taken place and with
which their nature is connected organically; In experiments
no elementary particle behaves exactly like an elementary
entity or like a complex system. Only in some special ca-
ses elementary particles appear eitler as elementary
entities or as a complex structure depending on the condi-
tions of transmutation. Thus, the proton behaves Iike an
elementary entity when collitling with particles having
energies less ttran 100 Mev, but if the colliding particles
have much higher energies, then proton may be considered
to consist of hyperons and K-mesons.

Nere the word nelementary" does not describe a purely
relative elementarity. If, indeed, we say of an object that
its elementarity is purely relative, this implies that it
is actually a complgx thing. With the elementary particles
the state of affairs is different. The proton, for instance, is
neither elementary of itself, not complex; it cannot possib-
ly be assigned either of these properties without having
regard to the conditions of its transmutation. In other words,
to'describe a proton as complex has a sense oniy if the
energy of its collisions is duly taken into considerat,ion
(wheieas we can speak of the complexity of the atom wit-
hout taking into accout its ionisation energy).

The relative nature of the "elementarity" and "comple-
xity" of elementary particles is analogous to the relativity
of ihe dimensions of a body and the duration of the process
it is involved in, according to Einstein's theory, or to the
relativity of the corpuscular and undulatory characteristics
in quantum mechanics, although these relativities have
different contents. Without the ielativity used in this sense
it would be impossible to apply classical notions, in duly
refined form, to the description of such natural phenomena
as refuse to enter the frame of the classical theories.

It will be evident that the elementary particles of the
kind descrihed, elementary and complex at once as they
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are, cannot possibly be structurelelq objects' According to
modern views, an elementary particle, for instance, the nu-
cloon, is not conceived as a'poilt, b}t rather has structure'
iriofilrattt . experiments),-' though not a structure in
ifr. r."=" the worid has been used in prequantum PlVsics'
Wt rr, an elementary part,icle is said to consist of other
eiementary particles,-wfiich enter-into it not in a real form
i"t=r*ifr., 

-in 
a virtual state, this means that the words

"structure" and "consist" have not the same sense in quantum
mechanics as in the classical atomism'*- 

Th;;* meanings of the words uelementary", ncomplex"'

,structuren, etc. are due to the mutual transmutability of

6i.*."tury particles, whioh is the principal feature of mo-

dern atomism'

6. On the Strict PhYsical Notions

When quantum mechanics had established itself as a
ohvsical theory, iL was generally recognised that the larvs

;f-tl;;;i";i m6shanics hold onlv in the macro'world' brea-

ki"g d;*" in the microworld, and so are of no absolute or

universal nature.---i; il;tum meohanics this apprehension of the laws
nt otvsics has been consistently apptiea t'o its mathematical
."=t.ir. Uoi so consistent is the aititude of different autho?s

;;;;;A in. ,.,t". of connecting mathematical abstractions

ilh';.:t-;**i-rr.ords to giv"e physical sense to these ab-

.ir"""tfr"t.-Att authors are "not equally aware of the fact

it ut ttt. connection rules should hot be the same in the
classical as in quantum theorYl."-- 

It-tt oiiurr.t"i.a in literatur-o, indeed,-thaL no new fun-
damental physical notions should be introduced in quantum
*."frr"i". ,.rd th"t the fundamental classical notions ap-

;ii;;ih ii*itutions' set up bv the uncertaintv -rela-
fion st ootd suffice. Ancl atiempts have been made to

1L'I.Mandelstamseemstohavebeenthefir^sttopointout..the
necessiF of usinE diflerent rules of transition from methematlcal
;;;il;;'tJ^ u*.t'i*""iai data in classical theorv and in quantum
i#;;. rl"..t',ir'.''^oo 1il ;F;^i;ti""t "i Quantirm Mechariics'r' in
Atii;J;"d'"ffiiit, vlir."V, 1-e50;'p- 

-354' 
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prooeed further to the philosophical conclusion that the
uncertainty relation imposes limitations on human kno-
wledge.

That such statements are incorrect has been shown in
this paper earlier. The qualitative distinction of the laws
governing the macroworld from those valid in the micro-
world becomes apparent especially in the fact that not
merely the mathematical tools but the rules of connoctins
the mathematical notions with instrument records 

"rEalso different in classical mechanics and in quantum me-
chanics.

In modern phsysics this attitude toward tho relation
between the laws of classical mechanics and those of quan-
tum mechanics is generalised to cover tho intenelaiions
between all fundamental physical theories. Recognised is
tho existence of closed systems of notions, definitions and
axioms, each presenting the highest logical abstract of tho
respeotive theory which describes a definite domain of na-
tural phenomena. The first system relates to classical me-
chanics, covoring also acouslics, hydrodynamics, aerody-
namics, celest,ial riechanics and several other sciences con-
cerned with mechanical processes. The second system has
been fdrmed in connection with thermod,ynam;cs. The third
system has been deduced from the studies oj. electric and,
magnetic phenomAna (bei.ng built up by the work of Lorentz,
Einstein and Minkovsky). The fourth system relates to
quantum rnechanics and is _also serviceable to the theory of
atoTic spectra, to the conduction theory, etc. The appeaian-
ce of a fifth system is possible in conneciion with the theory
ol elembntary particles, which is yet in the making. And
we c_an also speak of a sixth . system, oonnected with ge-
neral relatiaity.

These closed systems of notions reflect the existence of
djscon-tinuities (jumps) in naturg and testify to. the fact
that the motion forms of matter, interconnebted by. tran-
sitions, differ qualitatively from one another.

As for the interrelation of these systems, this question,
speaking generally, reaches far beyond the frame of the
present paper. In the first place it may be remarked that,
classical mechanios is contained in special relativity and
in quantum mechanics as their limit case. Similarly quintum
mechanics and special relativity will enter as liriit cases
into the theory of elementary particles when it wiII bo built,
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up. .Secondly, the notions of classical mechanics and someof those of the classical tieta tneory-u-rJ ,rr."rrrry to estab-Iish the rules for connecring tt; ;;l;"-atical system ofthe theory with instrument r6cord.. fU" second reguirementis not realised distinctly- tn gereral refii;tty;"ffi#;h;
mat_hematical aspect predomiiates.

-^,1.:t,,Tliy 
see what the expression,,a strict physicalnotron" means.

It has been emphasised above that in any physical theo_ry a physic-al notion reflecring realit,y is neitfrei ;;- i*r;_
ment record nor a mathematidal abstract,ion, tn" i*o reirinmergei into a single whole reverberaLing il ;bl#il;;;"_lity..strtct physicar notions are strici b6ouo.u they corres-pg"$,.t9 an objective reality (the correspo"ae",ie 

-;;i;;
estab-lished by experiment).

The so-called abstract irhysical notions shourd not beset in opposition to the so-called obaious physical 
";;i";:as regards thpir relation to- objective realitf -fid ;h.i.;;;;:

ryoy._ Both the former and th-e larter so il ; rh;t r.ti."tan objective reality (this question is 
"iti"rutriri ;ettkiby experiment), _are -accurate notions. E;;rt phiri;i";;:

bion is connected with some experimentat aita,J"i i; ;L
case of abstract notiols the connection is rtt".ira inro"gna mor. complicated logical chain of reasonins (imolviip
a deepe^r penetration into the laws of naturei,-?fr;;il;tB
case of intuitive notions. Therefore, both'abstra.t-;dintuitivo notions use terms of habitual trng"ut;- i"- th;i;definitions, yet by far not, to the same extenl: In the defi_
nitions of intuitive notions you can easily trace their originfrom experience (thus, the notions of firfit"ui hil;?;.
rvhich may be re,garded as the limit cases of intuitiie fiol
trons, are immediately- derived from experience), whereas
abstract notions are defined by means of i systeni'of funda-
mental notions and axioms, io that their connection wiih
th,e experimental evidence is not immediate 

"ra- oii.n
follows a rather tortuous way.

On the other hand, stricC notions retain ,tbdir strictness'only-within the limits ot a aeriniir .t*a Gt.- "t-r"ii"nr.S.o t\ey are only relatiuely _strict there n"i"g ,o ;t}ild
closed system. in existence.- Ii stands to reaso"n that bvery
relatively -strict physical noLion includes some ,.rro"i
e-lemont, due to its conneotion with -experimendl e;i_
dence.
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Therefore, the notions qf a theory (as- far developed

IoEicallv as I o have a closed system of noLions) contarn.an
,rr"rllr.T-trr"o[ni "tn*rnt and 

-an int'uitive element' fhis
t. ;;;i ;;ri-classicat as well as classioal theories in phy-

.i... V.t the notions of a classical theory are,direct genera-

iirrtiorrt of experimental data (it can be said that the res-

;;i;;;;ions of the familiar ia"guage aro raised in a clas-

I"rI;h;-y-i" it. first rank of ibst--raction)-, whereas the
,rotiorr of itre quantum theory are not; here the g,xnerimel;
tal evidence ij generalised indirectly through.the use, oI

classical notions, which pass into more abs[ract' non-clas-

sical, not,ions.'-,-'ih;, ;e arrive to the conclusion that classical notions

are by no means a priori s[atements (in a certain sense)

relative to quantum theory; in other words, w9 cannot'

."G.*if" to ihe view that 
-in 

quantum theory only classi-

calnotionsareusedwiththerespeotivelestllctlons.AS
rtut"a above, quantum mechanioi employs fundamental
notions antl printiples of its own. Accordingly' its. no[rons'

ifrornf. q;atitutively different from classical notions, are

il-Iil i""".rt., deiinite and clear. In quantum_mechanics
there are new fundamental notions, such as "relatrvlty to

"fr"r"^tir" 
means", "probability as a measure of t!e po-te-n-

i*riv pt#li.;; "rit oth.tt1. This circumstance should be

takei, into account when considerir?g the problem of accu-

rate physical nobions.--."ho'iri".irate, 
here is an example. Reflected in the clas-

.i"ri "oiio". 
of velocity and position, clear and accurate' is

ifr" lr.i tfrut classicai mecLanics investigates 
- 
the tlq*

(compared to light) motions of the macroscopic bodles' rn
ihe oscillation bheory, which investigates the motron oI

waves. quite accurate notionsof phase velocit'y and group

"rio"iiv'ute 
used, which must not be identified with the

,,oiioo"ot velocity as used in classical mschanics' Even

more complicated is the state of affairs in -quantu4..me-
charrics since the electron does not exactly behave like a

particle or a wave, but exhibits corpuscular and undulatory

iroperties at once. Here we oanno[ speak of velocity and

r The essen[,ial theoretical signilicancc of nnewprimary no!io,ns."
in ouantum mechanies has been noled by V. A' Fock' (Notes on Bog-r-9

iii.;ili;;;' *ltii' ei"rtJi".-uip.lt i pi"sicheskikh Nai-rk, vol' LxvI
iss. 4, 1958, pp. 599-600)'
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position as independent of each other, so that new accurate
notions are-em.ployed, which differ widely from ih;-;;;:ventional classical notions, yet are sti[ 

"o""."tla *iillhem.
To conclude, let us dwell on a certain tendency observedin physical science which seems to run counter the tendencv

Loward accuraLe notions jusL discussed.

- _The-latter, indeed, does not ensure an adequate knorv-
ledge of nature. You cannot exhaust nature or arry part ofit. Accordingly, science, theories and notions in retiecti,*nature more and more fully and deeply cannob fut ctranE[and develop indeiinitely. Old notions- lana ih.;ri;;i bilr?;inaccurate when applied. to a. new sphbre oi 

"ui"r"f ;il;;:mena' new acburate notions and theories are deveroiea-to
correspond to the ne.w domain. Thus, when physim pJn.tr^_
tes into a new domain of phenomena, the appticability;;;;
of its old nations and theories is deiined ,"'d ;ii;i;il;;";notions and theories are developed. These t;;;;o?.;;...
::lq: i"jq a.single process -rtiar of rhe d;.1"i;.rr";I
sctence: Iirst the inadequacy of the old notions in tne- reivdomain is establishe-d empiiically, whereb, fri"arr".i ,"i
par_adoxes arise in the existing theory _ tfr" pr;i;d-;f il;:vail before the birth_oi a new t"heory; iurther o,i tfr. a.;;i;;_
:.JI.:l knowte{qg leads ro a strici'del.inition-oI-irr_ ,ppricabrlrty range_of the old notions and theories, and trris iiii_nition goes hand in hand with the d.;.i"pm;;; ;l-;ney system of notions, bhus a new theory^"o.".. i"to
existence.

, TI" w\o.lq length of this road led to the quantum me_cnanrcs, whlch aL presenb is a closed syslem o['no[ions, andthe same course is being folrowed_by irre -oa.r""iil."ir';;elementary par[ic,lcs. Here again the presence of hindraircesand paradoxes tells.of the nicessity t" a."rlrpiilir;;;i;
a new system of notions, or ,,mad ideas", to us^e the graphicexpression of Bohr.

So we come to the conclusion that science, when inprogress of developgrent, .cannoL manage to go ahead withaccurate notions only, and never co,ld. "Under'cer;il;r;d;
tions, when the new theory is still ,ra"r*ry una-ili.'"rtyet developed its owr. sysiem of notions, science rur.roibut use inaccurate notions without which' ilr"tr"ira"irg'"1a rigorous, consistent and complete theory i. pru-rti&fiy
impossible.
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Thus, the tendency of a developing science to strict no-
tions interlaces and mer,ges with an opposite tendency, cha-
racterised by the use of loose notions. Every advance of
science entails their employment; they disappear when a
certain developmental cycle of science is complete, to reap-
pear again at a further stage of development.

To summarise, quantum physics is permeated by diale-
ctical contradictions. It implies the recognition of contra-
dictions and oppositions in the very objects and phenomena
of nature, their union and transitions into each other,
the solution of old contradictions and the appearance of
new ones.

MAN AND HIS ALIENATION

Professor
T. I. OISERMAN

The problem of alienation stands out as the first among
the philosophical problems that have attracted the inve-
stigators in the last 25 years. It is universally known that
the problem is not new: it can be found in the works of the
Enlighteners of the l8th century and in those of German
romanticists. It is the central problem in the classical Ger-
man philosophy, especially in the works of Fichte, Hegel
and Feuerbach. In their early works (1844-7845) Marx
and Engels investigated a new, materialistic approach to
the problem in connection with the analysis of the origin
of private property and the contradictions of money and
goods economy. In spite of the fact, however, that the proh-
lem of alienation occupied such a conspicious place in the
philosophical teachings of the 18th-19th centuries, some
30 years ago the concept of alienation had actually no sta-
tus in philosophical literature. Thus, for instance, we do
not find the term "alienation" in R. Eisler's fundamental
"Worterbuch der philosophi,schen Begritfe" (1927-30). It
is even more surprising that this term is given without phi-
losophical explanation in P. Lalande's Vocabalaire
techniclue et critique de la philosophie (Paris, 1956). The
explanation prohably lies in the fact that the concept
of alienation does not belong to such traditional
philosophic categories i which are never left, out by
the compilers of philosophical dictionaries. On the
other hand it may be explained by the fact that alienation
is not a generally accepted term; i[ -has almost no place in
the neopositivism or new realism. Bu[ in the doctrines of
existentlalism, in neothomist philosophy, in modern pro-
testantist theology and in the works of numerous critics of
Marxism the problem of alienation is undoubtedly the pro-
blem of prime importance.
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What inspired this rvidely spread if not universal cott-
cern for the problem? It has of course its roots in theory and
is closely linked rvith the considerable influence the above-
mentioned teachings enjoy in the Western world. The crux
of the matter lies, however, in our opinion, in the fact that
the enormous progress of industry and great scientific achi-
evements of the past fifty years brought about some
rather negative and, as many people assert, .unexpected
consequences. As a result, some thinkers found themselves
confronted with the question of rvhether such a progress of
science and industry might not lead mankind to a catastro-
phe? Other philosophers did not confine themselves to merely
stating the question but attempted to prove that scientifio
and technical progress threatens the very existence of man-
kind. In a senso their point of view was supported by the
invention and perfection of nuclear weapons. Their sinister
destructive force that indeed endangers the lives of all the
people on our planet began to be regarded by some philo-
sophers as the inevitable result of the development of human
mind, the fatal consequence of scientific and technical pro-
gress and direct evidence of tragic discordance of human
life.

Hegel's conception of alienation elaborated in The
Philosophy of History contains already certain conjectures
concerning the objective consequences of the fact thab the
conscious and useful activity of man is independent of his
will and consciousness, concerning the contradictory and
relative character of progress and the domination of social
relationships over individuals. It is obvious that the contra-
dictions of social progress which have found in our days
actual expression in economic crises, wars, nuclear me-
nace, are incomparably sharper and wider than in Hegel's
time. This, we think, heightened the interest in the problem of
alienation. The problem of alienation is now a problem of
the contradictions between social progress and the diversi-
fied hurhan activity.

A considerable part of Western philosophers who have
devoted their efforts to the problem of alienation regard
it as an anthropological problem independent of any hi-
storical conditions. -From this point of view alt objecti-
fication, all embodiment of human activity - wh-ether
it is material or spiritual - is alienation of human nature,
a loss, deprivation, denial of oneself, an enslavement of
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man by what he creates' Thus, for instance, the alienation
of labour is regarded not as a consequence of certain histo-
rically transieit forms of social production but as the re-
sult oi any labour under any historical conditions. The con-
cept of alienation thus becomes the main s-ociologica.l fea-
ture of the subject-object relalionship: since the man himself
creates the social co.tditio.ts of his life, he himself forges

the shackies that bind him. It has always been and will
ul*uyt be so. Such is the anthropol.ogical interpretation-of
the sociologically established fact of the alienation of the
elemental l-orces-of social development over man' 'fhe an-

thropologist reduces the social to the individual, anthro-
pologicaf, and attempts to discover the source of all social
cat,aElvsms in the individual human existence; and even
if no political conclusions are drawn here,-it-is perfectly
obvious that the anthropological picture of the future of
mankind is quite pessimisiic: nothing, no social c!ange can

overcome alienation, self-alienation and the resultin$ tra-
gic discord oI human life.' Th" pessimistic interpretation of 

- 
aII objectification, of

all embodiment of human activity leads some representa-
tives of philosophic anthlopology to pessimism in^ their
view of the very existence of man. The existence oI man
beinE reEarded as a certain individual existence, it is

ideniifiedwith alienated.life that ceases with death. Death
however, is no[ a solution of the tragedy of individual exi-
stence since it destroys existence itself. From this point
of view the self-awareness of an individual is the awareness

of alienation, the conception of reality is the apprehe-nsion
of alienation, dqath is the inevitable consequence of aliena-
tion. Communication with other people, whatever its form
or intensity, does not overcome alienation. On the cont-
rary, it is one of its modifications. Even the fact that I am

"on.i.o,r. 
,of my difference from things that surround me,

i. e., I am a*are of the fact that I am not a tree, or a cloud,
or an ass, is interpreled as the consequence of self-aliena-
tign, as life in alienation. Moreover, the very djfferenc.e

bitween subject and object is usually interpreted as evi-
dence of pribrity and subs[antiality of'alienation'

It is kriown that the concept of alienation was of univer-
sal significance for Hegel's philosophy' it piayed. the. same

role in" his ontology as 
-did the concept of emanation in the

systems of neoplit,onics. With the help of the concept oI
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alienation the contrast between opposite entities such as
tfi.ntr.ing and being, suhject and odject, knowledge 

""a- 
ii,

obJect-matter was.overcom-e in Hegel,s episLemology. ln
his philosophy of history the conce[t of aiienatio;i;r";;
as a basis for his claiming unily of [h" hirtory of ,rurt i"J
and reg-ularity oI progress"through the realizaLion of free-
dom, that constitutes the substintial content of man and
mankind. By-meansof alienation Hcgel made an ,tt";;;
to overcome the infini[e contrast betrveen man and God
in his philosophy of religion. According to Hegel all devejop_
ment. meant origination, negation and, finaliy, the revivii
of alienation in [he form of negation of negalion

Feuerbach did away with tire universaf and absolute
character of Hegel's concept of alie,ation and pro"uJ-ifrui
tnrs conce1ll becomes meaningful only in respect to humanactivity. He was the first tounnounle that ilienation r.vas
a human, an anthropological reality. That was u" o"l.tr"_ding phitosophic achiev6ment. We think, h;*;";r;" th;i
modern-representatives of philosophic anihropolog/ Ii*;
deviated from what was right, in-Feuerba.t;[ ,.3.irti""..
Notwithstanding the fact t[at they follow F.".;t;;h i;
emphasising the human, anthropolog,ical character of 

"fi"_nation, there exists a tendencyln,o-rq lhem (for i;ta;;;.with existentialisLs) to deduce all ai'd every realia;;-;li
and-every being from "human rearity". In this case ttrs wtroleyglld surrounding us is transforrned into obiecLificalion
(alienation) o[ human emot,ion and feeling=, amorg which
they primarily mean fear, concern, despair" and othEr nesa_tive emotions. As a consequence of sulch a, u"ttrropolo?i_
sation of all existence the category of alienation becom'es
a. basis of a- philosophic systeri o"bviously subjectiviJ-i"
its.main-tendency. We have here something liLe'an ,"iirro_
pological interpretation of Hegel's systeml of his doctrine
oI alrenation. Such a posilion is the opposite oI what .was
sug-gested- by Feuerbach because it seis forth an idealisi
anthropologism instead of Feuerbach's materialistic anthro-
pologism.

Some critics of Marxism assert that the Marxist approachto alienation is faulty beoause alienation is treated'as an
historically transient-phenomenon, entirely r"p.rr"A.a [y
the communist transformatio, of social relations. But iir
this oase, according to anti-Marxists, the fut,ure of ,""tiirrJ
must be conceived as entirely devoid of any contradicfiions,
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of anv vital tension. criticism of this kintl is flagrantly foun-
;;J;" a rnisundersbanding, for its starting-point is the an-

ifr*p"fogi"al concept of ilienation according to which. it
i. 

"fi*rirountable 
ind permanent. From the 1\{arxist point

of viow, however, alienition is primarily a definite socia'l

and economic fact, its origin and development being gon-dl-

;i;;J by obiect,ive circumstances' The adherents of phi-
iuropfrirui anihropologism disco^ve-r tle alie-natioLthrough
," 

-i""iv.it 
of viiai iclivity of the individual' From the

M;;rt" vierv point alienation is a social relationship .of
;-;;;t;i" kinrl;-it is therefore a question of alienated social

;"lut;;;, 
-tt 

e 
'aestrocLion of *hich becomes possible and

"L.".*rV 
owing to the development of the--productive for-

"., "t 
communist society. It follows naturally that to over-

;o;; alienation in the development of the communist for-
,ouiiot is by no means tantimount to doing away with

"urtruAirtioris, 
tlifficulties, tensions of social develo-pmonl'

C;ffi;t;; does away only with anta_gonistic contradictions
;-"*;6d with privale pioperty and the existence of an-

taEonistic classes, ot. of *[ich-appropriates the lab'our of

;;B;-th;r;. But under communism, too, so long as humanity
;;i.i* ihere will exist contradictions between the new and

iii" ota,tn" subjective ancl the objective, etc. These contra-
Jictions, howev"er, as weII as th6 difficulties encountered

fV -r"f.ira in its subsequent development cannot be given

ff(ul"rn" of ,,alienatiorr'i Th. Iatter has a de1inite mea-ning

;hi.h L lost if the attempt is made to make it absolute,

""i".rtuf 
and stretch it to cover all conceivable things'- 

------Wh";, 
for instance' a man huilds a house for himself'

fr" *ut.riulises his activity, transforms it into something

ifrri *iff exist independenf of him. But this action in it-
.rfi, -fr"" abstracted from social conditions. in- question'
I.^"tt ufi""ation or alienated labour. Labour is the natural
ancl most important manifestation of human vital activity.
r,^n"", rr". been the most important {actor in the anthro-
ooloEical consummation of man and in his subs-equelt

il;.1;;."t. AncI the man alienates himself not for the
.h;i;'r*;on of doinE work, but because of the hard labour'
;i,i[h ;;k;;-;t i[" !r.utu" parb of his'life, lorced-labour
,*r."ti"n him from-developing the oLher sides of his na-

irrr. nfio-naLed labour is an ex[ernaI necessity and nob_at

,ii u i""gi"g; it is the means to live but not life itself. For

;h;;;;'*h;se labour is alienated, Iife begins where work



ends. This attit,ude of man to his work as to something alien,external, forced, is condition"{ by certain fri.iiri.ffi;;;_
sient factors: the loy level of pioductive forces 

"f ;";;;;ywhich had.hrought about private ownership of rf,.";;;;oI production, social inequality and exploii,ation.
When a singer is singing she i. far fiom alienating her

ow_n essence; she only realises and enioys it. But it ii notonly. singing and artisLic_ acriviry U"i !if-tfr;;"rk"i;;
result of the scientific_and technical progress and the ,rLr.r_sary social reforms) that wil become j6yfur 

"r.rr,iur-u"ii-vity, not alienation.

. The conc.ept of alienation includes not only the attitude
or man to his activi[y bur also his attitude towards the ob-
i"j!: t\.. product of his activity. During the whole iorr..
oI. the history of mankind alienation was most marked asauenatton oI nature on the one hand, and as domination ofthe product of labour over man on the orher. f""- ifr"point of view of the romantic critics of civilisati"", .riti".of industrialism and urbanism, man, by .dili;;; ;;;;:forTing nature, alienates it by maimid ,;d 

-p%ffi,iirg 
li,

b.y depriving it of its primeval beauty. T:here id no ae"irins
the fact that production (in forms taken lV it i" tfr";;il;
oI centuries) did bring about unwelcome, undesirable chau_
ges in nature. But there is no reason to 6elieve that rapa-
cious economy is the absolute law of production- tt is-afie_
nated labour and not the labour as ,r.h that disfigu.* ;dpollutes the -nature. Free labour even enriches,-enrrobies
nature, embellishes it. Man is capable of transforming na_
ture _as an ar[ist, as a master, but the required cond"ition.for this is to do away with alienation.

The domination of the products of labour over man is
by no means a natural sequence of the fact that it is man
who produces them. Nowad_ays quite a few philosophu;;
sociologists_ a-nd writers indulge-in disquisitions t*ai"g
to- expound the view that mankind has-created monsterE
which, instead of serving it, have subjugated it. tndustria-
lisation, automatisation- and e.p."iuIIy thermo"uclear
weapons - these are the concreLe instances usually adduced
to supp_ort this view. Some go even further and ilaim thatby producing new objects men produce also new require-
ments formerly not existent. In this way man becomes'moro
a.{rd more dependent on the products-of his own labour.
The objects created by men are, so to speak, a gigantic r"ul*
194

of alienated human essence' which subjugates man and is
likely to bring him to a tragic end.

T-here is no denying that elemental consequen-ces of
scientific and technical progress gave rise to such destru-
ctive forces as thermonuctear weapons. It is equally clear
that the demands generated by the progress of productior
and culture can suiiugate man, especially if these demands
find no reasonable fratification. There is no reason, howe-
ver, tci claim that thls power of things over men is a natural
consequence of labour, of the fact that, bein^g materialised,
it acquires a relative independenc-e in the form of, things.
In th-e society in which an abundance of material things
has been created, these wiII not be able to dominate men.
In future society social wealth will consist not of things;
it will be the development of human capabilities, the capa-
bilities of all the members of society. Social welfare is mea-
sured in terms of material possessions only in the sociely
in which these possessions are scarce. The development of
productive forces as well as a reasonable transformation
of social relations will for ever put an end to the domina-
tion of the product over the producer, whatever its form.
This, however, gives no ground for an iilyllic picture of man's
domination of nature in future society. It goes without
saying that man, when he has subjugated, for instance, the
nuclear energy, wiII have to behave accordingly- and be
fully conscious of the enormous power in his hands. Free-
dom in this sense, again is understood as a cognized and
practically mastered necessity, no more.- 

Marxiim finds the source of alienation in alienateil la-
bour, the common ground of all other forms of alienation -social, political, and ideological. The alienated labour, in
any case, in its developed form, is connectecl with the pri-
vate ownership of the means of production. In this way the
Marxist view is diametrically opposed to the views of both
Hegel and Feuerbach. It is equally clear that in contrast
to the so-called philosophical anthropology Marxism does
nob consider the anthropological nature of man to be the
source of alienation; it denies the existelce of anthropolo-

, gical form of alienation altogether. The fact that every hu-
man individual has a particular fate of his own; that he
is mortal, fears death, etc.- all this from our point of
view has nothing to do with the problern of alienation.
Does it mean that we atiach no importance at ali to the an-
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bhropological characteristics of man, that we underrate the
importance of anthropological differences, that we "dis-
solve" the anthropological in the social? Certainly not.
It would be most naive to underestimate the importance of
differenoes of sex and age, to shut one's eyes to fhe obvious
fact that with these differences are connected many speci-
fic problems; it would be opportune to remark that these
problems are not only anthropological but also social ones:
for instance, the status of women in society, pre-school
education, old age pensions, etc. The actual human indi-
vidual is always either a man or a woman, either old or
young, etc. A woman may be a mother and it is very signi-
ficant both for herself and society. Marriage, family - all
the social institutes - are inseparable from the anthropo-
Iogical nature of men. Pedagogy and politics take into ac-
count the division of society into age groups. Medicine and
care of public health would be inconceivable without ta-
king into account anthropological characteristics of indivi-
duals. It must be emphasised, however, that so long as
social inequality among men exists, their anthropological
peculiarities and differences play a secondary, practically
unimportant role. In future society which will create the
necessary conditions for a free and many-sided development
of each individual, the anthropological peculiarities and
differences will become much more important and will be
stimulated in their development. To sum up: we do not
refuse to acknowledge the importance of the anthropological
characteristics of man, but we think that the anthropologi-
cal factors are inseparable from the social ones. Equally in-
separable are the individual (the individual human being)
and the personality (as a social phenomenon). This does
not mean that human life is determined, conditioned by
two qualitatively different factors - the anthropological
and the social ones. The anthropological peculiarities
of man, as weII as the anthropological differences between
men, are not the products of social development, but their
concrete historical form, their evolution, is determined in
the last account by the development of social production.
Thus, for instance, differences of sex have been inherited
by mankind from their animal forefathers, but the sexual
emotions and sex relations, in their contemporary form at
any rate are the result of social development. It follows from
what has been said that the unity of the anthropological and

'!Q6

social factors is a complex interaction, a specific structure,
with the social factors as the general groundwork. This
explains why alienation, which is a social phenomenon, and
has deep economic roots, may have, superficially, the
semblance of an anthropological phenomenon. The fear of
death, se-en by philosophical anthropology as something
not social, purely biological, has in reality a deep social
background, though, of course, there would be no fear of
death if man was not mortal.

Thus, the alienation of human activity and its produc[s,
the domination of materialised products of human activity,
the enslavement of the men by elemental consequences 

-of

their conscious, purposeful activity, alienation of nature
and man from man are social, historically-transient, sur-
mountable -phenomena. We are led to this conclusion by
the scientific analysis of the contradictions of the social
development, especially of contemporary epoch.



THE DYNAMISM OF OUR CENTURY

Professor
Kh. N. MOMGIAN

'Ihe past decades of the 20th century have proved the
most revolutionary ones in the records of mankind. In many
countries the social relationships and establishments, that
seemed durable and unshakable like the Himalayas, have
fallen down. There have appeared new forms of human com-
munity, new systems of government, new spiritual values.

Once the rate of historical advance is to be measured bv
radical changes within a given stretch of time, then we livl
in the most dynamic century rvhich is rushing forward at a
speed known to no preceding stage of history.

Less than half a century ago the system of capitalist en-
terprise enjoyed an unshared domination on earth. Socia-
Iism had its modest place on bookshelves, it lived in the
minds and dreams of men and nowhere did it trespass the
border between possibility and reality. But at preient the
world system of socialism unites more than a thiid of huma-
nity. Within historically shorl periods many peoples have
embarked upon the road of a new social, political and spiri-
tual development.

If one does not demand that a new social system reveal
its 

-adv-antages full - well as early as in the very first pe-
riods of its existence, if he evaluates that system not by ihe
blunders and misconceptions of some of its leaders, but
by its inner essence, by its actual achievements, then he
cannot help admitting the'universal and historical signifi-
cance of the victory of socialism, its import,ance foi the
destiny of mankind, for the latter's movement towards its
fu[ ure.

Fifty years ago several staLes held under their rule the
multi-million masses of colonial and semicolonial peoples,
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forced the latter to work for them, never hqv]rrg a 
-doubt 

as

io *t.ifi., such a way of life is natura-l and fair. Historical
;;;;i;p;;";-tu" ttoogtt about conditions necessarv for

;h; 
-;L;hti"n 

of the old colonial svstem of enslavement'

fl; ;e; ;i racial and national equality of people' substan-

tiatetl by the experience of socialist coun[ries, has captured

ir"oar.a. of ,rriliiorrt of people and inspired them to- fight
asainst such a shameful and^brutal phenomenon as- colonia-
Ii.;]-il ;*".rtio" has become i witness of the decay

"f tfr, "otoiiut 
system. Over 1.2 billion people, who have

n"ir.a 1n.i" i"a"pendent state4ood, ar€ overcoming their
;;;;;;t. ;;d cultural backwardness and commence to take
un u"iiu. part in managing mankind's. affairs'

The past decades were the period oJ a fast elimination
of the remnants of feudalism, of overthrowing the monar-
ctrical form of government in Russia, Germany, Austria
ura Hungary, Iialy, Turkey ancl in many other count-
ries.

Fifty years ago mankind was on the eve of the First
World Wir whicf, broke out as an unprecedented catastro-
phe. No sooner had mankindmanaged toheal up,the c.onse-

qrrrr... of that terrible cataclysm,-than.fascism- prec"ipita-
t"a tn. world into a new war whrch by its ravages' by its
brutality and inhumanity-outdid far-the First World War'
It seemed that there would be no end to wars and that hu-
manity would be sacrificed to the fierce lVloloch' Yet,. ra-
dical changes have affected this sphere of public relatiols
as well. Th-e forcps of peace began pressing and binding the
forces of war. For the first Lime there have appeared real
.t uo.", to prevent war and to bridle the forces of evil ancl

desLruction.
We have become eye-witnesses of profound changes in

the intellectual and moral life of mankind, and of tremen-
dous cultural progress. The great scientific and technologi-
cal revolution-of I,t e ZOtt century is in full swing; the ir-
tra-atomic energy has treen set free, and the first- paths
into cosrnos havi- been paved. For the first time in history
man has left the Iimits of tfre Earth and overcome its gravi'
taiion not in dreams, but in reality. It is known how much
the groat geographical discoveriei of the 14th anil 15t4
centriries l-roale.,ea the human horizons for the mankind'
So it is not difficult to guess what radical changes i-n mq1's
outlook the cosmic discoveries of our age are fraught with'
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The world has changed lapldly and goes rin changing at,
an ever increasing rate. The distance Fetween the freJentand the future, between potential possibilities ard thei,
realisation, between dream and reality decreases as ever
swiftly.
. . {y"o th,e peo_ple noted for the most conservative way of

thinking, the adherents of routine and of dead traditions
are no Ionger able to deny the rapid course of modern hi_
story. Contradictions start there and then where and. whenit is necessary to express one's attitude towards the fact
of the swift transformation of social life, to explain its
causes and to determine the significance of this ,,riniversal
fermen-tation", "instability andlluctuation" in society, and
of its dynamism for the present time and for the forseeable
future of mankind.

Those social strata which back the old system based on
p1i.va19 own_ership, on hired labour and on the principles
o{ individualism, are afraid of any movement, particularly soif the latter is an accelerated one which impiirs the world,s
status-quo they need. The most ecstatic re resentatives of
those strata are inclined to ilentify the rapidly advancing
mankind with a locomotive which is approaching at a crarj
speed towards a point where the rails end.... -

O. Veit is accurate enough in depicting the situation
when he writes the following: <The leit-motiflof the modern
listory -o-f 

philosophy is the idea of an apocalyptical outcome.
Downfall, catastrophe, decline, dusk, end-aiithese words are
met in every teaching on the history of culture. They are
associated with the old social order, with the old economic
system, with the entire system of values, or even more_ ge-
1e-rafly putting it with the Western Culture>. (O,yeft,-bie
Fluch uor der Freiheit, 1947.)

Hundreds and thousands of books and articles portray
picturesquely this <rush towards death>r and deafen the worlh
with funeral tolls.
- K. Jaspers has emphasised that there grows the appre-
hension of an inevitable collapse, which 1s equivalenf to
the misgiving that everything worth to live foi is doomed
!9 qrjapp^e3l shortly (K. Jaspers, Man in the Mod,ern, Age,
N. Y., J933, p. 63).

- "TE" twenty-fifth hour", echoes C. V. Georghieu after
him. "It is not the last hour". It is an hour after the last hour.It is the Western civilisation at the present moment. It is
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1-ow_1day1'1.^ (C. .Y: Georghieu, The Twenty-Fifth Hour,
N. Y., 1950, p. 49.)

"We are entering an epoch", G. Bazin states, ,,which
is com.parable with the grimmest periods in mankind,s
f,rl.-t^ory".^(9..Bazin, The Deuil iru Ait, in,,Satan,, N. t.,
1952, p. 366.)

These grim "apocalyptic_visions,, .could only appear in
the_ minds of people who identify the inevitable downfall
and disappearance of the social establishments, which are
near to their hearts, with the end of mankind, with a world_
wide cataclysm, wiLh doomsday.

Incidentally, such moods can be clearly seen also in the
literature of the epoch of the decline of 

"the .iruu-o*rirn
system and feudalism. It-appears that in the perception oT
pan{ ideologists of the slave owning aristocracy the world
lost its colours and smells, its ratiinal ."rrs" uod rigfri-to
exis[ence. "AII human is smoke, nothing',, wrote Marc"Aure-
lius, v_oicing his thoughts about t,he vinity of this 

"u"tfrfvlife, about its uselessness and corruption.
, A similar picture is observed by a student of the epoch

of the decline of feudal society. As the popular wrath ugiirri
the brutal feudal exploitation grew 

-stionger, 
the iuling

circles tried and depicted any attempt aim6cl at the founl
daLions of feudal absolutist monarchy as an attempt of an
huma! society in general. Philosophers of the kind of Jo_
seph de Mestre or Bon_ald sought to present the replacement
of the feudal relationships by the bourgeois o.re. a, a deadiy
menace to civilisation, to the further existence of humani"_
ty. As a matter of fact, each little bird, when dyins, imaEi-
nes Lhab the whole na[ure is dying togeLher witli it]'

Just as the social pessimism -of ihe previous historical
epochs was unable to st-op the advance toilrards a new .i"iii:
sation, likewise is the present-day social pessimism doomed
to a complete faiiure.

Ideas that found themselves in a flagrant contradic[ion
with the progress of.Iife, with the laws -of its development,
canno[ enjoy a lasting power of impact. Let us proieed to
the actual situation. In an-age when tiere have appeared pre-
mises_for excluding war from the life of society, fhere exists
a tendency l,o iltimidate people with the fatai inevitability
of a thermonuclear war and of tfre destruction of mankind".
In _an age whcn the mighty productive torces allow to creato
and distribute the abundance of the goods of all kinds in
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a fair, way to defeat diseasos and to prolong human life' the
ifr""gLtf... theories about the biolbgical degeneration of
t "*i" kind are being advocated. Some are spreadir-Ig empty
ideas about the com"ing of the fata-l limit of the adaptation
;i h;;u" organism to ihe promptly changing social envi-
ronments.-th; intimidating prophecies with regard to rnan and
human civilisation init tlr* predictions of their inevitable
destruction make one feel aleri. We know from the pas-t expe-

,ir"." tfirisocial pessimism does not incite the doomed social
i;r;;; io a passive conciliation with the inevitable future,
but, on the contrary' serves as an appeal for a incessant

rtr"ggL, for self-preservation, as an appeal to resist the
progress of time.' Lnd indeed, the present-day eschatoiogists when
drawing - despite facts and logic most pessimis- tic,
ar"aa.iiog c6nclusions ou[ of the dynamism of our
age, out it tt u swift transformation of the world,- pursue

sifficiently clear-cub objecbives' They seek to justify mea-
sures for rire "bridling of history", for braking the unwished
social processes, for the conservalion of the social formation
to which the double-faced Janus has already turned with
ifr" iu"" directecl into the Past. 

t

The philosophical ancl political conceptions substantia-
ting the possibiiity of an aibitrary eliminatjoq 9f objective
hi.io"i.uf prot.t..t and the possibility- of halting or free-
zing the s'ocial development-are based, certainly,-on the
priiciples of the pre-Copernicus period ofsociological thought'
tt.y 'pretend 'naively that history is a sphere- of the
arbiirariness and incidentalness, where (unlike in 1\ature)
there is no correct rofation, no regular repetition, no nece-

sary connections and regularities' 
-hfri. subjective philosophy of history,-in-making^ an

absolute of in act oi will, presumes that "the future of so-

ciety depends largely on what we wish to- see it like" (Rossi)'
Mocle.r, voluniaiists cannot grasp the truth that it is

impossible even with the help of an-atomic gun to fire off
the absolute laws of history as the latter reflect the possi
bilities and aspirations of mankind to improve.the condi-
iions of its lif^e, to achieve the maximum welfare for aII
and for everyone.

The deveiopments of social life in accordance with the
necessary, natural succession of social formations frustra-
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'ln. t"h-._ suiliecft,ivis-t and voiuntarisb interpretation of his-
tory. No one oan doubt that the feudal aristocracy wanted
to see the world the way it liked it best. Much gunpowder
and metal_w-as_ spenf to destroy the bourgeois sysiem *hirh
was regardr{. hV_ the crowned feudal desfots as'a ,,paradise
of p-arvenues". Even more bloocl was shed to preveit peop_
les from t+l.ilga further step along the path oi fririo"li u"'afrom establishing a socialis-t, syst"em. Ii nas b.;; p"ro;d
time and a.gain that violence has its limits in histoiy, the
limibs of influencing the progress of events. Violence is
not so omnipoLelt as to_ prevent mankind from paving the
way towards a future which would be superior fo thr"pr._
sent rcality.

fn many books and articles by voluntarism-minded
authors there is made an attempt io explain the events
constituting th-e world's historical landrnarks as resulting
from occasional mistakes and miscalculations of those wh6
upheld the "traditional" establishments. Thus, accordingto the deliberations of such "occasionalists,,the Octobe"r
Revolution in Russia might have failed to take place, if
Kerensky had been a cleverer man and. if the leaclers oi ttre
Entente had been more cor,lsistent and resolute politicians;
socialism again would have failed to exceed th'e timits oithe U.S.S.R. and turn into a world system but for the
miscalculations in the foreign policy of ttrb states that stood
lpposite to the Soviet Union; and the colonial system would
have failed [o decay if the rulers of the pa"eri states had
made some timely concessions to the ,nitives,,.

Certainly, incidents and mistakes affect the course of
historical de_velopment, and sometimss very seriously.
Incidents and errors speed up the destruction bf a doomed
:social organism. But isn't it senseless to think that without
[hem_ a decrepit -organism could enjoy immortality?

The philosophy reflecting the moods and interests of
t,he decadent social strata rises fu1l-armed against the idea
of ascending d_evelopment, against the Iogic df history, aga-
inst*any possilility of learning the logic of progress.
. l. q. Bailey in his book Mod,ern Socloiog{ Faces pes.

simi_sm drew up a comparative table indicalin[ what remar-
kable changes h-ave taken place in the 20t[ century, as
compared with the preceding age,'in regard to the evalua-
tion of historical development. This is-how R. B. Bailey
presents the alt,eration of "the European spirit of timei,
I - zlts It3



I00 years ago At present

Progress exists. There is no progress.
Social evolution develops Social evolution is of a
straight-linedly. cyclic nature.
Western civilisation deve-
Iops incessantly in both cul-
tural and social fields

Western civilisation is in a
state of decay and destruc-
tio n

Sociology studies progress. Sociology 
:t":ft;;.rh" 

decay

(R. B. Bailey, Mod,ern Sociology Faces Pessirnism, The
Hague, 1958, pp. 116-117)

The fear of history and of its laws and the thought about
tomorrow, about new .forms of human community lead to
a funny struggle against the notion of progress. It is known
how stubbornly M. Ginsberg endeavours to eliminate the
idea of social prlgress and to replace it with the neutral
word. " change" , "IJp to now", he writes, "[here have beeh
found no laws of social development, hence no laws of pro-
gress. The idea of progress should be substituted by the
idea of development" (M. Ginsberg, The Idea ol Progress,
London, 1953.)

In the age of t,he tremendous social progress there occur
philosophers who undertake to prove that progress is not a
scientific notion, but merely an ethical evaluation invol-
ving subjectivism inherent in all ethical evaluations.

Some are frightened even by the words "evolution" and
"development". L. Vize, for example, when speaking at the
Third International Congress of sociologists in Amsterdam
in 1956, declared with relief that the term "change" had,
allegedly, replaced completely the words "evolution" and
"development". (Translormation ol the Third, World, Con-
gress of Sociologists VoI. I, Amsterdam, 1956, p. 4.).

Professor Mayo also hurries to join the "killers" of pro-
gress. He writes: "We have no proofs to the effect that pro-
gress is a uniyersal phenomenon... In historywe can observe
hoth regress and progress". (N. V. Mayo, Democracy and
Marrism, New York, 1955, p. 166.)

For the sole reason that historical development expe-
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riences, regressive movemenls , zigza1s and reLrea[s. Mavo
would iike to exclude the idea olitsthg development as tiie
general trend of history. We must prelume, hbwever, that
despite all the zigzags and retreats, far behind are t[e tl_
mes_when man employed stone implements and ate raw meat.
. No less-strange impression is-produced by the delibera_

[ions on the im_possibility of progress because progress is
allegedly created by outsianding leopie, while i" ;r, ;;;
masses have suppressed the possibility of the uppurrur.u if
such people. Pulting aside these basLless statements about
the. hostility _of masses towards outstanding individuais,--.-
which do not become true due to their intenslve repetition'_
let it be reminded that, no other century can ne compared
with our age Iy the-number of geniuses in all the ,pt "ir, ,ihuman__activity and thinking. -

Weil, Mr. Ginsberg. and his proponents face too hard
a task in trying to do- qw-ay-with the conception of progress.
We are not apt to think that dynamism ihould l. 

"?ae"-stood 
-as "such a perception of tfr-e r,vorld and of the nature

according to which all the actuality is a game of forces or
9i Toy.qgnL" ^(Philosoph.isches W\rterbuiit, f.g"una"i uor,H. Schmidt, StuLtgarL, 7957).

The notion of dynamism is connected not merely with
movement and change. The world has not *erely ;;;r;";
changes. These changes not only proceeded at" a fast'raie
but they also were of a strictly dlrected nature. Ttre p"oce.s
of the improvement of all the aspects of mankind,, fit.
yas ip progress. Reactionary forces tried to slow it down,
but^they were unable to-stop -the ascent towards *or. po_
werful means of material prbduction, towards u -o". il"-sonably, more -equitably organised social life, towarcls a
higher spiritual culture and moral consciousness.

Tf9 SO past years 
_ 
have s[ressed parficularly sharply

[hat history,.like lime, has only one determining ilirectioii
Iorwards. Historical process is as irreversible as the courso
of time. This was clearly manifested by the failure 

"f t[;fascist -atLempts to get nations back t"o passed rii.t*iiur
stages by means of fire and sword, to rev-ive slavery in a
new form, to do away with democracy and to sufor"Ainate
people to a system of unlimited despotism.

Historical experience has also rejectecl attempts at pre_
senting the course of hisrory as running along a circirlar
line, with the perpetual repetition of t"he ut.EuAV prr..a
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irorrrts. tf it is so necessary at -all to,designate the progress

of history with a geometrical line, then it is more approp-
riate to speak of i spiral running forwards thoug*h someti-
mes see-iogly returning to the starb-ing point. Each new
historical st"age, while iejecting all that rvas outdated and
reactionary in ttre preceding stage, at the same time retains
and tlevelbps the positive achievements of the previous
generations. tt is piecludes not only any return to Lhe- past,

f,ut any stagnation as well. There remains spa-ce only fol
an ut."rdirrf tlevelopment, for an ete-rnal enrichment wiih
n"* ,Ir-.ris. One bao corrventionally compare historical
development to a geometrical progression, or m-ore exactly,
to a riiing geometiical progression. The entire hiitory pro-
ves the ,6oirc stated. Ai for the cyclic development invol-
ving permanent returns to the passed points, this idea -is
aeai.cied not from a real'historical proiess, but from reli-
gious, mystic constructions. It retains verisimilitude only
it tt " c"ost of abusing arbitrary historical analogies'^ Its
objective is to perpetulate the already-passed stages of so-

cidl develop*rrrt ura to deprive people of confidence and
conviction of a better future on earth.

The same objective is served for by philosophical, so-

ciological ancl political doctrines which recognise-pr.ogr.ess
onlyiwithin the limits of tle capitalist sys-telr, declaring
Lha[ variety of progress limitless, and conceal the truth that

"upitulit*"is 
but i hislorically passing link in the endless

chiin of development from inferior to superior
Our modern epoch is rich in various attempts at misprc-

senting progress as regress and, vice versa' at passing the
most rlgreslive and r"eactionary movements for vital and
progr...ire ones. Noteworthy is also the false endeavour
io .lu-r" the old, the doomed, passing it for an integral part
of the future society. This is ilso illustrated by the theories
of a society with a mixed economy' ny lhu theories of a-sin-
gle industiial society which unites -both caPitalist and,so-
Eiulirt principles in-a highest syn_thesis. AII these lifeless
social hybridi are a fruit of speculative thinking' The au-

thors ofihese deacl doctrinesdiaw roads that lead nowhere'
Mankind, on the other hand, effects its movement along a

broad historical highway from society basetl on the-antago-
nism of classes towardi a classless society, towards socia-
Iism. In the present epoch the possibility of a peaceful tran-
sition to a new society grows ever more.
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Thus we havo soen l,hat the real history of mankind'
which is known to us, develops along an ascendjng line
Je.oit,e aII the coniurations of social pessimists, of the advo-

;;;;J";i;;;iut roiitio", of conservaiists and.champions of

;;;i";. n"a trrit developmenL has be-en gainilg in speetl

*iiii "u.r, 
passing year ind de^cade .o{ the 20th century. 

-

Mankincl'has no 
"earons 

to fear this speed of historical

"a"r"rt, 
lor it lessens the birth -pangs oJ a new soc^ial for-

*rti"" and reduces the terms of the affirmation of a new

*orta-*iae system, of a new, communist civilisation' That

"iulli.utlo" 
wiU fb genuinely humane, at last, and it will

i. 
"frrr".t.rised 

by "a complete abundance of material antl

.pfrit"ri g"ocls, by a full 
-social and legal ^equality 'l.ull

.,'eoole an? nations and by man's in[egral freedom' That
5o.i[r,v *ilt koo* only o-ne single cu]t-the culb of a uni-
versaliy and harmoniously de-veloped.hurnan t'gilq'. 

r
the indisputable facb of the acceleraLion of historicaL

nrocess needs some explanation. The queslion arises: what
;;;;;;it;t.. this unprecedenled rate of mankind's advance?

Wh;t f;t;;s ;'spur" -on 
history so persistent-Iv-? Why did the

nrimi[ive communal svstem occupy scvera] dozens oI thou-
;;;A;";i y.ur. in the rlcords of human kind, and t1e slave-
o*"i"n s"vst,em - B to 9 thousdntl years' and feudalism -
uf o"t i*o thousand years, while capitaiism existed in many

"o""iri". 
some h,ndred years, and the transition from the

iir.ipfru=n of communism towards its second phase requires

but some decades?
History being a cleed of the popular masses themselves'

tt.-u".*., to tlie question interesiing_us should be looked

i;; t";h; peculiarities of the life and struggle qf peoples

under the present conditions.'_ 
hfr" first, most striking fact is the- numerous masses in-

uofu"a 6da, in effective,"world-tran'sforming act'ivities' At
or..."t,, 1il." p.opt"s of all the con[inenls are involved in
ihe hi.torical crcabive acLlviLies.

",,J";:*r"lifffi 
"i:*iJ#"ff"'*ij;il$t'1tll;#iiff;

iL revolve quicker.
Yet, it ii not only quantitative showings tllat matter'

fne^ucil"ity of the n6w'hundreds of millions of people no

Ionn", conlines itself to the spher:e of prodtrcbion alone. It

"*fi.""r, the field of political relations too. Ever more

obsolete becomes the treatment of masses as just an "auxi-
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liarvJorce" in polilics, LhaL fough[ for Lhe intcresls of clas-
ses wfirch on winning a victory became a hostile lorce fortlreir former allies from the popular *u..u.. Mention shouid
also -be made of the decrease of ttre age qualification oipeople taking an active part in the strufglr'ir" pr"gr.*ir.
goals.

. The-stor-y o! "a lost generation', is a fiction. This wastestified to by Jackson S"tephens, a represenLaljve of Ghanaat a youth forum: "No, oui generation is not a lost o", ,.some try to convince us. It approaches the solu[jon of nro_blems mankind is concerned a6out .of"rry ;;;;ih"; I;;_Iing _of great responsibility.
_ "WiLhout unnecessary modesLy we can afford s[atinstlat o.r11 young people hbnourabty .urr.y-on tfrr"r.f"r:.iiii

or crvrllsation and p_rogress which the older generation han_
d-ed 9v9r to them. We,-yor.ng masters oi th. itotr", ur"-niu"r,the lofty- right ro uphola t-he best ideah o?-num;;;r?.';;
struggle for the noble cause...We are to rr"iia ;;;'iii", ;;solve, t_ogether with.all the peoples, tfrn-f""artl;;"ffi";:
lems_ of social development; *u ,r! io reunite the #orlcl,which we inherited in a dissociated .tut", and to ensure

- -Hence, we have the iight to assert, that'the accelerationof hist,orical proc_ess is caised fV rfr"-rp.org" of the 
"o"..i_ous and org_anised st,ruggle_ of an-immeuror"frty gr.ui". 

""__ber of pegple, 
-of the biiad popular -r..r.. ff..-."i.i."".-rt

many political parties whiih-express the vital intere.t. oipeopres' \Mhrch are armed wit,h the scientific theory of so-cial development, and which advance-io*ura. ifruli 
"f:.._tive not groping but using an accurate 

"o-pu.r, is undoub_
t,eory another mos[ importan[ factor speecling up hisLorical
process.

These statements do not arouse any doubt, yet they are
not, sufficjent Lo provide an answer toihe guestion: Whv isr[ precrsely in our epoch thal an active rdvolutionary andtransform^ing w_ork of so huge a number of pu;pi;- #r;;
l:::::.1.y1 Evidenrly, rhis frocess is necessitur.a fv ,or".spectllc circumstances characteristic of our time.
, ^.SY"l,ul 

approach to- [he problem is quite jusLifiable. The
1i:l ,: that in no.epoch o_[ mankind's history has such an
g,nruft anct complicated turn ever occured. i{ow it is notLne reptacement of one form of the private_ownership so_ciety with another that is in ques[ion.

lt8

Now the historical agenda features the task of transition
from the last private-ownership society towards a classless
communist society, from the prehistory of mankind towards
its genuine histoiy. That is why no previous social revolu-
tiori can compare with a socialist revolution either by-sco-
pe, or by impbrtance, or by the complexity of the problems
to be solved.

Once upon a time the poor development -of productiv-e
forces predttermined the unequal position of p-eople with
regard to means of production, the -unequal distribution
ofihe goods produced, the division- of society-into hostile,
antagoiistic ilasses, the existence of state for the defence of
the i-nterests of the ruling class, the contradiction between
mental and manual labour, between town and village, bet-
ween the dominating nations and the subjected ones. The
age-long existence oI class society, the- insoluble contradi-
ct"ions, ihe fierce competition, the validity which-gave birth
to the meanest selfishness, to an aggressive individualism, or
to an indifference as regards the fate of fellow human beings-
all this has deformed the human soul and converted
man - the bearer of creative concepts, of sense and good-
into a creature that either suffers badly or' on the contrary,
causes immeasurable evil to others.

History has entrusted socialism with the task of -putting
an end to-all these antagonisms, of integrating mankind, of
unitins it into a single lamily, of extinguishing the feelings
of hatiett and evil in every heart, of making collectivism
and humanism usual standards of every person's mentality
and behaviour.

The construction of a sociaiist, of a communist society
takes place in'an atmosphere of the stru-ggle of peoples for
oeace.-for the elimination of the fascist danger, for the suc-
cessful development of national liberational m:ovements and
other general democratic movements'

It ii quite clear that the fulfilment of all the combina-
tion of thise great epochal tasks necessitates the mobilisa-
tion of all the-forces bf the progressive humanity and invol-
ves new human reserves into a conscious and organised kind
of historical creative activitY'

Such is the "providence'i of history that in its develop-
ment, while setting forth ever newer and more complicated
problems, it simufuaneously brings to Iife forces able to
solve them.
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K. Marx'swords have come completely true tothe effect
that "proportionally to the groundedness of historical acti-
on... the size of the mass whose deed it is will also growo
(K. Marx and F. Engels, Co_llection ol Works, Vol. 2, p". g0).

Such grounded historical actions as the liberation'of en-
s-la^ved nations, the stru-ggle against the fascist danger, the
defence of peace througliout t[e world, the construction of
socialism and communism, have put in action the broadest
possible reserves of popular massei and lent their movement
a really incredible tempo and swing'.
. I! i.. im-possible to understand pr6foundly and compre-
hensively the dynamism of our epobh and thL promptituder
of substitution of new, progressive forrtns of human "o--o-nity for the out-of-date ones without taking into account ther
energetic potential of today's mankind, iti mighty produc-.
tive forces, and the great-est achievement of"science and
tech:rology at its disposal in the 20th century.

As_ compared with the past century the acceleration ofl
our advance is proportional-to the supeiiority of the produc-
tive forces of our age_over those in the lgih centu-ry.

We know excellently that in the conditions of a private-
ownership society technology entails many social tioubles;it turns to be harmful to man. it pushes out into the streei
millions of able-bodied people and becomes a source of
dreadful threat to the e*Gtence of mankind itself.

-Therefore, it is wrong to regard the swiftly growing
technology as a deed of Satan, as a slource of some ,,exi"stentiaj
fright' , as the cause of the ,'lessening of the value of an
individual" and of the loss of ',humineness and cultural
values", etc.

. All.these negative phenomena have been engendered. not
by technolog-y itself, but by the social systeil of private
ownership which converts any values into theirantipodes by
touching them.

The achievements_of our century's technology are great
benefits of a liberated mankind. Given a rationii and 6qui-
table social formation, they make it possible within sliort
peri!ds of time to overcome the age-old Lackwardness of man-
kind, t-o promote the living stan[ards of peoples u"a to pro-
mote their-spiritual revival and prosperity. Under such ion-
diti-ons technology engenders ooi lright or confusion, but a
profound confidence in the present ind the future and fa-
cilitates the acceleration of dovement towards a lofty goal.
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The technological achievements of our age have petfe-

cted ail the meins of transportation and communication,
;;;;ght utt tt" sections of-mankind closer together and

enabietl them to co-ordinate their actions promptly, to act
pui'poscfully and expediently. The improvement of the means

if Jo.t *otricaiion accelerates the exchange of exp-erience

among nations as well as the exchange of accomplishments
in all the fields of activiLY.--- 

Mod.r, technology, erriblirrg the intercourse of peoples

has-contributed to the consoli6aiion of mankind-ancl steppetl
up its rapid rush towards a new world-wide order'' There is no doubt that after the anacronical private-ow-
nership relations have been eliminated the rate of ascent up

the steps of social progress wiII grorv even more' The tremen-
doot rri.rgy now tr6ing wasted on the^class struggle, on inter-
national frirs a.rrl on the oreation of the wbapons -of 

destru-

"iil" *itt be switched over to the realisation of peaceful

.r.uiir" purposes in the best interest of the entire mankind.
The power that thus will be released wiII give a new lrype-
t,rs to the acceleration of the course of history, will adcl up
to the creative abilities of human being'

The elimination of desolate labour for one's masters, ot
the anarchy of production, of eeo!omic crises on^ the-global
scale, on tire one hand, and the domination of free labour,
iftu pb.tifitity of a planned ald proportional developaent oI

ih, L"orro*y bt u ,rrited mankind, as weII as tho sp-ecialisa-

tion and co-operation of the world eco-nomy' on the other
hand, will opet .rp new prospects and allow new tempoes in
the development of human history. 

-
Concluding our statement, we should like to touch upon

a nroblem of qeneral interest''The tempods of historical development which have in-
creased immeasurably, raised particularly forcefully the
problem of the personal-responsibility of each of us to
mankind, to its present day and its tomorrow'

It is common- knowledge that quickly moving systems

are particularly sensitive to the sudden, unforseen chang-es

of tire velocity and direction of the given movement' In
other words, the velocity of movement imposes great res-
ponsibility, great commitments.' This ii w6tt known not only to those who holcl controtr
sticks in their hands or stand at steering-wheels'

Suffice it to imagine the consequences of a thermonu-
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clear war in order to grasp our idea better. It is said that
such_a war in the present conditions can only result from an
accident. Is this a great consolation to mankind? We do not
think so. As a mat[er of fact, to face a necessary phenomenon
is one thing, and to have to deal with an incidental pheno-
menon is quite another thing. Incidental is incidenial for
the mere reason that it either may or may not take place.
To exclude such an incidental fictor, t-o stop the-hand
trying to fling a cobble-stone under the wheels oJ a car run-
ning at a rate of 150 km per hour is a demand of human
conscience, the supreme ult,imate imperative of our times.
- Oq dynamic forward-bound age requires from everyone

who wishes to match the level of the great tasks of nowa-
days to -act energetically and purposefully.

In this connection may we recall tlie words, fuII of
sense and generosity, pronounced by the great humanist of
this century Romain Rolland:
_ - "Always and in every case my activities.were dynamic.
I. have alway_s- been writing for those who march forwards,
since I Tyself have always been moving forwards. And i
believe that it is only death that will m-ake me stop. Life
would have been nothing to me, should it not mean move-
ment - movement forwards, naturally.
- "That i. ryly I am together with that people and that

class that build a channel for the stream of human history,
together w_i-th the ^or-ganized proletarian masses, together
with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Thjy are
driven forwards by the irresistable rush bf historical "d.r.-
lopment". (R. Rolland, Collection of Works, Vol. 13, pp. J72-
373.)

The philosophical conception which we advocate is iust
the conception of struggle and of the affirmation of "the
new, -of the progressive. In its laws, categories and notionsit reflects the actual process of ascendin-g from inferior to
superior,.from simple to-complex. Refleciing the actuality
adequately, the philosophy- of Marxism has Tormulated tht
principle of dynamism, of progress most fullv. It has reie-
cted all the varieties of pessimiim, of distrmffo, the forc6s,
resources and future of humanity. No wonder, that in ali
the corners of the world all the people of principle and ho-
nour are attracted by this philosophy of hope, the philoso-
phy gf optimism, the_"phjlosbphy of'science, the pnif osop[y ot
revo-lutionary, world-transfoiming activities for the sit<e of
Lruth and humaneness,

ON THE IOGICAI PRINCIPTES

OF SCIENCE

Prolessol
G. A. KURSANOV

Each time when the development of science was at its
turning-point there arose the problem of the logical bases
for scientific investigations. By the turning-points of scien-
tific development I mean periods when valuable and versa-
tile material acgurnulated engendering new ideas and the-
ories, on the one hand, and when it was necessary to outline
new ways for further development of world cognition, on
the other. And it is now at the period of the greatest, revo-
lution in cognition that these problems are especially ur-
gent.

..*{.r.
"Orga,non" of the great Stagirit is a grand and a second,

to none monument of the ancient epoch. "Organon" supplies
us with logical, crystal-clear presentation of the entire pro-
cess of cognition of the epoch which had reached its zenith I
by the 4th century B. C. in ancient Greece, by assimilating
the best and most brilliant achievements of scientific deve-
lopment of Egypt, Babylonia, India, and, to some extent,
of the far-away China. At the same time, Iogical ideas and
logical laws of reasoning discovered by Aristotle's genius
had become for many centuries the canons for every scienti-
fio investigation. They were used as a guide for construc-
tion of scientific systems. Logical structure of Euclid's Ele-
ments, which were created some centures later, is a "geomet-
risation" of the great ideas of Organon, or, to be more exact,
lhe "Elemenfs" are a "geomettic version" of the Organon.
The Elemenls are, of course, only a pa'rticular version of
the Organon, which .cannot compete with it in the wealth
of logical ideas. Nevertheless, the fact that Euclid's
Elements proved immortal is a good demonstration of immor-
tality of Aristotle's Organon.
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A new historic epoch, when scient,ic cognition of the
world soared up, gave birth to new logical ideas ancl stimu-
hted attempts to create a new logical iynthesis of s cience-
Nouum Organum.

AII this was incarnated both in Descartes' rationalisa-
tion logic and in Bacon's inductive logic, which whs by no
means free from rational methods either. As to history, we
believe it important to draw your attention to the fact that
bot,h trends of new logic - rationalism as well as inducti-
vism - had one common fruitful source, viz., ideas of the
genius of science, Leonardo da Vinci. On the one hand,
Leonardo developed principles which proved mathematical
truth of science and became the logical foundation of scien-
ce; on the other hand, it was Leonardo who enunciated the
principle oI an experimental and inductive investigation and
p-roclaimed it to be the basic principle of naturil science.
He- rejected all scholastic argumenti for their emptiness
and futility. thus, we have a good reason to say that both
Descartes and Bacon used Leonardo's ideas as i source for
the development of their logical principles of science. Leo-
nardo's brilliant dicta both on experience and on mathe-
matics are common knowledge. I want to remind you of
L-eonardo's significant theory which contains the very idea
of rational-and-mathematical and experimental-and-induc-
tive principles of science.

"True science does not feed its investigators with dreams,
it always gradually approaches its aim: from the first true
and cognisable elements by drawing correct conclusions.
New mathematical sciences. which are called arithmetic
and geometry, that is to say, sciences of numbers and mea-
su{es, are a good proof to the fact." (Leonardo da Vinci
Selected Scientilic Works, published 'by 

the Academy on
Sciences of the U.S.S.R., {955, pp. 9-10.) Science resis of
such elements after which nothing can be found in natu-
ren. You see how original Leonardok ideas are from scienti-fic and philosophical points of view.

Bacon's Nouum Organum is an attempt to create a
comprehensive system of logic of his time. l,he latter can
be derived from Bacon's typical assessments of his organon,
such as: "great rest,oration of science", "True instrutibn for
interpreting nature", "instrument to help us to arri-
ve at the truth". The underlying logical principle of
Bacon's organon is a combination bf rafional- me-
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thods and experimental dal,a, which gives rise to a new,
inductive logi6 as the logic of genuine science, and ensures
"a correct interpretation of nature". The latter includes
not only a system of experiments and, observations carried
out methodicalty but atio detects real causes of the phen-o-

mena under study. Hence, the forms of l,ogic: Bacon's tab-
fur, *frirf, were liter on generalised by {ill lo form special

-rihodt of inductive investigation' AII these ideas are

well represented in Bacon's- aphorisms suchas: "Logic
*t i"n ii an art of discovery can perfect itself along side
*itt tt . descoveries". This aphorism contains a deep

thought on the unity of logic and lhe process of cognition,
the drought which was developed and giv-en- a new content
much laIer, viz., in Hegel's dialectical logic'

Bacon's principles enjoyecl their briu-mph -it the great
results of experim6ntal science of the 17th ancl 18th centu-
ries, which n-ot only made use of theoretical generalisl$ol]t
bui'would have been impossible without thgm' Galilei's
mechanics, Newton's greai inves[igations and discoveries,
Hooke's works on pf,ysics, John-Herschel ancl William
Herschel's achievements in astronomy, and to a great
extent, Lomonosov's scientific deeds, are based in the
finat anaty.is on the principlcs of inducl,ive logic of 4ut91':
organon *t iru became real and signi.ficant due to fruitful
,..oltt yieltleil by scientific- cognition of nature'

In this conneciion the following fact seems to us very
i-p*t""i. The great scientists of-that epogh consoiously
for"mutaterl certafn definite Iogical principles underlying
tt.i* ir,r"ttigation, nothing but principles o.f inductive
IoEic. NewLol.'s Philosophii naturalis principia mathema'

tiFa conLain special Regilae philosophandi which lay down
nrincioles of and rules for fruitful scient,ific invesLigaLions.

these'principtbs and rules are aimed at investigating real
causes bf pheno*ena, finding determinative common causes

and comdon properties of different soliils of nature which
*oUfA enable ihe'invesUigator to express mathematically ail
nat"r"t processes and cl=etect mathematical basic eo ipso

.f.-."t.i" them. These elements were to become fundamen-

irt. or philosophy of natural science. It is interesting to
note th;t Newion's hypothesis non fingo is by no means

directed against scientific -!VPotheses 
but against sucrl

t.rooih"..t-which are groundteJs a priori, and have nei-

;i;'";;ilimenraI nor" maLhematicat foundalion' In this
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respect, one must mention a remarkable work by John Her-
1c!el, "Reasonings on the Study oJ philosophA" ol Natural
Sqience",wherehe suggests anuinber of principies of and ru-
les for scientific investigation based on Bu"6r'. iaeas ana
partly on Descartes'-principles which should not be simpiy
opposed to induction.
- T-,obachevsky's ideas, which resulted in the creat,ion

of Lhe non-Euclidean geometry and marked a fresh stasei1 tle history of mathematics, furthered the developmeit
of the previous general logical principles and were'inte-
grally connected with the piocess- of scientific work. Ideali-
stic philosophy has set foith a legend that creation of the
non-Euclidean g-eometry is allegedly the hest proof of the
"free choice" and arbitrary rule l" ihe development of rna-
thematical theorems and 

-conceptions. 
This legend has no

scientific foundation whatsoever. working on "the creation
of new geometry Lobachevsky raises a lolical proftem ,e-
cognising primacy of the objective physicil woild. Fjrs[ of
aU he criticises the starting point-s of Euclidean geometry,
precisely from thB.standpoint of whether they-agree 6r
disag-ree _with the "nature of things,,. Secondlyl nJ ,o"ri-
stently develops his idea that malhematics is to have inits foundation "truLhs which are doubtless for us, which
*re 05 first conceptions of the nature of things,', ,,and the
toundatrons oI geometry must be exactly Iike this',. Thirdlv.
he develops profound ideas of the connection betwe;; g;"o.:
metric -properties of solids of nature and their physTcal
properties, and, thus, anticipates the most importa?rt-achi_
evem,ents of the: theory of relativiLy, which are Iogicallv
based on this most imporfant principte of cognition."Therl
is no doubt that the creation- of non-Euclid''ean Eeometrv
was gre-atly dependent, on the requirement, of the'inherent
logic- of t,he development of mat-hematics itself. This cal-led for solving the historically originated conLradiction
existingletween the 5th postulale and-the rest of the postu_
lates and axioms of the Eullidean geometry, or, as Lobachev_
sky put it, it was necessary to blidge the ,,logicaf ga;;;t"
bhe parallel lines, But thii aspec[, i logical 6". ui ii i.;
does not deny but implies the primacy"of such ."i."iiii"
foundationq which, acio-rding td Loba6hevsky, ;; d;;;-
mined by their "eoncord wiih the nature of 

"thinos',_

All this convincingly proves [he insolvency ofkantian
conceptions thaL geometrical concepts are a priori. They res_
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ted ori the belief that space is a priori and that,,pure meta*
physics" can exist. The fact that Kant elevated Euclidean
geometry to the position of absolute made an obstacle to
human_ knowledge, preventing man from cognising the
versatility of geometric properties of real spaco.

x**

The physics of this century has completely revolutionised
our concepts_ of the world surrounding us. The latest physi-
cal theories have deeply penetrated the dialectic essence of
natu-ral _phenomena. Grand vistas have opened up before
mankind not only in the field of cognition but alsb in the
realrn of practical application of powerful forces of Nature
for man's benefit. It is but natural that the most prominent
scientists of .our day could not, nor did they, i nore the
gnosiological fundamentals of science. They could not help
qlki"g attempts_ to establish these or those principles ap-
plied for scientific inv.estigation without which no-signifi-
cant theoretical conceptions would be possible. In fact,
we should note that the outstanding scientists who have
created the lalest physica! theories have always attached
much importance to the gnosiological problems-of science.

Albert Einstein always laid a special emphasis on the
Iogical components of the theory of physics. His particular
theory of relativity is based on two determinative princip-
Ies: 1) the laws of Nature are equal in all inertial syjtems bf
count (pa,rticular principle of relativist,ic theoryi and (2)
speed of light in vacuum in all inertial systemi is equai
(the princ-iple of--constancy of light speed). iloth these piin-
ciples-undoubtedly generalise human experience and express
the obje-ctive laws of Nature. While creating the general
theor_y of-relativity Einstein had to make a still moie pro-
found and comprehensive analysis of the logical backgrounds
of science, and especially, the principles inil basic ioncep-
tions of science. His last work, Meaning on Relatiuity,
whi-c_h exp-ounds Einstein's latest idea of complicatdd
problems of his theory, specially poses a number of-gnosio-
logical questions: the essence and-origin of ttre concdptions
of spac-e and time, the conception of physical body, in
particular that of solid body, the relalion between our
notjon and experience, the connection hetween geometry
and experience, properties of physical solids, etc.-An ana-
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lysis ol these gnosiological proble-ms logically precedes

bLe basic conceptlons andlategories of the theory as a whole.
What we want to specially emphasise here is a great'

heuristic significance of coirect gnosiological principles
of science.

On connection between geometry (G) ancl physics (Ph)
Einstein says in his famous lecture "Geometry and Experi-
ence" that 

-he 
woulcl have failed to create his theory of re-

lativity but for such a connection. This is one of the highest
crediti paid to the part played by and significalce of mate-
rialistiC philosophical principles for creactive dovelopment
of special scientific theories.

Nirlt Boh, has been thinking hard for more than four
d.ecades on gnosiological problems which inevitably arise
in the course"of comp-licateh and contradictory developme-nt
of atomic physics. 0f great significance in this case is the
fact that Bo[r has always tuined to logical fundamentals
of cognition at every tuining-point-of developqgnt-of sci-
ence 

"on atomic phenomena, i. u., when much difficulty was
involved in the icience itself and when it was quite neces-

sary to analyse its logical fundam-ent-als as a premise for its
fur[her fruiifui development. Such was the case when
Planck discovered the universal quantum element of action
which called for takinga new stand and rejecting "conventi-
onal principles of natural science"; such was also the case

during the preparation of a new t-heory of atomic phenom-ena

which"deminded a breakdown of the principles of causality
and continuity; ancl it was especially so at the time of ela-
boration of the quantum mechanics which gave rise-to a num-
ber of problems-of logic of physical scie-n-ce posed in a,dif-
ferent way. The latter fact wai repeated by emphasisecl by
Bohr himielf. With regard to the above especially intere-
sting and significant are the memoirs of Bohr, Quantum
Phyiics and Phitosophy, which were first publishetl in Rus-
siair. In this Bohr deils in a general form with the prob-
Iems that prove that quantum mechanics is an indiscre-
nant and iomplete scientific system; he also points out
in"r it is needbd to "reflect ths fundamental properties of
matter" is science, which he.considers to b,e a gnosiologi-
cal principle. Bohr stresses ihe necessjty for an accurate
clefinition^of most important theoretical concepts and caIIs
for their good division. He specially dwells upon an ana-

lysis of ;Iogical conceptions" in science - "in various
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branches of knowledge", i. e., he actually puts one of
the problems of the logic of science as a whole and does not
confine himself to quantum mechanics.

All this is significant and proves that logical problems
d.re urgent and important for the present-day science.

Werner Heisenberg, an eminent physicist of our day,
strives for establ'ishing a profound connection between phy-
sical and gnosiological problems. He specially deals with
the problem of reality in physics, with problems of space and
time in microphenomena, with the problem of causality.
An exclusive stress is laid in Heisenberg's works on a prob-
Iem of the corelation of mathematical and physical proper-
ties of matter, on a question of the essence of mathematical.
concepts and laws, and, in this connection, on the role
and significance of the mathematical principles for physics.
At the same time, he has always taken much interesl
in the problem of the unity of the natural-and-scientific
.picture of the world which is logically connected with his
intention to work out a theory of matter which would con-
siitute a scientific entity. As far as the problems dealt in this
paper, are concerned, Heisenberg's famous essay, Planck's
Discouery and, Fund.umental Philosophical Problems ol
Atomic Theory, is of interest and significance.The essay,read
by the author on April 25, 1958, in Berlin, opened with the
words "On connection between particular natural discove-
ries and general philosophical problems", which is worthy
of note. He spoke, of course, of such discoveries which refer
to "a scientific method or basic premises of natural science
in general".

StiII more momentous is the fact when the problems of
the logic of science are raised by the scientists who adhere
to the position of the truly scientific philosophy - diale-
ctical materialism. In this connection, I should like to
point out, in the first place, very interesting and still
very important speeches made by S. L Vavilov, outstan-
ding Soviet scientist.

For mo-re than a quarl,er of a centnry S. I. Vavilov had
been making a comprehesive study of pro$ems explaining
the substantiation of science, its logical basis; he analysed
the determinative factors of development of scientific disco-
veries. While occupying a high post of the President of
the U. S. S. R. Academy of Sciences, S. I. Vavilov not
only directed the work of research institutes and institutions
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but also theoretically substantiated the development of the
Soviet science, formulated its tasks as ones serving the cause
of buildirig socialism and communism. In this connection,
his speeches "30,j Years of SovieL Science" and "Paths
of Development of Natural Science" are especially promi-
nent.

When analysing the philosophical and logical basis of
science, of physics in particular, S..I. Yavilov considered
appropriate philosophical premises to be extremely importan0
for fruitful research. This is especially strongly stressed with
regard to physics, He said: "Philosophy and physics were
indissolubly connected in scientific activities in Galilei,
Gassendi, Descartes, Kepler, Newton, Lomonosovn Mende-
Ieyev, Umov, Planck, Einstein, as well as any physicist, if
only he was capable of displaying a broad outlook". He was
very right when he said that philosophical premises are
far from being unimportant in regard to conclusions and
to elaboration of trends for further development of science.
This is precisely what he stated: they (philosophical pre-
mises) may prove either an obstacle to or, vice versa, a
stimulus for the development of science. From this point of
view, of much importance are Vavilov's speeches in which
he demonstrated how significant Lenin's ideasexpounded iu
Materialism anil Empiriocriticism are for the development
of physical science and how important are the ideas of dia-
lectical materialism for science as a whole. Alongside with
f,his, he furnishes convinoing arguments to prove that the
iclealistic and mechanistic outlooks and concepts are not only
inconsistent with science, but also do a direct harm to re-
search by impeding and etrtangling it. Finally, we should
not overlook the ideas Yavilov held as to the place occupied
and. role played by most common laws of science for wot-
king out scientific theories and developing scientific research
in general. To cite an example, when speaking on the im-
portance of the universal law of conservation and transfor-
mation of matter and motion, he pointed out that this law
(serves as a good guide in disclosing the misteries of Nature>1.
And it is the universal character of the law that supplied
it with the function of a theoretical instrument ol fore-
seeing which is a mighty faotor of cognising new, previo-
usly unknown natural phenomena

All this goes to prove thal, the mere fact that Vavilov
raised the problem of the logic of science proceeding from
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t,he philosophy of dialectical materialism was very fruitful
and promising.

Outstanding Soviet scientists have been for years con-
cerned about the philosophical questions of present-day.
natural scienco, in particular in the field of physics, mathe-
matics, astronomy, biology antl physiology, and about
general principal questions of science. Among such scien-
tists the following should be mentioned first of 'all:
M. V. Keldych, D. I. Shcherbakov, N. N. Semyonov,
L. A. Artsimovich, V. A. Foch, A. F. Ioffe, L. D. Lan-
dau, D. I. Blokhintsev, A. N. Kholmogorov, S. L. So-
bolev, A. D. Alexandrov, S. A. Yanovskaya, V. A. Am-
bartsumyan, V. G. Fesenkov, B. V. Kukarkin,
A. I. Oparin, N. M. Sisakyan, etc. Their profound, inte-
resting speeches and statements deal with a number of ge-
neral philosophical problems of natural science of our day
as weII as with many special'questions concerning the logic
of science.

+**
To conclude this paper, I shall briefly dwell on the main

principles of the }ogic of science which havebeenestablish-
ed with the aicl of the cognition theory of dialectical ma-
terialism and on the basis'of generalising the "history of
world cognition". And it is quite natural that most valuable
ideas suggested by the great thinkers of the past and pre-
sent are duly appreciated and accepted by dialectical ma-
terialism.

Rinnanien philosopher A,. Zhozhi has formulated the
task of working out the logic of science as a historic
task of creation Nouum Organum Dialecticum.

We find this expressign very apt. It goes without saying
that to solve this problem would call for work of a whole
generation. As I have already said, we can present only
a diagrammatic sketch of fundamentals of such Organon,
outline only the most important principles of the logic of
science from the position of dialectical materialism.

I. To construct scientifio systems one is first and fore-
most to acknowledge the decisive role of practice for scienti-
fic cognition, which manifests itself in many-sided versati-
lity: (a) as a basis and motive for cognition, (B) as the main
object of congition process, (t) as the only criterion of the
objectivo truth of congition.
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II. The essence of all theoretical postulates of scientific
systems lies in theirreflecting the objective properties, ties
and relations between the objects of material world.'Man
creates a scientific picture of the world as a cognising sub-
ject duringhis creative activity, and not as a reiult of=,,free
play of spiritu_al forces", but, ai a result of objective and true
reflection of laws and properties of moving matter in his
consciousness.

III. A scientific system i,q an orderly and consistently
developing relation.of basic ideas, principles., laws, concepts
and categories, which express in a conientrated form fhe
essential. properties, signs and relaiions of material objects.

IV. A scientific system includes a uersatility ol innate
logical connections between all of its theoretical coirpbnents-
concepts, ju-dgements, deductions, laws, hypotlieses, ar-
guments and other Iogical forms. Various forms and kinds
oJ these logical relations are to be specially analysed in
the logic of science, including the employment of fhe *e-
t,hods available for modern logical anatysis.

V. Scientific systems should not be treated as self-* con[,ained and perfect. They alwaysexpress a concrete histo-
rical stage of cognising the infinitb and- eternally developing
maL[er. It is on this path of cognition of man tLat grea[ re-
volutions take place in science which stimulate its" further
advance. This is why the most important task of the
logical analysis of science is finding ihe dynamic (diale-
cLic) essence of scie-ntific-sysbems aid, d,is"oiering th) ways
for further__fruitful- d,eu_elopment ol scientilic cognition bl
the world. We are deeply ionvinced that this taik can be
.gly94 from the positions of the truly scientific philosophy
of dialectical materialism. Solution oi this task wiil or"ao u
triumph of the philosophical and logical thought of rnan.

MATERIALIST DIALECTICS IS A LOGIC
OF MODERN SCIENTIFIC DEYELOPMENT

Professor

P. V. KOPNIN

The term "logic" has several meanings of which each
one is connected wit,h a certain historical tradition, as
well as with the trend in investigation of the laws and forms
of thinking. Therefore, we would like first of all to define
in which sense the materialist dialectics is a logic.

UsuaIIy the term "Iogic" implies a science which deals
with the proof the validity of which depends only upon the
form of premises and conclusion. Naturally, if it is only
this that is impliecl in th-e term "logic", than it must be
eonfined by what now oomprises the subject of modern for-
mal logic with all its branches. Bub the notion of logic has
always included investigation of the method and forms in
which human thinking advances Lo the truth. Such was the
Iogic of Aristo[le, F. Bacon, B. Spinosa, R. Decart,,
I. Kant, and Gegel. This trend in logic is furiher promoted
by materialist dialectics, first of all by its f ounders - K. Marx,
F. Engels and V. I. Lenin. When we raise the question
about dialectics as a logic of development of science, we
by no means imply that dialectics must replace formal logic
as a teaching about relation between the elements of syllo-
gism which condition the compulsion of conclusion. Formal
logic has retained its significance, and its progress is neces-
sary for development of modern science. But it cannot claim
to play the role of a logic of progress in mod.ern science, as
in its theory of thinking it is abstracted from any develop-
ment, knowledge including.

A formal apparatus of thinking which is dealt with by
formal logic, helps to realise the nature of modern scientific
theory and plays a certain role in advancing from one theory
to another which reflects its object more exactly and fully.
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But it cannot explain natural development of scientific
knowledge.

What is characteristic of modern science in gnosiological
respe-ct-? Firstly, uncovering of most mysteriei of naiure,
social life and thinking proper. Successejattained by scien-
co strike even those who possess most highly developed creati-
ve imagination. Moreover, the notions of modern science,
.despite their apparenl abstract nature are more o]rjective
in their contents than the notions of {Sth and tgth c"enture
science which seem to be moro concrete.

Objectivity of content of notions and theories of modern
science is proved by their pract,ical application to technology,
in successful space research, in remaking flora and farina
for the sake of the needs ofnational econoiry, and in reorga-
nisation of social life of people.

, But objectivity_ of scientific notions and theories goes
along_ with their fluid n_ature, mobility, flexibili[y "and

mutahjlity.- We_ constalt-Iy witness how a scientific theory
once shaped and settled dies away to be replaced by another
one though not yet hatched, formed and iettled. 

-

An amazing unsteadiness of notions and theories of mo-
dern sqience seems completely incompatible with the admis-
sion of -objectivity of their content. hational thinking con-
nects objectivity with immobility, absolutenesswith inmu-
talility, trut it cannot _c_onnect the object,ivity of knowledge
with its. de-velopment_. However, boththe objective truth"of
scientifictheories and t-heir quick replacemert and develop-
ment are proved- _equally true. What is necessary is such a
lo-gic which could explain: how and why is this possible?
what -are the l,aws governing the development of icientific
knowledge? what is its main tendency?

Then modern scientific knowledge ii characterised by
application of the notions and met[ods of one branch of
science in the field of other science, closer contact of dif-
fg.r-gnt sciences along.qifls with the going on process of their
differentiation. Different branchei of"modern science are
becoming ama-zingly close to one another (for example, bio-
Iogy effectively employs physicochemicai methods for re-
searches of living beings), but this fact does no[ at aII dep-rive each of the science branches of its specific fei-
tures connected with the peculiarities of the o6ject under
study.

And, finally, modern science has come to create theore-
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tical preresuisites for practicdl control over the thinking
pror".i 

-prdprr, 
for imparting its functions to manmade

iraterial'.ytt"-.. In gnosiological respect this means [hat
*i""., tr. aLtained aligh tlefree of self-cognition and self-
conscience. A portion of direct analysis of the conten[ ot

,oiiorrt and th'eories proper in the content of all sciences

irrlspective of what t[ey-are busy with is unceasingly gro-

wins'. In a certain sense 'of the word, all modern sciences

,r" "e*pioting the thinking process with respect to their
needs, ihus becoming applied logics'--- -it, -rbouu--.otio"netl -peculiarities of modern scientific
cosnition emphasise the necessity to study the logic of mo-
dein science. Besides, they put forward certain require-
ments to it.----Th.r" 

are no divergences of opinion among phjlosophers
as to the urgent neceisity in elaboration of^ philosophical
ptoti.-. antt] in a narrower sense, the logic of modern scien-

ie. Divergences, rather substantial as a matter ol lacL'

.i""i". tio" ,. they come to speak about the essence and

-.t[oa of this logii, about, its principles, Iaws -and- 
forms'---- 

frrtt- pror. th"at materialistic dialectics is the logic of

development of modern .science.
One may ask the followingquestion: -WhViq it the mate-

rialist dialecbics that can and rloes perform this function,
and not anv other epistemological theory? -

The general form of reply may be as follows: malerialist
dialectic-s can provide a siientifib explanation to peculiari-
ii; of d;ttlopment of modern scientific-cognition,. c.orrectly
tlefine its teritlency, forms and methods of acquiring new

results.--- 
Wtut, is it that enables dialectics to be the logic of mo-

dern science progress? In the first place, it is objectivity of

its laws.-"- 
tt. go^l of human cognitio-n is toacquire such knowledge,

the conients of which depends neither upon man nor upon
il"*r"iiv; cognition stiives to comprehend .an .ob.ject
i" ,ti its'objectivity. Logic must guide thinking. just in
this tlirection. But it can- do this, only when its own

laws are objective in their content"
The laws 6f materialist dialectics are in conformity with

the moJ general laws of movement, self-development .of
otr"no-"ru- of obiective world. In this connection, while
iollowing these laws, in its notions and theories, science con-
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ceives an- object as one existing irrespective of the percei-
ving subject.r

It is not a rare case in foreign literature that the Iosical
method is considered as a kind 6f procedure followed ,, tn.
subject. in treating- the object unde, investigatior. H;,
the.loq.ical ryethgd is c-onfin'ed by the limits of"subjectivity,
while its scientific 

-value acquiies a mere pragmatical nar
ture. For example, Sidney Hook is in perplexit] as to how
dialectics may-be the science of the laws bi ob;Lctive: worli
and logic-at the same time. ,.If it is assertedi', tre writes,"that dialectics is a theory of scientific method, tfren iis
"laws" would not be laws of nature but rules of valid ,.i*_tific procedure"l.

The laws of objective world and the logical method are
regarded as two parallel series. The lattbr is similar to
the_ rules of card gamqs or traffic regulations. Materialisi
dralectics serves as a logical me[hod of thinkinq proqressins
to. the.objective^truth,since it guides thinking ii, acc-o.da"cE
with the laws of the object proper. success aid eriectiveness
of a me[hod depend on the lawslt is based upon, as *.it rJ""
how fully and adequately this method reflects these laws.
Besides, dialectics serves as a method of logical thinking of
not- only individual scientists who adhere t6 the positioi of
dialectical materialism, but also of modern ,"ir"". ,, ,
whole. Even those scientists, who reiect dialectics 

".,rbl"-ctively, are.forced spo_ntaneously (due io objective content'of
science notions and theories) to follow diaiectical laws and
categori_es, -since otherwise they cannot effectively work in
the field of science.

. f.ng.advantage of dialectics as a logic of science lies in
rts a.brllty to connecL objectivit,y of con[ent of science no_
tions and theories with tlieir muiability and fluidity. Mo;;_
over, dialectics proves that it is impoisible to obtri" ;;l;_
ctive truth beyond development. Mod-ern science is in 

"eea'ota logic which would discover the laws of the kn;lear;
p-rocess as a process o_f conceiving an object by means of"a
thought. It is_materialist dialectiis that 6an be such ;logi":

..Iqrgig" phylosophical literature often gets busy #ithcrilicising the laws of dialecLics. When so"doing, tile fol
Iowing "arguments are put forward:

(1) universality of princlpal raws of dialectics is doubtfur;
I S i d n e v H o o k, Dialectical Materialism. and SctentificMethod, Manch"ester, 19b5, p "Zi,-""-" ^^-""
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(2) anthropomorphy of dialecticil |Tt in which abstrac-

teAtr're orrry ih" Ir*."oi separate stages in development of

human societY;"-?Ji'iiir-supposeatv impossible to m_ake scientific _predi-

*i#'"" tir.;;it ;iai;Iecticul laws' and thev have no heuri-

;;;;lt;W i" trrit *ork we are not going to.'-',$lJqt:1
detailed relutation of the above argumenus' lnsteao an

Jiri.pf. *itt n" gire, he'e 1o show w[a-t' a oowerful instru-

ment are the laws;i';i;l;lt;;-i" explainiilg the facts of

Iinowledge develoPment.-- At i;.k"o*r, i, ury f'*'ctt of scienc-elnowledge develop-

ment incluctes advanJing new ideas which serve as a basis

totl"ifJ up a tfreory. ir'ansition.from one scientific theory

I" *"ir,.i iniiiulty' it not strictlv Iogicallv ,gtgtldtl:
Neither the experience in itself nor a slrrct deductron rn

"r"]"*",ilr *iti ttr" tuws of formal toglg "1"- tlil:,I|"
necessity and validity oI- a -n.ew 

theoretical supposrtron'

H!","j ilil'e*u*ple frlm the history of science. I, the be-

;l;;t& ol rnit ,tntu.v, lhe- phvsicists, slriving -for expla-

nation of atom,f,o.ior", biought f_orward a hypothesis

;hi"h said that ttre aiom was a [omplex system. consisting

;f; ;;;ttt;ely ch arged o r.t.,r. an d electr ons rot ating a19un {
it. The consequenc". ur."i"g ftom t his hypothesis contradicted

il ;h; Maxdeu-Lot.r, "i.Zttomagneti-c-theory' 
In particu-

il";-i;o; ihe viewpoint of the ellectromagnetic. *991-{l,1-1:
diation frequency of an electron rotating arorrnd rts nucleus

must have been equuiio it. t"q"t"y o"f its revolutions per

second, i. e., it -,rti it....antlf-change while- approaching

ihe nucleus. ttit *Lu"* that railiatioi-must have a conti-

;;;;;pilto*. uo*rver, it was well-khown that all atoms

pro"ia"' linear discontinuous sp^ectra' Having. come across

in"r* contradictio". X. Bohr'found an_ original .solution
when he took for a initial point Planck's asser[ron tna[
;;E;t;; "- pto.."a. in cetiain quanta "qy,'l "1,1",',^11'
He introduced tliscontinuity in the case where the old (etect-

,o*rg".ti") theory u.srrrn.d only -conti!uity' The atom

;il;;-o/ absorb-es energy only-when the outer electron

t|*;; alI of a sudden froil one stabte position to another.
h quantum of energy radiation or absolution must be equar

to itre difference ii" ttre energy of the atom in the init-ial
a"a-ii"uf state. W"re tU"r."Lxperimental data available
fV tnrt time to support,the-se- nigpositions? This question

iJ^"t*Lrua negatively. May it ne tnat these propositions are
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a strict deduction from a more general theory? Heren [oo,
the answer will be negative.

This is a typical example to illustrate that development
of thought based on solution of contradiciions occurring in
science, includes a leap, a break in continuity, leads to
results devoid of either formal-logic or empirical verifiabili-
ty at a modern level of science. Without makirrg such a
leap, science cannot move ahead.

Not a single epistemological conception, except mate-
rialistical dialectics, can give a scientific explanation io
these facts of development-of human knowledge. Int,uitiona-
list and other similar conceptions suppose that there is
something that goes beyond reason to some sphere connected
with irrational, and in so doing such conceptions slip off
the posibion of science, being indulged in speculation of a
mysbic nat'ure.

Another extremity consists in the atbempt to pres'enl, de-
velopment of knowledge process as a formal-logic deducbion
to reduce the thinking lunction to the operation of drawing
conclusions from the knowledge attained earlier. In such a
case, thought can never go beyond the limits of known theo.
retical propositions.

So, it turns out that if the intuitionalist point of vierir
is to be adopted, then it is implied that development of
Fcience must be explained by the factors that lie beyond the
limits of science and reason. II we hold the position which
says that the knowledge progression takes place following
the rules of strict formal-logic deduction, then. we shall
keep away from explanation of actual facts from the hystoiy
of science, the facts that prove tBat a real development
transition from one theoretical proposition to another is
effected by going beyond our former ideas, by advancing
scientific conjectures and hypotheses which originally have
no strict experimental and logical verification.

The laws of materialistic dialectics provide an explanation
of the knowledge process as a developing process which neces-
sarily includes leaps, breaks in continuity, obtaining prin,
cipally new results in cognition process on the basis rif
solution of contradictions that occur in the process. Diale-
ctics does not simplify the process of scientific thinking,
does not reduce it, [o logical deduction, but it leaves no room
for irrationalist speculations, and proves that'to ovbrstep
the limits of formal-logic deduction does not mean to be
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bevond the limits of the reasonable, rational. scientific
;;;;ili";:-iit<ewise any development'' in-cludes a leap' cont'-

;;eilir;. a break of 
-(continuiLy) gradualness''--iil".rirrs co;pr"*iiy ancl coiriradict'oriness in develop-

*.rt"ri1.i&t,iii"-f..owiedge process maberialist dialecbics

"I"ilor"i.a 
a ,,r*t e, ol cate'goiies which convey the laws'of

;#;;;;t: ft 
" 
*[;."t and" object caLegories 'I, -t:l*d::

red tb be primary. fhe knowledge procett,ts,,o:'q'J,11:" l:
a result of- co-operation of the su-bject ancl the ohJect'. In

ifrir-.o-oprration an active part, p. plaved.l.v th3 ;-1!je.!t
ihat exeris influence upon the obj-ect and translorurs lL'

dbil;";il #;;i;i lilo'ld exisu independenb of man' but

;#lrtt;r;;;; G passive in his attit'ude Lo them' he

I""-iairt tfrt- to t " 
bblects of his practical activity' This

i, *f,rt n"iaes the scienti"f ic knowled[e which s[rives t,o clear

il;# 3;i;#;^;hr.tire ,'uto'" forihe sake of the obiect's

;r;;il;d;i"* ni'r, *" encounter the main contradiclion
;ilil kr;;i.dg" pro""ss - the contradiction between the

;#;';;d'-ite'otilect. The subjctL.lu creaLor' a know-
iedJe holder-must ieach the results which in their conl,ent do

;;fil;;;i-"po" it " man proper' This seems to he parado-

ffii'il;-iii* io.-io ,oupi"tihe object in pracrice l"q.in
lheorv. the man acLively intervenes in thc course oI obJe-

"ti*"iro".ss 
with the irelp-of his tools and instruments'

i" tf,iS sense he makes the object subj-ective' But the more

."llr"[i"t is the object, the"more oblective wiII b,e our

knowledqe of it, and the object's propertres' whrcn oo noL

A;;;;;;";;y."n;."t, wiit be perCeived more fullv and

more deeply.- 
Modern 

-science, 
and natural science in particular' tes-

tifi; t;thr'ir.i that the subject's activeness in the know-

ietlee-setting procest g,ows' Provided with instru-

;#i"";;d-'equilment, siience inl'ervenes in -the object

;;A;; .t"av uira, .o lv, it males the object still more and

more subjeitive. Quanturir mechanics can serve as an exam-

iri.,-i" *i t* as it establishes that when an investigator
it"iff.t the microworld, he employs macroscopi.c i"*I5
*r"tt which co-operate with eiementary particles' This

;r;;;t is perceivecl by bhose scientists w'tro do nob compre-

t."J ;iri.[ti". 
"tihe"sublect 

and objec[, as bhe loss of.po-

Jriliriiv of cognition of the"object proper. In this cbnnection,

tfr." td,rrf. af,out amalgamation of fhe subject' and ohjec['

"ii-ir'rtio" 
of any difference hetween them'
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I Materialist dialectics faces no unsurmountatrle diffioul-
ties here. In the course of practical co-operation between the
subject _and the o_bjegt a process of transition of subjective
into objective and vice versa from objective into subjective
takes place constantly. Human ideas, theories are m"ateria-
lrt ed in practice, are brought into reality and hecome an
objective reality which existes already indepenrlent of the
subject'sconscience. On the otherhand, the objects of obj-
ective reality are appropriated by man, get humanized and
becorne a reinforcement and an extension of natural hu-
man organs.

Let us take a modern electronic computer as an example
to consider its attitude to man.As is-known,the man-
machine problem nowadays has started again to attract
attention of both phylosophers and specialists in other
provinces of science. In this particular case, what we are
interested in is only its gnosiological aspocf.

- A cybernetic machine is not a fict of human conscience,
but it js an objective reality opposing him in a certain
sense of the word. Some people even asiert that it will de-
vour the man and humanity. But this machine is such an
object which is subjective from its beginning to end, sinceit is a representation of materialized mant ideas,:aimso
theories. It may be considered as a continuation of the man
proper, reinforcement of his natural organs and particular-
ly of such an important and complex -organ as fiis brains.
The electronic computer especially vividly manifests the
unity of subjective and objective, their transition into each
other as a result of development of human knowledge and
pracIice.

.Attaining an-objective truth in the course of knowledge,
getting process is a prerequisit,e of practical mastering ia-
ture b-y man. Primarily the subject and object coincide Iheo-
retically, the object is transformed into th6 content of cogni-
tive_image. Increase of the subject's activeness, his intrusion
in the course of objective pr'ocess are indispensable. con-
ditions for full and t,horough reflection of tt e^-"fJ..i i" ifr.
cognition as such that exists independent of human cons-
cience.

To conceive the laws of the scientific knowledse Drosres-
sion towards objective truth, materialist dialecti6s e*p"toy.
such categories of its own as sensual and rational, empiri-
cal and theoretical, mental and reasonable, abstract and
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concret-e, logical and hystorical, absolute and relative,
probable and valid, etc. Each of the above pairs of dialec-
[ic_categories express a definite side of a complex and cont-
radictory plocess of modern scientific knowledge. We shall
briefly dwell upon such categories as empirical"and theore-
tical, mental and reasonable, since these categories acquire
specihl importance for clearing out the features of modern
scientific knowledge.

. Any.knowledge process (both empi_rical and theoretical)
is a unity of sensual and rational. Human knowledse i;
alway-s rational- both in form (results of cognition are" pre-
sented in the form^of judgements, notions and theories),
and in its content. On the other hand, human cognition on
any level of development does not lose its connedtion with
sensuality first of all in form (the system of abstract,ion is
g-Iw1Vs expressed- in sensually perceived signs) and source
(in its final resultl'our knowiedge goes to iontemplation).
Therefore,- empirieal and theore[ical notions are distingui-
shed not because one is sensual and the other is ratioial.
They qre dis-tinguished by how and from what side they
present.the object, in what manner and method they obtain
the main content of knowledge, what serves a logiial form
of its expression and, ab last, by practical and scientific
significance of knowledge.

In the empirical knowledge the obiect is reflected from
the side of its external connections and its manifestations
accessible for imaglnative contemplation. A logical form
of -empirical knowledge is an individual judgemjnt stating
a fact, or a certain system describing a phdoimeoon. pracl
tieal a-pplication of empirical knowledge is limited, and
scientifically it serves only as a certd.in material in buil-
ding up a theory.

Theorebical knowledge relefcts the object from the side
of its inner connections and progression iaws conceived. by
ilreans of rational treatment of empirical knowledge process".
Its lo_gical form is a_ systern of abitractions whicf, &plains
the object. Practical applicaticin of theoretical kno#Iedge
is almost unlirnited, and in scientific . respect-buildiig
up a theory is a pert,ain final resulb crowning tie knowietlg6
proe.ess.

Two levels - mental and reasonable - can be dif-
f-erentiated in theoretical knowledge. They present diffe-
rent levels of the theory proper. Let us start wifh the charac-
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beristic of reason which is the highest level of theoretical
comprehension of realitY.- ---Hnutoroble 

knowledge implies first of all operation of

notions and inquiry in their own nature'----R.r.oo 
does' nol merely mechanically operate notions'

,"r*rrgu. and regroups them, but it perceives their content

,"a ii Eperates tf,e notions in accordance with this percep-

tion. Hence, reasonable knowledge is to a certain extent
self-cogniIion.-- 

tfrE-p.oblem of analysing knowledge faculties oI mart

ancl-his notions has been posed by critical philosophy -but
iis-i"ue.tlgutio, of the nuture of notions is an end in
iiself, but"not a means of a deeper perception of -the laws

Lf obiective world. Dialectical materialism raises the prob-

Iem f'or science to investigate the nature of its notions so

thatl science should accomplish ilq primary purpose to
concoive its object more successfully.

At last, reaionable knowledge is featured hy its purpo-
sefulness. Reason conceives. worlcl not in contemplationl
but imaginatively, actively. It reflects the obiect in.neces'
sary forirs of its existence and pro-gression, it perceives it
nof only in the actual form, but als-o in the form.which it
*un ut.o*e in the process of its development and under
[he influence of man's practical activity.

Mental knowledge also operates abstraciions but it
does nol investigate- their content and nature. Men-tality
is characterised 

"hy operating abstractions within Lhe li'
mits of prescribed scheme oi any other pattern. Reaso'
ninq acLivitv ollv serves an assigned purpose, and the'
refo"re reflecliou of reality by mentality is, to a -certain
extent,' of a dead character. The main function of men'
tality is dismemberment and calculation.

This peculiarity may be denoted as automatism of

mentality. Most vividly ihe charac-teristic features of man's
reasonabie thinking are manifested in the so-called<machi-
ne> thinking in which reason automatism is brought to a qra-

ture and classical form. .i

Mental activity has a kind of three levels: its elements
in higher classes. of animals, man's intellech and replacement
of min's reasoning faculty with a machine. In the latter
case, reason is preiented in its pure form, it is no[ obscured

wil;h any other faclors and strikes l,he man with its accuracy
and spe-ed in accomplishment of definite operations perta'
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ining tp thinking. In this respecl, machine as a form of thin-
king is superior to the mentality of an individual, :

^ to perform its paramount goal - to reflect phenomena
_of objective world and laws of-their progressionln the ful-
Iest and deepest way, thinking must be. iational and reaso-
nable at the same time.

When devoid of reasoning acf,ivity, thought isiambi-
guous and.uncertain. Reason m(kes thinkin! systematic
and strict. By striving tb turn scientific theory in[,o a logi-
cally harmonious formal system, it makes the resuits
of'thinking accessible for understanding and perception.
If 

-thought 
is not brought to a system inside of 

'whidh 
one

can move in conformity with definite logical laws, then i.n
effect there is no thought-as a form of objective and true
knowledge.

But if we make thinking only reasonable, then it will
be do-gmalic. Thjnking must possess another quality, it
must be able to change its system so as to reflect 

-the 
inves-

tigated object mor-e exact-ly ana more deeply. One system
once created is broken and a newoneis built-up. This tran-
sition from one system of knowledge to anottrir is carried
o-ut -by metn-s of reason rarhich creates new ideas beyond
the limits of former sy,sleps. If it were not reason, progress
and development would hav_e been impossible, wiif eicep-
tiou of movement only inside some syitems created beforb-
hand, but the latter could not, appear without reason either.
The power of reason consists in its ability to put forward
completely ne-w ald seemingly absolutely incridible ideas
*hrgl, radically change the oltl systom of knowledEe.

That reason goes beyond rationility is relativ". f,.aso,
goes beyond the limits of a definiie established system of
knowledge, but it inevitably turns out to be in-another
system. It is reason that creates fundamentals for creation
9j ;uch" a. new fystem. Einstein and his theory left the
limits of classical physics, but on the basis of his iieas a new
theoretical system was formed. Lobachevsky,, g.o*.t"y
is.beyond. the system oJ Euklid,s geometry, but, It is aiso
a harmonious system. In general r6ason dbes not go cJnt_
rary.to any systematisation of knowledge, but it is against
absolutisation of one certain lystem 6f'knowledge.-

.Rcason.requires creation of 
-such 

system of kiowledso
which would contain at the same timeih. *uy, to go 

-l?_

.yond its limits into a new systern. Any scientific'theiry
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is considered reasonable if it- comprises contradictions'

which cannot r" .oriJi iitrtitt trt" f'u-"t of this-particular

ffi;;. H;';;;"dt;;i;;''t'[;; contra dictions and advances

ideas which ..rru u, 
"i-f 

u.i. tot appearance of a new theore-

iitui. tyttt*' 
ons run to buikling---lt 

i,i"ut of reason do not lead in the I

uD a svst,em of notioil, lhs',they possess no scientific va-

itli#".' i""d' i" i;;"itl j- *ir t beoome 
- 
mvsbic' My-:lit'i:

#"# .i""iiir" .v.tem"of knowledge- It pites up one roe&

;:d#""#;;;;";tr't";;' J"i.'Jti'' ob't "'t 
iut i o"' Re ason

without rabionality "r,il;ti 
[o mysbicism or sophistry

which are absolut.f,-'iii"" to f,ur,,l,t y and systematisa-

tion.
New ideas of reason appear as if intuitively-in the sense

that initially the ."n;."['tio"s not realise how he has come

to new results.
. 
" 

e;;;.i;;ion ol reason and rationality in the development

of theoretical thinting-is-atso expressed in that the ratio-

nal thinking must tru' ,r.."urily -transformed 
and entled

with reasonable and"th; ilt;; ivhen reaching a definite

degree of maturity, ;#;;::;at;;;a1' Transf-ormation of

rationality into reasoriiuf.tt pfut" in various forms of which

most t,ypical is to ;; ffi;i- iht li"titt of an establishetl

system of knowledge"";"ih;;"it ot advancins new ideas'

Reason is transform'ei't"t iii*"ritv by way*of ,'-1:T'l:
;;ii;; "i a system of knowledge that came into berng on

ihe basis of the idea of reason' in accordance with tlefinite

;;i";tpG.. dach time wlren tto*an thinkins functions are

communicated to th;"*;;H;tl *t t"torrntei such transfor-

rnation of reason i;;;-;-;;i""Iuti'g. ratioilalitv' ^A P'"-
il;;t'tr""- ;i--;;"h";;*;;;i;;ii"1 ii"" creation or algo-

rithm, i. e., "" .r.u.i"o,a.r presetting the calculation

process.
Action based on algorithm is rational (order is present

in the form of a combination oi 'o*" 
ty-bols)', but. th'e-al-

loritfr*t prop", is a result of not only rational but reaso-

irrl"-irriir.iig. It i. r.rio*" t o* to"g 'nd 
tenaciously scien'

;-Strffi];J1% ;;i;;lh;-p;bi"; 6r working.out certain

,fgo.itfifi.. A new algorithm propo-ses .a new idea or new

aspect in considert"g"tli;";tj"1.i''n'ot .instance' 
solution of

th;-p;;I.;--of ' rrru"-hire trahslation involves elaboration

"t-ti""J"ti""- 
u[otlt-n*, 

-*t'icu 
.hal.pecome 

possible as

u ,.toft of upp.u."^nr;-;f 
'u new scientific branch (mathema-
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t,ical linguistics), appiying mathematical methods to lan-
g.uage analysis. Creation of mathematical linguistics means
tfat a new s-ystem of scientific knowledge (wlth new ideas)
distinguished from the former, classical iinguistics came
into being. Irr,-our- age, theoretical thinking is rapidly deve-
loping in both directions; reasonable aid "uiioril. In
every. branch of sgient,.fic kno-wledge we see advancing of
new ideas breaking old established- systems of knowlelge.
But at the same time, on the basis of tiiese new ideas u pio-
cess of formalisation of knowledge accumulated before tikes
place. This formalisation reache-s as fas as to create alpori-
thms which enable the machine to solve prolLe-.. fligf,
degree.of -reason is combined with the molst perfect ratfr-
rna.lit{, The viewpoint that d.evelopment and perfeciion of
calculus rationality and communication of its functions,to the machine will make human reason unnecessary, is
one of widely spread errorc of our time. On the contiarv.
the,prerequisite _of -development of calculus rationalityis
worked out lby :highly organised human reason which is
indispens-able in creation of new formal systems. perfec-

-Lioq and development of rationality, communication of
its functions to the machine releases liuman reason for new
Iligttr of thought into the unknown and uninvestigated.
Therefore, it is equall)i erroneous to attempt to restriit de-
velopment of calculus rationality, to sei limitations toit, to find such theoretical structures which wiil never be
Iastered by it,. When setting such limitations to the calcu-
lus rationality, we in fact put restrictions to human reason
whose development serves a prerequisite for rationalitv to
master still new systems of theoretical knowledse. 

-

Some branches of .modern bourgeois philosophy"(intui-
tivisml existentialism) strive to defreciatt reason inil sub-
ject hurnan thinking to criticisrn.-ln so doing, they first
rgduce its activity to rationality. Criticism"of ritional
thinking is utilised to prove Lhe necessity of inLuiLion which
is contrary not only to rat,ionality, but also to reason, and
is of a mystic nature.
. ^Logical 

p_ositivists reduce thinking faculty to rational
definitions describing the -object. fhe eniiru thinking
is.reduced 

^to peculiar caloulus. But intuitivism and logif
cal_positivism are Iinked together in their attempt to b"e-little human reason, substituting -it either by mysticalty
misunderstood intuition or calculus rationality.
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Materialist dialeclics as a logic, its fundamental laws
and categories are intensively elaborated by Soviet philo-
sophers. 

*Investigations 
on the problem are conducted in

thiee directions. First,, a number of works is devoted to ro-
vealing the content of materialist dialectics as a logic,
to discivering its peculiarities, general principles and-pro-
blems, to ciiticising logical conceptions opposing diale-
ctics, to establishing the relation of dialectics to various
formal-logicalsysterns. The following works may ry. pointed
out here:- R oi e n t a I M. M., Principles ol Dialectical
Logic (sotsekgiz, Moscow, 1960), K^ 9 p n i n P. \t1., Dia-
leciics'as aLogic (Kiev, 1961), Cherkesov Y. I.,
Materialist Dialectics as a Logic and Theory ol Knowledge
(Moscow, 1962), two books putrtished by the Institute of
i'hilosophy of the USSR Academy of Sciences and edited
by K e-d i o v B. M., Dialectics and Lo-gic (The {irst one
is Laws ol Thinking. The second one - Forms ol Thinking,
Moscow, 1962), etc.

The second direction in elaboration of this problem is
investigation of individual calegories of material dialectics
as a lJgic, forms and mebhods of modern scientific know-
leclge. I'n recent years a number of monog-raphs of this di-
reciion has been published in the Soviet Union: I I y e 1-
k o v E. P., Dialectics ol Abstract and Concrete in Mars's
"Capital" (Moscow, 1960), G o r s,k y D. P., Problent's oJ

Absiraction' and' Formation ol Notions (Moscow, 1961),
Alexeyev M.N., Dialectics ol Forms ol Thinking
(Moscow,-1959), KopninP. V., Hypothesis an! CgS-

nition, ol Reality (Kiev, 1962), S i v o k o gl P. 8.,
On Origin and 

- 
Phi'losophical Signiticance ol Scientilical

Erperiment (Moscow, 1962), and some othe-rs.
At last, the third direct,ion is connected with analysis'

on the basis of laws and ca[egories of materialist dialeclics,
of development of knowledge in different branches of mo-
dern science, revealing gnosiological and logical conten[
of some principles of natural sciences, and studying the Io-
gic of scientific discovery. Nottlle works in this direction
Ire first of all the works by K e d r o v B. M., Deuelop-
ment of Notion ol Eleruent lrom Mendeleyeu- -to Our P^ays
(Moscow, 1948), Day ol One Great Discouery (Mo1cow,.1959'
and obhers),Kr z i e t s o v M. Y-,Conlormity Principlein
M od,ern Phy sics arud. its Philosophical S ign ili cance (Moscorv -
Leningrad," 1948), B r a n s ky V. P-, PhiLosophical Stg-
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nilicaruce ol Demonstration in Modern Physics (Leningrad,
1962), and olhers.

Philosophical analysis of scientific data shows that
materialistic dialectics is a logical system which corresponds
to modern level of development of scientific knowledge,
serves as an instrument of man's penetration into the secrets
of nature, social life and the thinking process proper. It
enforces no apriori scheme upon the development of scien-
tific knowledge, does not confine it with structures alien
to knowledge development, but changes its own form in

.conjunction with successes of human knowledge process.
Ability to incessant development on the basis of genera-

lisation of new data of science and social practices, makes
dialectics an ever new instrument of logical'analysis of
development of human knowledgo.



PROGRESS IN SCIENCE AND TEC!{NOLOGY
IN RETATION TO ART

Professor
M. N. RUTKEVICH

The 20th century has been called the age of science.
Indeecl one of its r,nost salient features is a continuous and
accelerating advance in olrr knowledge of nature which is
accompanied by the advance in technology and engineering.
The middle of the century witnessed a new revolution in
science and technology which brought about radical changes
in production and everyday life, conquering nature on our
planet and. venturing into the outer space. The advances
in science and technology in the age of automation and ele-
ctronic brains, nuclear energy and artificial satellites exe-
rcise a growing influence on all aspects of social life, inclu-
ding the development of art.

How does the advance in science and technology influen-
ce art? Does this progress promote the flowering of ari or,
vice versa, does it carry wi[h it the seeds of its future de-
cay? In particular, is the growth of the significance of scien-
ce in life compatible with the growth of the social signifi:
cance of art? These and similar questions are not new.
They attracted the attention of thinkers as early as a cen-
[ury and a half ago, at the dawn of mechanised industry.
In our days these questions are being discussed with increa-
sing intensity by students of aesthetics and of nature, wri-
Lers and artists, sociologists and philosophers. For instan-
ce, the 4th International Congress on Aesthetics in Athens
(1960) discussed the problems of the future of ar[ mainly
in connection with the progress in science and technology.

The lnterrelation of the two most important components
of human culture-science and art-is a problem not only
of aesthetics but also of sociology and gnosiology, i. e.,
philosophy. Herein lies the justification of presenting
bhis paper at the Congress.
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Having no possibility to cover all the aspects of this
problem in a short report, the author will limit himself to
the question: is there a sociological and gnosiological basis
for regarding the progress of science as a modern Minotaur-
the mgnster destined to devour art?

The pessimistic view of the destinies of arb is a special
case of historical pessimism which denies the progress of
society altogether. The progress in science and technology
in the 20th century has been so evident and specta"culap
that it could not but greatly influence the general attitude
to the idea of progress.

While the bourgeois philosophy of the l8th and part-
ly of the t9th centuries as a whole accepted the advance
of humanity, the beginning of the 20th century (especially
the period after World War I) saw a considerable spread in
pessimistic views. "The pink idea of progress is dead" Bert-
rand Russel wrote in the 20s obviously not .referring' to
Marxism.

The pessimistic conception of history has always been
alien and hostile to Marxism, which regards the entire his-
tory of the humanity, and -especially in our times, as ascen-
ding, following in general the pal.h of progress.

The situation somewhat changed during the last decades.
The ideas of the growth and progress of society, using the
words of the well-known British sociologist M. Ginsberg,
(now come to the fore again as a result of social changes
connected with enormous advances in technology and socia-
list revolutions of our time>. Pessimism comes-in for more
and more criticism, and not only by Marxists. In the West,
someones speak about the necessity of developing "a concepti-
on of progress... entirely devoid of communist ideology' (6i9-
chemist R.,Potter, U. S. A.). Oneof the well-known conceptions
of the kind was suggested by W. Rostow and got wide pub-
licity at the Worlil Sociological Congress in Washington
(1962). It is the degree of the develop--ment of science-and
technology that W. Rostow regards as the criterion of eco-
nomic progress. Similarly, R. Heilbronner considers the
progress of society to be mainly expresded in "amassing
technicalknow-howandscientificknowledge,,.

Ihus the progress of science and technolofy by now has
influenced the sociological thought of the -West, having
in a considerable degree turned it to its former positions,
i. e., to the acknowledgement of progressive tlevelopment
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of human society. But the modern bourgeois theories of
progress still radically differ from Marxist understanding
of social progress. The progress in science, in productive
forces inevitably brings about progress in social relations,
replacement of private propert,y hy common property, of
capitalist society by socialist society.

Such is the Iesson of history and the doctrine of Marxism,
whereas the above-mentioned authors, while admitting
progress in production, science and technology, suppose
that it will pace without any radical changes in social re-
lations.

Hence all the resulting differences of opirrion. On the
basis of predictions by Marx and Lenin as well as the deve-
Iopmenfi of the Soviet Union and the obher socialist countries
we state that the progress of society is universal, i. e., is
not limited to science and technology, production and con-
sumption. Along with the changes in production t,here are the
changes of all social relations both economic and political,
a change in people themselves, their minds, their nature,
their morals and their art in which the personality of man
is reflected. Socialist, society, while delivering the working
people f-rom oppression and exploitation, securing genuine
social freedom, creates the possibility for - a rapid
cultural growth of all its memhers, thereby opens a high-
way for the progress of social morals and the flowering of art
on the roads of socialist realism. The poetry of Mayakov-
sky and the prose of Sholokhov, the music of Shostako-
vich and Prokofiev, the choreography of Moiseyev and bhe
films of Chukhrai have overstepped the boundaries of our
country; they are widely known in all countries of the
world as living examples of the power and might of So-
viet art, its truly popular nature, its tremendous upsurge.

Thus, the historical experience of the Soviet Union, and
by now of the other socialist countries as well, proves that
universally accepted advances in science are wholly com-
patible with the flowering of art.

But now let us take another step: even in the conditions
of capitalist society; in the countries of the West, there is
no ground for regarding the progress of science as the cause
of any kind of morbid phenomena in art. These phenomena
do exist. The revelry of violence and pathology, the predo-
minance of sex in films and on the TV, the tremendous
spreadof third-rateliterature of the same kind, et., hit the
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eve and cause iustifiable indignation of many people of
#iarty 6iffering"political views. In our opinion abstractio-

"i.- i, paintiig and sculpture, dodecaphony and similar
tiicks iri music, and senseless poetry also represenb the
crisis of art. Nowonderthat in these conditions the thoughts
ana-feetings of many people, connoisseurs of ar[, are riveted
to eternal masterpieces of classical arl, from ancient times
to the end of the 19th centurY.- 

One hears from these peopte, who are disappointed in-mo-
dernist art, that the peik of art is somewhere behind us,

in nast ceniuries, that nothing good awaits art in the future
ur,i tttut the blame for it lies with science and technology,
i*p"i.oruting the spirit of our epo-ch. That' was symboli-
caliv exprers6d by Ren6 Young, who called upon the par-

ii"ii""t.' of the Congress on Aeithetics.in Athens lo "ascend

ilr"'Aatopolis" and lave Art from "modern Minotaur", i' e',
roi"r." ancl technology, which allegedly threaten the exi-
stence of Art.

The ground for this conclusion is a shallow jufiaposition:
science iapiclly advances, while art-, at best, marks time,
and, consdquently, science supercedes art, -causing 

its tle-

gradation. in thii connection ihe views of Guido Callogero

[ttuty; are noteworthy. :' I;' his paper presented in Athens he claims that the
progre., of'soiiety resulting from the -progress.of science

irrd-te.hoology cr"eates conditions for the sprearUng of ..art
i., -u...*, foi-the increase itt, the consumption oJ art' But
tlrc production oI ar| values wiII nevertheless decrease as

; ;.';rlt of the advance of science, so that the growtt-r of
;;consrr*ption" of art will be realised through the piled-up
stock of the classical art. Thus allowing for progress in
clnsumption and understanding of arL Professor Callogero
a.ii"ii"iv reiects progress in pioduction of art values, in
artistic creation. Antllt is science again that is to blame'

I Bot , sim.ultaneous growth of one factor and decay,or
stafitiiy of another ilo not necessarily warrant the conclu-,
sion that the growth of the former be the cause of the decay

or stability ofihe latter. Suffice it to recall the various accu-

;tt;; adhressed to science in the course of the lasl decades!- - 
G. of the Prime Ministers of the French Republic bla-

med science for the great economic crisis of-the -early 30-s'

There were attemptito shift the responsibility for 
-th-e 

use

of the A-bomb against the people of Hiroshima and Naga-
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saki in t{re {a_ys when World War II was practically over,on the shoulders of science and scientists. Todav icie"""and technology are held responsible fo, t[" ;"r;;;;';f
ynemployment (for instance, is result of automaii;;j-;"dtor the_ danger- of nuclear destruction which roomed' over
hundreds of millions of peopre in the days of tt " carirtea"
crisis last fall.

These charges against science are so serious that besicle
them the-cha^rges of "stifli_ng', art seem trifling.

But all of them miss their point. Science,'the child of
human reason, taken- by itself, is guilty neither of tne-eco-
11gmig crisis, nor of unemployment, nor of the ,*t., ,ot
Hiroshima, nor of the danger 

-of 
nuclear destruction: b;;

must discriminate between science and the 
"res 

it is nut to.It is common knowledge that the application oi *ltririi"
achievements to production in the S6viet union ao.. 

-"ot
Iead either to unemployment or to crise$. As for the use of
science for,purposes of war, the way out of this tlanger- haslong been known. This way can only be found in o"eaceful
coexistence, banning of nuclear weapons and theirt".irrra
g_eneral disarmameni. Socialism and peace ,;ong il;il;, _
that's what is needed to put science and technE"gy i, tfr.service of humanity.
.. Tl. charges a-gainst science as a force allegedly preven_

li1,g bf its growth the development of art misJ the point asrvell. Are science and scientists in any way involvei in the
above-mentioned morbid phenomena 

-in 
tfle field oi ,.ti---

. The producers of films packed with murder and prit o_logy were in no way. inf[.eirced by rhe rh;;*t-oi;;.-;rft,
or qualtum mechanics. That is not the point.It is t-rue that partisans of abstractiorris* in art cXaim
lo proceed- in their work from the requirements of scie"ce.rhe lechnique, as represented by_a camera, made superflu:
ous the^ reproduction of reality by an artist or, 

"arinas 
or

paper. On the other hand the penetiation of science i"t" tt;
{gptUr of matter is regarded as a call on art i; i;n;;;il;
Already-the cubists .in the_ beginning of our cenru.y 

"lri*"dto have penetrated "into the dssencjof things",ar"c";;;;d
andi"analysed" [hem just as the physicits p.fi"t"ut" ail;;;:
ths of matter by means of x-rays. since ttien tti;"" ** ["I-dly any nerv physical theory that was not used for specula_tive purposes.. So, the theoiy of relativity connecued three
space dimensions rvith the fourth - time."Th"'FrL""UJpo.i
ts2

G. Appolinair, a theoretician of cubism, claimed that eu-
bisrn sr.r.d fo-r the human eye to fourth space dime.io",
while the apostle of abstractionism, K. Malevich, offeiedthe
art to act in the fifth dimension; by the way, Malevich, who
advocated abslractionism in Russia before the Revolution,
thought art of all kinds to be technical activity.

Much water hos flow under the bridge since then, and
the modern abstractionists swear now by i,the correlation of
uncertainties", i. e., quantummechanics, and especiallv bv
the depths of outer space. But the crux of the matter iJ ttrb
same: these are the claims that we, abstractionists, brins
the methods of science to art andtherefore we are the ,,van]
guard" and represent the future of art. Similar reasonins
oharacterises not only_abstractionists in art, but equally thE
partisans of abstruse "mathematical" music and fiim oioa"-
cers who substitute trick photography for the porirayins
of human character, as well as a-ll sbris of futuriits in iitel
rature who turn their words inside out. For all that, the sim-
plb fact that the canvases ancl sculptures of abstractionisf,s
are quit_e_useless fron! the point of view of cognition of na-
ture and have not helped anyone to master pliysical abstra-
otions, is completely ignored.

Most certainly an artist can take upon himself to illustrate
popular scr_qn_ce b-ooks. In that case his drawings anrl illus-
trations will be of help in teaching the rudimenls of science.
L. Heidenreich, for instance, proposed to effect the consrui-
ty of art and science exactly by way of turning an artist into
an illustrator of scientific facts. But even he was forced to
admit that "atomic" illustrations may be considered works
of art only to a limiteil degree.

Unquestionably, illustration of science books, as well
as.writing of science fictionlovels and production of popular
science films, are invaluable. But working in these ge-nres,
an artist works in the "bordering" region ofscience ind art
which cannot supersede art as a whole.

Art has its own methods of cognition, its own aims, dis-
tinctfrommethodsof cognition and aims of science. Reduction
of art to illustration of scientific books and of f,rtistic,
creative-work to its technical side, which is characteristic'
of O; Spengler and other representatives of technical aes-
thetics, would have simply meant the abolition of art as
such.
- 'Fortunately the whole history of modern afi testilies



that art is not in the process of being nullified and has no
trend of becoming a pendant to science and technology.

As for the abstract art, it is nothing but the fleeting vogue
which has already outlived its "peak" andis heading towards
decline; its screening behind the banners of science will
noI prolong ils life.

Discussing the relation of abstract art and scien[ific ab-
straction we have shifLed over from sociological arguments
to gnosiological ones. If the representatives of technical
aesthetics slur over the dist,inction between science and art,
obliterate the margin between technical and artistic creative
work, and thus come before the prospect of enthralment of
art by science and technology, much more widely spread is
another point of view which exaggerates the opposition bet-
ween science and art, creating a real precipice between them.

At the source of such opposition in the 20th century we
find Bergson and Freud. By Bergson, inLellect and intuition
are two absolutely different properties of human mind. In-
tellect, contrary to intuition, is said by him to be incapahle
of perceiving the inner sense o{ things, that is why he gives
preference to intuition. Though science, argueg he, is servi-
ieable enough in everyday life, it is incapable of giving a

true perception of the universe. And, as an artist possesses

an inluition, art is capable of revealing the "inner sense of
things". Bergson not only lacerates science and art but he
puts art above science.' Freud advances not less irrational opposition of intel-
Iect to "subconscious". Freud does not favour intellecl: '.'sub-
conscious", and in it the efficacy of sexual attractiono takes
the upper hand in man in despite of interdiction of mind.

The aesthetics, based on freudism, looks upon art as a
sublimation of sexual energy, as an expression of "subcons-
cious", and therefore as something quite opposite to science
which relies upon intellect.

We had to review briefly the concepiions oI Bergson and
Freud, for modern irrationalism in aesthetics, one way or
another, repeats and echoes them. For instance, from the point
of view of Herbert Read art only in its most elementary
forms "imitates" reality. But in general artistic images ex-
press the emotions of an artist, and the highest- peaks of
irt belong to the "shapeless images" of his swbconscious
inclinaLions.

On the basis of such segregation of human mentality in-
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to intellect and intuition, into conscious and suhconscious,
one may arrive to quite different conclusions concerning the
future of art. If one gives the priority to subconscious, to
intuition in Bergson's sense, and belit-tles intellect, depre-
ciating science ai the same time, it is doubtful that one can
exalt irt on so shaky a ground. But in our age of triumph of
science depreciation of intellect becomes an ever more
difficult taik; that is why the opposition of intellect to
emotions (including subconscious attrac-tions) -more often
than not becomes the philosophical foundation for negation
of progress in art.

in""The Journal ol Aesthetics and Literary Critique"
(1955) Aldous Huxley expresses t!9 thought that
notions and ideas, under the influence of human experience,
change from century to century, buL instinct, the emotional
siite if human being, is constant and remains unchanged.
Hence, the progress of science has no relation to the develop-
ment of moial (?) ana art; and even when science does affect,

them indirectly, the influence is always negative since, with
the emotional nature of man being unchanged, he gets, in
result of progress of science and technology, more and
more lethal weapons of destruction.

No matter what conclusions one may draw from the philo-
sophical premises of irrationalism; the conclusions themsel-
loes do n6t make the premises veritable. Man is a part of
society, of the boundleis universe , part of the material world.
He diifers from his animal ancestors in the ability of abst-
ract thinking, in his intellect. Man's mind reflects the sur-
rounding world: natural phenomena, other people, sojlll
relationi, and man's own material needs and interests. This
reflection is effected by the organs of sense and by intelleci
and embraces all spheres of emotional life: passions, desires,
sensations.

The emotional reflect,ion of the world and rational reflec-
tion, effectuated in abstract notions, are indissolubly in-
terconnected. Intellect takes part in the formation of our
perceptions, tinging them into a definite hue in accordance
ivittr itre aim ofiognition. Intellecl takes'part in all occur-
rences of emotional life - in instincts, passions and af-
finites; here lies the difference betweerr the human sensua-
lity and the animal one.-To 

avoid ambiguity, it has to be reminded that modern
materialism is fai from considering the reflection of the
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world in man's mind to bea passive one, a sort'of mirror-
Iike reflection which simply copies the existing reality;
already in sensation there is an iheosyncratic ms;1ent bro-
u-ght about by the structure of the organs of sense and by
the conditions they are in.

The emotional life is always coloured by-one's prrrposes
and desires, and the outer world is reflected in it throush the
prism of .one's personality. Last but not least, the cr6ative
character incarnates itself most vividly in labour, in every-
day- expedient activity of people directed to changing tfre
world; just as it incarnates itself in the work of i;tellect,
which not only reflects the nature and natural laws, but
forms mental images of all technical novelties long before
they are created by human hands.

When looked upon from that point of view, science and
art have a common gyound, both of them first and foremoSt
rellect the world. In science these reflec[ions are nresented
in the form of abstract notions and in theories based upon
bhese notions: in science intellect reflects the generalitiei of
bhings, "justified" of concrete perceptions of sensation.

In art the reflection -of the world is given through an
image - a wonderful and peculiar producl of fusion of the
intellect and emotions. In such an image general proper-
ties, -gener_al 

'features of things and relationi among th-em,
people_ ald their social relations are given in a c6ncrete-
sensual form.

- Oq. cannot perceive art to be only the sphere of emotions.
of feelings, the realm of "subconscious", ind so on. As far
back as the beginning of the 20th century, G: V. plekhanov,,
an eminent Russian Marxist of that period, justly amended
Lev Tolstoi who affirmed that art is a medium 

-of 
convey-

lng emotions. "Of emotions and thoughts,', added plekha,nov.

!n _o,ur days a well-known American scholar in aesthetics,
T. Munro, just as corr-ectly amends those who are trying to
repeai the mistakes of the great Russian writer. T.-Mrinro
points out that there is an insignificant connectlon between
art and instincts and emotions in their primary, reticent
and latent forms common to all human belngs; tLat art hds
closer links with desires and emotions whicf, have emerged.
under the influence of culture; that art, like science,:is-as-
sociated with. thoughts and opinions. It is an appropriate
remark. Real art, in any of its genres, emits tUe Iignt ot
thought through the sensually apprehended, or creat6d by
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our imhglnation (like in belles-lettres), envelope. Tlius in
the novels of Lev Tolstoi are expressed, contrarfto his own
words.qu_oted above, not onlyem-ot,ions but the deepest thou-
ghts_. And does!'t one absorb the ideas conveyed irthe films
produced by the masters or neorealism? And if we take
more "earthly", plastic art, doesn't one ingest the thoughts
of a sculptor or a painter at least in those-cases when t[ese
artists stand on a realistic platform?

Scielce is inseparable from technical creative work, in-
separable from political struggle, that is, from creation of
new social forms. Art consists not only of an artistic image
in one's'mind, but of ibs incarnation, that is, of an aesthl-
t,ical creatiol. Pqople_ in their everyday activity tnaterially
incarnate scientific ideas and artistic images. The integrity
.of humal oonsciousness, for which sciencJ and. art, abitral
ction and imagg, are the different meahs of cognition of
ths world. and the different means of expression -of human
nltitude towards it, finds its continuation in the integrity
of human activity directed to subjugation of nature.
, On [he _other hand, just out of the integrity of all forms
of practical activity sprout all ways of iefldction of the
world.

^ Science and art give us-comparatively authentic picture
of the world, including ourselves. They serve as means of
remodelling the world, means of humanising it. They are
interconnected, and serve like the risht and the left [ancls
of civilisation. Civilisation grows. uievenly. Sometimes it
employs both hands simultaneously, like in Ancient Greece
at the outset of European culture.
- During Renaissance the uplift of art preceded on the

whole the upsurge in science. In our days icience advances
faster than art.
. Does it. give any ground for pessimistic anxiety concer-
ning the future of art?

'In our opinion, it, does not.
' Advanoe in science is the advance of intellect, in which
Eoys not only "the gross volume" of knowledge but the
ability and aptitude for intellectual speculatio-ns.
' ' By'means of education broad massei of population get
a,cquainted with the achievements of science; therefoie,,
the grgwth of the intellectual abilities of scientists and scho-
lars promotes the growth of the intellectual abilities of so-
eiety as a whole. The faculty of abstract thinking does not
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hind6r ereative work in the realm of art, on the contrary,
it invigorates it, facilitates the creation of deep, intellectual-
ly pithy images. Leonardo da Vinci, Lomonosov and Goethe
weie aitists as well as scholars; there is no doubt that this
circumstance enriched their creative work both in the sphere
of art and the sphere of science.

At present such universality is unimaginable due to tho
colossal growth of science; but every true artist of our time
should be versed in fundamental inferences of natural scien-
ce, as well as acquainted with modern trends of social deve-
lopment. Unquestionably this will refine his conceptions. of
the world and therefore enhance the value of his creative
work. Intellect is not "contra-indicated" to art; the light of
it is just as necessary to art as to science.

Tderefore we emphatically brush aside Professor Callo-
gero's asseition prophesying the future impoverishment
6f art, though we ihaie his opinion that science and techno.
Iogy create the conditions for mass propagation of art by
meins of cinema, radio, television, etc. The rise of produc-
tivity'of labour makes it possible to shorten the-working
houri and hence to prolons the leizure time which can be
partially devoted toirt. T[e rise of the standard of life of
broad masses of people facilitates it.

The Soviet Union, where the working day was shorte-
ned to 7 hours (and in a number of branches of ind_ustry to
6 hours), where sLandard of life grows rapidly, and educ.a'
tional facilities are wil,hin lhe reach of every citizen, wit-
nesses the evergrowing craving of people to ar[. The network
of Universities of Culture, where people durirtg 1-2 years
attend lecbures on different aspects of culture and learning,
art included, is growing-from day to day-. I_t is try no means
a passive acquisit,ion of art, mainly of the classical art;
jusl on the contrary, the moder! a_rt arouses greaterirtterest." "Literary soire6s" are attended by tens of thousands of
people. And the most important oJ all is that it is not juft
i -ere appraisement of works of art which have already
been crealed by mankintl; the broad masses of people take
an active part in ail spheres of artistic creative activity. .

The numer6us clubs and Palaces of Culture can boast varied
amateur circles of art, and the memhers of these circles as

often as not enjoy greater success with public than profes.
sional actors and artists.

Such, for example, are the People's Opera House of Metal'
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lurgists, which staged the opera "The Daughter of Cuba"
by Listanov, and the Dance Ensemble of the Working Youth
and the Students' Choir of the Ural State University, both
of which enjoyed great success at the World Festivals. In
Sverdlovsk Region alone more than 50 thousand people
take an active part in amateur art activities, and just out
of their ranks come the professional artists, aclors and mu-
sicians.

In the Programme of the Communist Party of the Soviet,
Union, this most important document of our time, is recor-
ded, as one of the most important tasks facing the Soviet
people at present, all-round harmonious deuelopment ol
human personality, Such all-round development of perso-
nality means the amalgamation of intellectual wealth, mo-
ral upstanding and physical perfection.

To attain this it is necessary for one to master both sci-
'ence and art, to participate actively in technical and artis-
tic creative work; it is necessary to develop facilities for
talents and gifts of all people in all domains of production,
science, technology, literature and arf. Leizure time of peop-
Ie, on the evergrowingscale, will be devoted to creative work
in all spheres of art, science and technology.

The dilemma: science 07 art,l is nonexistent for the Soviet
people.

All foreign observers unanimously acknowledge how gra-
spingly the Soviet people ingest the achievements of modern
culture which are based on the cultural inheritance of all
the peoples and nations of the world, acknowledge the en-
thusiasm of the Soviet people in the creation of new cultural
values both in the realm of science and art.

Retracing the lessons of the hist,ory of mankind, we are
confident of a brillian[ future of the world civilisation, ci-
vilisation unfettered by the yoke of private ownership'and
exploitation. The prospects of progress are boundless in
science as weII in art which have always stimulated and
enriched each other and will continue doing so in future.

Bringing to mhrd Hegel. The great philospher erroneously
presumed that art was a gone-by stage in the development of
the "Universal Spirit,", that the peak in art had been some-
where in the past. Hegel declared it at the beginning of
the t9th century, a century which later on proved to be so
prolific in artistic creations. The pessimists of our days
do not realise that the temporary difficulties and mishaps of
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h.r[ are called forth by specific social conditions of the decay-
ing capitalism; that they are just as transient as capitalism
itself. In vain are their alluslons to intellect and icience;
both have nothing to do with these difficulties. The pessi-
Tists are just as wrong today in thbir pensive thougths over
the future of art, as Hegel was in his time.

_The history has proved, and is going to prove even more
indisputably, how right Marx was when he predicted the
growth of science and art, connecting the fuiure prospects
of progress of the world civilisation with the fbrmition
and development of communist society.

DTALECTICAL MAIERIALISM AND
IHE PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS OF MICROCOSM

Professor

S. T. MELYUKHIN

In our days the physics of atoms and elementary parti-
eles have acquirecl paramount importance. It-s develoqllentr
has brought ibout many important philosophical problems
among ,r.t ich the following seem to be the most urgent:

1)-What is the interrelation between the continuous
and lhe discrete in the structure of matter?

2) Do the primary, elernentary units of matter exist
in principle oi is ,rtaitu, infinite in structure? What does

the concept of structural infinity of matter imply?
3) In what way is the problem of substance of the uni-

verse solved at present, is there any primary substance re-
maining invariable in all transformations of matter?

4) C'an irresolvable and indeducible elementary mathe-
matical laws exist, from which the fundamental properties
of all phenomena would follow, or are there no laws of
such kind and is the causal chain endless?

5) What does the concept of structure imply when appli-
,ed to elementary particles?

Some of these problems were dealt with by pre - Marxian
philosophers and thcy were often solved in the following
)vay: some philosophers assumed tho existence of primqry
structureless units, of prirnary invariable substance, inde-
ducible elementary laws, which were identified with the
principles of classical mechanics.

Side by side with the limitation of matter in the micro-
cosm they admitted the infinity of space and time which
they assumed to be uniform, similar in all its forms, like
immensely magnified known finite.

There also existedr some oiher notions admitting the po-
tential structural infinity of substance (Anaximander,
Atisbqtle, Leibnitz, Hegel), but the finite theories of the
structure 9f matter in the spirit of atomism predominated.

l.riiUi;
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Radical chanEos in the concepL of matter took place inthe first, decade 
"of or, geq!ury *iin tfr. 

"pp"".ur"I'l}-rf,.theory of electromagnetic field, of ifre theory of electrons,with the discovery of ttre laws of *i."o.o.ri, il;il;;br"
l"_o3 t!r. principles of classical mechanics. tt i, 

"".uit.arn r*:^crTrs oI orevious metaph_ysical concepts of matter.rne concepts oI -unchangeable atoms, -universalitv 
ofmechanical laws, inde.pordeice of p"op".Li";-';i";il;rr"d

time on matter, etc. being refuted,'some physicisis_id";il:
sts have taken ir ro be gfr.q 

-rui1 
_ot pfiysicat ;h;;;;;; ;-;;;_le - the "ruin of marerialisml It ;;;;"e of tne taus;, ;;;_tributing to the mystic-concepts of the world. if* iir.rr#-cal failure of the 

-idealisticai 

"rti;; tne causei ;i-;;i;;in the physics and the ways of ourr.o-irg1; iil;irJl;;ili;analysed by-y, I. T,inin in his o,Uotiiioiir;;;'E;;i;;:_
crit.i.cism> (I909), where rhe problems ;i;["-;;;:;dr;";i
matter were' given quite q new treatment.
., B"qtI than anyone at that time V. I. Lenin understoodrne sprnL and tendencies of the development, of physics inthe twentieth century-, its unavoidutrir-a"pr.tu."' #;;1h;mechanical pattern of the universe 

""a tfi, "a_r*"".." "Irtre-]lymrLe comptexiLy of naLure.

,^ I"hil" many.physicists in the old manner continued t,orooK ror some ultimate structureress "bricks" of the worli,
identifying tlrem with electrons, f. I". Lenjn stated. thar,-'rne essence" of Lhings or ,,subsLance" is oZr, ,.itutlu".It only ex_presses a dejper insighipf ;;" into oblecis,-andif yeaslerday this insig'ht *ur Eooii"ua- to aLom and todavit is confined ro elecrron and ether, rh; il"1;;;i.ri;";##lism insists on the temporary, relative,-approximate charac_ter of all this landmirks of t "o*t.dgl' of 

"utrr; ;;'th"progressive science. The electron is as t';rh;;;;;U, ,, irriilnature is infinitel. LaLer on V. I. Lenin also claime;;;;infinity of mat,ter in struc[ure. 
- --*'

The idea of inexhaustible complexity of microcosm be_cam"e Uhe_ke_ystone of modern physi'cs uod h", b;;;;;;;;riiuconfirmed. Moreover, the d&eiop;rrrt 
"f t[."ry"r"'a l:rr_perimenL has given it a new material content: ic has brorrohr

aDouD some qualit,ative aspects of structurat inti"ity.oimatter.
The philosophical generalisation of Lhe developments inthe physics of microcoim was reflected in the "*#"iii" S"_----rV.Tlenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. Zii,*''""
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viet philosophical liLerature, especially in that of post-wdf
years. But the ontological problems stated above are as

yet of great importance and stimulate further research. The
fact is that the physical experiment has proved the complo-
xity of atoms different from those treated in the atomistic
thebries of the past. In those theories atoms were !ot belie-
ved to be some definite particles of the size of 10-E cm., but
were considered to be infinitesimal elements.'From this po-
int of view one could say even now that atoms known to
modern scien'ce, elementary particles and fields, as well as

the matter of which they are formed, are eventually compo-
sed of the ultimate structureless elements "true af,oms",
that matter is discrete in its struc[ure.

Reference to modern experiment might not dispose of
t his view, as it is unobservable infinitesimal elements that
are dealt wirh here. However, the statementr.that matter
is only discrete can be disposed of theoretically. The research
of ttre foundations of maihematics has shown that the idea
of the primary infinitesimal units is contradictory, that such
units db not exist in nature. Contrary to the latter, the idea
of the potential infinitesimal (or infinitely large) amounts
was suggested as a process of boundless decrease (orincreas-e)
of quaniities. The cbncept of infinite quantities can be appli-
ed to countable or uncountable multitude of objects.

The idea of matter being reeessarily discrete prevents
the rational understanding of interaction and general inter-
connection in the world, the cognition of the appearance of
various structural foimations.

In any system interconnections of different kind must
be at work between discrete elements. They cannot propa-
gate in space by themselves, for motion is impossible with-
5ut matter and there is no such thing as empty spac:. The-
re must be some material substance of this forces, various
forms of maLter continually distributed in space. Provided
that they were discrete, tlie problem of interaction would
preserve its previous form.- 

The geneial interconnection of the phe!omena and the
formatio"n of different structural systemi redulting from- t\e
interaction of elements, are possible when matter as a whole
is continuous. The continuity finds its necessary attribute in
the discreteness of matter, in the existence of different ob-
jects and Ievels of the structural organisation of matter.- 

The idea that there are ultimate structureless micro-obje '
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cts in nature is not vaiid. Structure is always some law and
ty,pe of connections, it is always some form of interconnec-
tion of elements of matter, stipulating the existence of
an object as a whole and the course of a process.

Interconnection and interaction are ihe basis of st,ruc-
ture, the form of its manifestation.
: The objects devoid of any struct,ure would never possess

counections and interactions, both internal and exiernal.
lut in such a case they would nob possess'any properties,
fqr any property results from inteiactions, ii iauied by
internal and external connections of a body. Objects coukl
uot be united into systems of larger sizes and no bodies could
result from them. These objects would not manifest bheir
existence sinee the latter can manifest itself only provided
the interaction is presenl. IL is clear that such mibrb-objects
devoid of connections and sfruqiure are illusive units"and
can not exist in nature. St,ructural naLure of all material
objects is their inherent attribute, which is due to such more
general attlibutes of ma[ter as motion and interaction.
Hence-when aqy new phenomena of nature are discovered,
the following [uestion will necessarily arise: why do the
properties and laws of any particular phenomena possess
just this and noL some other form. The causal chain of all
possiblg explanations will never eome to an end. Anv well
grounded theory devoid of any contradictions and coniirmed.
pV practice will always contain some concepts and prir,cipr
les not to be thoroughly understood and-explained oniy
with the aid of contenL and methods bf the theory concei-
nqd. {ny theory can be entirely understood and explained
provided a more general theory has been conceived, from
wfoich the concepts of the previous theory are deducible as
its pecu[igr sequences. Such new theory cannoi be crea[ed
on the basis of logic alone; new experimental daLa are in-
dispensable.

Internal connection and corpespondence between the nbw
a_nd the previous theory will take place and the equalions of
the new theory will be transformed at certain parameters
into equations of the previous theory 1. That is why no
primary universal mathematical laws can exist in the world
frorn which all properties of all phenomena couldbe deduced
directly. Such laws could exist only provided the structure
of the world were qualitatively homogeneous, in case the
properties of matter were entirely isomorphous on aIl space-

I 64,

time scales of its existonce' However' in nractice we see

Lhe reverse: the worih is heberogeneous in iis structure and

there are qualitativ;ly a1tt"1t"ilevels of structural- organi-

H;;-;; il";fir. o" t""ry level mafter nossesses difterent

specific properties ,,i'fu*t of motion' ft{ay several such

levels are known: "i"'"""tuty 
particles and atomic nuclei'

;;;il ;;; ;;;;;r"., *"'"'dopi"- bodi"'' cosmic-svstems of

tlil'*"ff;d;;J. Aii;;;"eshouldbe-also made for the exi-

;ffi;'i;f iri.r""t. r"""r, in rhe evolurion of maffier in iis
progress from inorga"it foaitt to living substance and con-

scious beings.""^ nfrry pioperties and laws of macroscopic phenomena

*iri'""ifJloi,ra in tt'"ti"to:osm and vice versa' The laws

;fihil;"l;;tr" oi iiui"g organisms are qualitativelv diffe-

;;*'il;-iiro.. of inor-ganic bodies. This does not mean,

;;';.-;;, ihat the r"-r.rE in quesrion exisr bv themselves.

No doubt they are t;;;;;;;;;;a u1a mutualiv slipulaled'

t;";; fr;;'.'p*rir. p,operties and Iaws of motion Lhere.are

also some general p'6p"'titt, such,as .interacbio-n' 
motion'

;;;;" ;il. "prop"rtii.,'inertia' qualita[ive stability' quan-

;ir*i";';;d qr'Jt,uti". infinitv, tendencv to inherenb evo-

lution and' some others''-"t-tt.rtrrealso.oo,"g"""taldialecticalregularitiesma-
oiru.i.J-o" uri r""L1*-tf"the structure of matter' Such as

the law of the conservation of matter and motion' the prin-

ciple of causality, tf,.:fu* of unity- and interaction of conl-

rarieties, mutual ttu"titio" of qualitative antl quantitative

variations, and others'""ffr" 'gJ".r"f fr*t .nd properties provide the connection

between all the levels of strutt'ure of matter' Bu[ they are

""i"."tir"r"ri 
to, tf,"-aeduction of some specific ptll"^t^1i-:t

;;; il;t of matter as they do not possess any specurc

funcLional ior*, upptopriaie parameteis and constants' be-

inq the most genliat principtes of nabure' AII the general

-,lnprr ics nn4 f u*.'iluiii.riiht*."iues in qualitatively dif-

I";:t# f;;.^ ""-Jir*.nt 
Ievels of rhe srrucrure of marter.

In'such, *uy'it" 
-qualitative 

he[e.rogenei'{ "j ^t*.]lli.1r^ni *ltt., .ii*inui.. the possibility oi a singte guantr-

;;;i"; d;, which could express-th-e ultimate essence or mat-

ter, the equation f."*=*f i'tfl all the protrierties of the worltl

1 J.
Physics

V. Kuznetsov, Principlc-o[ Compliance in Modern

o,la iit"ptii".ofrri.ui ru.,,l'I' uotco* - Leningrad' 1948'
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could be deduced. Each particular level has specific laws of,tr.ly:, expressing tn, ir.""r.-oi iraterial relations.
r ne suantitative and qu,alitative statement oi theselaws involves the proble,m ;i-;;;t"'.ur.ul foundal,ion anddeduction. This can.be 

".ff.r;9;"il'-.rr. of a more generaltheory, whose laws invorv" iilo..'oi:'ih" preuiors theorv astheir parricular solurion. Thl-reflr;; ;;;";;;;* i" V."ilrr,._nin, the human {.hought pu.... irom*the 
""a."riu,air*""frte essence of the fir;r or-d;;]ffi -;i 
,h;-;#;,,rf;riaorder, and this process knows ,o i-iriitutiorr.

rne relativeness of essence is Lhe basis of the relativenessof the conceDr of substanc.-.-a;;;;;;;io rhe ;tll 
^;;;;;;.;

cal views tne aiateciic;t;;;"rt;if,* l.r,r_.s r,har rhere isno ultimate invariabl. ."lriu"""- 
"i ,ff thi"dl; ;;;;;.The thesis of the substantialiiv"oi "-"tt.r 

impries only lhematerial unitv of the world, o, *"it i. the universal vali-dity of the la# of the p"r..riiriio" oi*atter and moLion, ofthe principle of causalitt ;; th";o".i g'.r..ut raw of na[ure.Only in t,his sense _matier as substanZe is absolute. As faras the stabilitv and elemenfu"V ,-frilr"ter of some particu_lar forms of mattela". .orr.6rrred, the subsfanfiilitv oimatter is relarive. .For inslance, rhe";i.;;;;;;;"r"riJrrliobjects with resnect to chemicai 
"o-rirations are atomicnuclei, remainins invariable i; -;ir 'chemical 

reactions.They aie here suf,sta"tiat f"rticir.l'brrt at the same timethey possess structure.a"d uil;h;Ji,*""t organisation of somerelat,ively simple m-att,er, maoifdsr,irg'ir,s8ti 
"as* 

e i;;;;#;particles and 
-fields. rurvrr qD uterrrerrLary

There exists anparentry a _generar raw: those materiarobjects which are 
^ 
substa"ntiur' *a-'"elativery invariablewith respect to the *o*ptr*-arra hi;hu;i.rrl, are themselvesformq of organisa-tionof mat,terat tf,e lower level. Wifh res_pect to obje-cts _of mat,ter of the lowe"-ie,rel, th;; ;;;";";;i-na[e as such, disanpear and ,oa..go diit"r.oi"irilf"";","r_tions. The substantiality and l""r.i"fifity prove to be re-lative, but at the same ti*" t,f*V 

""i oti"rti"", as are differentlevels of st,ructural or-ganisatio" oi ,rrJit"r. It is in the rela_tivity of subsranrial f"orms, a; *;ti;;";. tfr" _riiii;;t#;of laws, inreracrion: l;d-'p;;p;rl#, rtut tt" quatirariveinfiJrity of mamer finds its-;i"ii..ilri"".It is of interest to- consider tfr... profiems with respectto elementary particl", -una-]iifa;. il. term elementarvpart,icles in physics implies pri;;; r;'irai"i.iti.";;jil";rf
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matter which do not consisb of other_particles-and- fields
iilfi in modern science. More than 30 species of elemen-

tary particles have been discovered and the analysis or

their microstructure has just begun. Their probable sffuc'
;;; il b.en found to b"e quite different from that of all
macroscopic bodies.---. 

tt 
" 

kiowletlge of the structure of micro-objecls involves:
1. The discovery of laws and types oI connections or

some material elements in elementary particles;
2. Insight into material substratum of the interconnec-

tioni concZrned, that is, into those forms of matter, tho
interaction of which results in the formation of elementary
oarticles;'--f. tn" study of spatial structure, the character of the
spatial distribuiion of ttre elements of matter in a par-

ticular microobject;-- 
4. Understancling of the specific features characteristic

of the existence of efementary particles in time, of the time
,.p".t of tt ei, structure ard the dynamics of ils transfor-
mation in time..-- 

io what follows the data of modern physics on t'hese four
asnects of the problem are considered'

'The laws of interaction bf material elements in micro-
struciureof elementarypafticles have nob yeb been discove-
red. None of the equaii-orrs of quantum theory (Schrddinger'

Oi.ur, Heisenber!)-have providtd as yet a complete solution

"t tfti,rf,if},t"rT'"r.o 
now the philosophical generalisation

of nhvsical data permits some preliminary information on

the'structure of paiticles to be obtainetl at least in the gene-

ral qualitative form.- 
dfr. .t"""ture of elementary particles do6s not imp]y its

b"i"g-;;;ilnically composed-oi some smaller particles oi
similar kind.- Jfr. concept of mechanicall-y complex system cannot he

applietl to it. in any mechanically complex system the ener-

Ev'of interaction between the elements is very low as com-

i"ared to the total inherent- energy 4:mc', depending on

itr. rrru.. of the system. The tlecrease of the mass, when such

a system is formeh, is negligible as compared to the mass as

u #hoi". As for the etementary particles the siluation is quite
differenL. At the present time there are no means permitting
il"-ffil particles by energy thousaods or even millions of
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times as large as the inherent energy E:mr)2 of a particle. Ifelementary 
^p-articles were mechinically comple*-;il.;;

consisting of dist,inct, elements, they wouid frli-il,; "lJ;il;wh.en affected by energy smaller ihanp:*rr,nri-i;"i;;;it is not the case even when this energy is 1000 mc, a;d ilgh;;:In all these cases we have to do"not with ihe ;plt#ffi;ia particle, but with the appearance of many other mi8ro_
obje.cts - ^electrons, mesons, pro[ons, etc.,_"arislng ,-f tfrpcollision of partic-les. 

Jhe- n-ewborn particle, ;;;H ;i ;i.;
same type as the bombarded ones (foiexample, th" app"a"an-
ce of electron-positroh pairs on eiectrons).-Tirir i.'fi";;;;ment against the idea. of their being present ,,reaay-pxof;),
in the bombarded particles. They ap"pear to have bJen con_
necLcd wrth Lhe strucLure of interacting microparlicles, butwere contained in it not ,,ready_made,-- but potentiiity,*ii
a possibility.

. Ihu energy of int,eraction between them is so high thattheir mass as a whole-as well as other properties, ur;?b"til:guished". Out,side only a small part dt tiil. p.op.rii*-"r,
be observed in the transformed stite, thev beinE i,he ,.oo"._ties of^the particle c_oncerned. But if t[", L"L?gv-"i^;I;;_
rior effects exceeds the energy of these interior iorrnectior.,
amounting to sever-al mc2 , some other potential ;ic;o_;;ljects escape from -the s[ructure of the particle. f[" tru*i_tron lrom possibilily,to reality, that is, the appearance
oJ distinct particles, depends ilerefore, on the amorni ot
the energy absortred. The higherthe energy,ih;g"*t";;il:
ber of microparricles can ippear in a iiltisi;. t[; ;;;;_
gy of ronnection between their potential elemenis*Ji,;
be so high.that they do not appear by fhemsel"r. *h;;1h;
energy_ of the exterior action iJ iow. slch consid..rtior. #r-re used in- physics for constructing variou, -oJ.f, oi;;;;_lex part,icles. For example, Mark"ov r a"a S;;*'r;;;;;;,r"d
that the neutral n-meson results from the interaction'Zt irr"pair-nuclon-antinuclon, present in laten[ "ii;;l-rtr;;which were defined above is a potentiar existence. The e"ce..
of the mass, of nuclons is eliriinated at the ;rp.;;; ;1 il;
enormous energy of their interaction, ail othei prop..ti".
changing at the same time. <The resid"at, of i.i-";'o;;;;properties manifests itself on the outside as the prop..ill.of neutral r[-meson. Similar models *... .rgg"st;d fo;ojlgl =]glq.ntary particles, whose strucrure is EElieved tor M. A. X{ a r k o v, lf yperons a77d K_mesons. ]lloscow, 1g5g.
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result from.powerful interaction of micro-objectp,,f ! sloyi{
bi emphasi.'"d, that the energy of interaction between tne

Il;iilil;.r"JJ;"ui'.t"r"""ts cinnot exceed their- total in-

t;;;;;;;.cy' Alternativelv the tota.I-mass and the enersv

.t'.rrti.f.J'would n. ,,.guLiue, which contradicbs to the

f;.i.-;;d l;ws of Lhe cons"erva[ion of matLer and energy'

The above consideratio"r uiio* the elementary parlicles

to re-aulin ed as *tiii-loiiuctt, whose energy- ol interior 
.bond,s

iorrespond,s approrimatelg to the eryery^a^ of the nxass at resr'

This definitioo ,tro*slhelressential cli"fierbnce from alI other

;j;;":;;;;;it-."- trr-ai.co"ered, such as atomic nuclei and

"io*u, 'Jt i"t, ur" qo"iit*tively indivisible' have prese-rved

iheir integrity in chemical reactions, but are charactenseo

tr, , *r"[ Iower """rgy 
of interior bonds' Potentially the

.J.*t,i.i'"r-.ilrn."iu# parbicles may conLain many oLher

,"i.ro of;..ts, but iile" realisation of-.this possibility' that
is. the appearance of real particles, wiII depend on the ener-

; ;f ;.;;il.iio" of a given particle with other micro-objects'
?; ;; il; seen that tfie structure of microparticles may ma-

nitesi ittett in different ways depending on the ditlerence

;i-;";;gy of exterior bonds-and interactions' It is not an

i;;i;Bi. factor, but varies continually with the changes

in the exterior bonds.'" il"h-; a.peoat"". of 
.structure on honqs is possible not

onfv ,i u high energy of interaction, but also at sma-Il ones'

e"'i*infrt iiiriniinterior structure of microparticles can-

not be iainetl wiLhout taking into.account [herr connectron

with electromagrretil" gr;;idtio"aI a-nd nuclear fields' eaqh

;f;h; makinfi its cofrtribution to the strucbure' Such pro-

;;rd;;-"T orrt'i"I." as mass, electric charge' meson ch.alse

ire respectively characterisbics of the bonds ot par[rcrcs

*rif, e"l"ttrtioLal, etectromagnetic or nuclear fields' 
^The

faci tfrat the properties conce"rned cannot be severed from

rri"r"p"rti.flr'.orfir*. the unity of particles with- various

fielcls. The greaterihe-constant oi inteiaction' the closer the

narticle i.""orr.Jrd with the field' For example'-the
;;;;; ri"ra itl"irinsical in the structure of nuclons' Thus'

;il;-;;.t"re of particles is a furction of their interaction
;i;h;th;-pr.ti"i"..r"d fi.tdt' It cann.ot be understood if
we take account "ilh.-;"..ibi" 

i'tt'io' bontls -alone 
without

;;ihg ,ito*u".. for tire exterior ones' The difference bet-

ween tTre interior ant! the exterior bonds is far from abso-

lut e,
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It i-s impossible to es[ab]ish p-recisely a boundary bet_
ween the elementary particle and its exterior field. This
unity 

^of 
p-arbicles and tields is shown by the qua;il ;h;_ory of Jield, which regards particles as exciied states ofparticular fields_, thus emphasising the dialecticat unity ot

the discrete and the continuous in the microcosm.
On the other hand, the increase of interaction energy in

some particles causes t,he transitionfrom.the sphere o?"trr"potentially possible into that of reaiity of eue, ircreasirE
number of micro-objects, which can exist in a latent, vir]tual state in the stiucture of related particles u"a ii"ra..
Consequently, structure can not be understood trki"tl;;
account only the present real being of a part,icle, th-at is,
a-ll those properties, which are obd6rvea in intera.tt".; ;;this or that moment. On should also have ,rgrrd ii" th"
inexhaustible multitu4e of potent,ially possibTe .t"i.r-oi
thrs structuqe, since all the f-eaLures of a'particular multi-
tude depend not only on interior bonds,'f"i ui.o ;;1il
exterior ones, notably, on the energy of interactio" *itt
other part,icles and fields. In this theiiructure of elemenr,arv
particles differs essentially from that of aII other knowi
forms oJ matter, from atom to cosmic systems. If th;;tr;_
cture of the latter is d-etermined primariiy by the taws ani
forms of interior bonds between ihe elemeni, of u ,V.t.*,
the structure of elementary particles to no less ""t*i J"l
pends also on their exteri-or-bonds.

In order to visualise t,his paradoxical phenomenon, illu_
strating the qualitative infinlty of matter, Iet us consider
the.following experigle!t. Let us suppose tirat two pr;i;;;,
with.an energy of 

_1012 
electron-volts-each, *ou" ,pp.o*imaj

tely in the same direction, so that the trajectories of their
motion are at a small angle.. Imagine that they collide
at some point. In such a case the eneigv of collision can be
inappreciable and the protons will giseparate ways. Sup_
pose t,hat these protons move toward-each- other and collidewith an energy of 2.1012 e. v.

In this case many new microparticles will appear: hype_
rons, mesons and others contairied in the struiture of- fhe
pr-otons in a potential state.Thedifference between the re_
sults shows that the structure is a function of the inter_
action of particlos and manifests itself ilifferently in the pro_
cesses with different energy.

The above phenomenon should not be undersf,ood in the
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sense that here energy passes into matter. Different paftic-
les originate at collision not at the expense of pure energy,
but ai the expense of interacting micro-objects, for example
protons. But the colliding micro-objects with different ener-
gy also possess different quantities of matter in respect to
one another. As a result of thdir collision many particles are
bbrn, among which similar ones may be present (two pro-
tons, as in the example mentioned above).

This phenomenon can be understood correctly only from
the standpoint of dialectical materialism, which claims
the inherent unity of matter and motion and also the depen-
dence of the structure of bodies on their interaction. As far
as motion is an intrinsic attribute of matter, the change in
the form and energy of motion resultsinthe change of struc-
ture. Hence the structure ,of particles and the quantity
of matter involved in them behave differently in various
interactions. This behaviour is especially pronounced at
high energy of interaction.

The above considerations allow to treat the spatial struc-
ture of elementary particles from a new point of view. The
spatial volume of bodies usually implies their extent in their
mutually perpendicular directions. But what is this ex-
tent? Is it the primary, initial property of matter, or can
it be derived from'some other, more general property? From
our point of view, the extent is the secondary property with
respect to motion and interaction of bodies, is the function
of their interaqtion. For instance, the extent of any micro-
scopic hody results from the interaction of elements of mat-
ter composing it. The ertent d,isplays the stability ol coexis-
tence of elements in, structure, the labter being the result of
unity of different opposing forces, in particular, those of
attraction and repulsion. Assuming there are no forces of
attraction and linkage between the elements of a body, it
is evident that the body will not exist, and it is no use spea-
king of its extent.

But if we suppose that the forces of repulsion between
the elements have vanished and only the forces of attraction
predominate, the body will decrease in size at least 1014 ti-
mes. This diminishing may go on, as far as the unity of
opposing forces of attraction and repulsion in its specific
forms seems to bo present in the structure of elementary
particles. The stability of structure of any material unit,
as well tc its exteut, result from the dynamical balance of
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opposing forces, from stable coexistence of interacting ele-
ments. The elimination of one of the groups of opposing
forces makes the stability of the coexistence of elemenLs
impossible, and thus the basis for the extension is destro-
yed. In this way, the extent.is not a primary, inilial and
invariable property of matter, as ib was thought to be by
Descarl,es, Spinoza and many other philosophers. It is the
funct,ion of interaction, as a more general attribute of
matter.

Relativity seeks to discover the dependence of spatial
properties of mdterial bodies on their relations, although
it should be stressed that in many papers on relativity the
old concept of space as some primary entity is still employ-
ed. It is often found in the attempts ab geometrizing matter,
at creating such a theory of space and time, by means of
which various types of elementary particles and fields, as
well as all their properties, could be derived 1".

Material objects here are believed to be the display of
metrical properties of space and time, while in fact it is
not the case: space and time are secondary with respect to
matter, are forms of its being, and their properties are de-
ducible from motion and the interaction of bodies.

In principle all these considerations applSr to spatial
dimensions of elementary particles. Dimensions are usually
determined by measuring the effectivecross-sections, when
some particles are bombarded by others. But the extent.of
lhe cross-section depends on the mass of the interacting
particles, the velocity of their motion, and the electrical
charge, and will vary in case some of these parameters,
for instance, impulse, are changed. Hence, the spatial di-'mensions displayed in interactions will be also different,

It should also be [aken into account Lhab particles can-
not be separated from different fields inherent to their
structure. Therefore the dimensions of particles cannot be
accounted for without considering the extent of their fields
and the unity of the discrete and the continuous in the struc-
ture of matter.'It will be noted that the spatial dimensions of elemen-
tary particles can be dependent to a certain extent on the

onormous enorgy of their intrinsic linkages (bonds). The
Iatter can bring about the relative discreteness of a number
of particle properties, in particular their spatial dimen-
sions, which are of the order of 10-14 cm. In the current the-
ories this finds its expression in the discreteness of space
and Lime in the microcosm.

In the dimensions smaller than 10-1.a cm the elemen[a-
ry particles will not present themselves as indivisible .

units. It does not mean that on this scale there are ro ma-
terial formations. Matter, as.'the totality of all.obl:ects anrl
systems in nature, is not only discrete, but also continuous .

in its structuie.ILs discreteness is a relative property, while
its contunuity is absolute, responsible for. the'general in. ,

terconnection of all the phenomena in the world. But the I

insight into the scales small6r than 10-14 cm is'possible
only with the aid of some new experimental method, as:r
yet unknown. This will provide knowledge of quite a new,
world with space-time properties distinct:from those so .

far known. Thus, the true.infinily of matter in struqture
presupposes the unity of gualitative and quantitative varia-
tions, some sequence of fundamental levels having their
specific properties ancl laws. Only the general atlritrutes
and principles of matter provide for the interconneclion
between these levels, buttheyalso manifest Lhemselves diffe- .

rently with the transition from one }evel to anoiher. .:

TLe study of the structure of elementary particles in-
volves the knowledge of both spatial and time aspects ;

of their existence, the dynamics of their variation in ,

time.
. Particles do not exist for a long time in self-identical

state, their sLructure is not invariable. This is txue not
only for unstable particles, but for stable ones as well. They
suf{er continuous changes resulting from interactiorrs with
the ,surrounding forms of matter, from absorption and ra-
diation of quanta' of different fields, from virtual trans-
f ormat ions. :

Their properties are statistically means jn time, and their
structure is a unity of stability and variability.'If one suc-
ceeded in measuiing the values of their properties during
thb periods of the order of 10-23 sec. and less, one would
obtain every time different vdlues of properlies for one
and the same parl,icle.

This is due'to the fact that particles. constanily origi-
t)

1t

and
and
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l For diflerent theories oI geometrizing elcmcntary particle;
fields see, for example, J. A. WheelBr, Neutrinos, Gravitatiori
Geometry, Bologna, 1960.
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nate and absorb virtual quanta oI certain energy and are
subject to intrinsic transformations. The time of their
existence in other forms is taken to be equal to about 10-2e
sec., then they pass again into the initial state, followed
by new tralsformations. The quantum theory of field
points out the correlation of uncertainties for the time of
existence and energy of virtually originated particles
LE.Lt > h.

This correlation implies the existence of an objective
u:rcertainty in -th9 values of the general propercies of par-
ticles, provided the measured time is less than l0-2s iec.
Below this limit, processes will occur in the microstructure
of particles, which will show qualitatively different peculi-
arities.

Thus, the above considerations permit to define the ele-
mentary particles as qualitatively - peculiar micro-objects,
whose en-ergy of intrinsic bonds roughly corresponds tb ttre
elergy of the mass-at rest of the forms of matter composing
them; tlre material, space-time structure of these paiticlei
results from interior and exterior bonds and is a unity of
st,ability and continuous variability.

The history of scientific knowledge displays the follo-
wing important regularity: all the fundamental problems
of natural science, which apply to matter as a whole, have
always been defined first in philosophy on the basis of dia-
lectical and materialistic concepts.- Only then were they
studied in detail by natqral scientists, who gave them quan-
iitative and exact qualitative specification and praCtical
realisation.

This may be seen from the history of the following dis-
coveries: the larvs of the preservation of matter and iis ge-
neral properties, atomistic theory, the development -of
concepts of matter and space and time, the principle of
minimum action in nature, the infinity of the world, the
principle of the evolution in inorganic aird living nature,
etc. While positivism and various idealistic trends neg-
Iect ontological philosophical problems, or distort their
essence, dialectical materialism, making use of the develop-
ment of natural science, aims at creating a synthetic
pattern of matter in motion and at discovering its general
properties and regularities. This pattern, to be sure, will
not replace various concepts of natural science concerning
tho structure and properties of matter, but it seeks to find
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0u[ the general principles of being displayed in the world,
every field studied hy natural science included.

Among these objecis of investigation the problems enu-
merated in the beginning of this paper are of basic importan-
ce. As far as these problems deal with the essence of the
inlinity ol matter, tliey cannot be solved completely and
definitively at_aly given moment. But at every stage of
investigation dialectical materialism attempts to disCover
some elements of absolute truth, which woutd be used by
the further progress of science.
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